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PREFACE

This study is based on the findings of a World Bankl mission that visited Ukraine in October
1992, and reflects developments since then. The mission was led by Csaba Csaki and included Ezriel
Brook, Ulrich KCoester, Mark Lundel (Macroeconomics - Trade), Roy L. Prosterman, Zvi Lerman
(Land Reform - Privatzation), Oscar Honisch (Crop Production, Input Supply, Forestry), Helmar
Ochs (Livestock), Lynn Engstrand (Agro-processing), Robert Vogel (Rural Financing), Chuck
Antholdt (Govemment, Research, Education, Extension) and Arndt Uhlig (nternational Assistance).
The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development participated in the review with two experts:
Jork Sellschopp (Agro-processing) and Michel Reignier (Marketing and Distribution).

An earlier draft of the study was ompleted in March - May 1993. It was disussed with the
Government of Ukraine in September 1993. Major findings of the study were also presented to
representatives of business and academic institutions, and foreign governmental and non-
,overnmental organizations. Based on the comments from the Government of Ukraine and on
recommendations at the seminar and donors meeting, this study was prepared in May-June 1994 by a
small team led by C. Csaki and included M. Lundell, Z. Lerman, A. Zuschlag, S. Moury, and R.
Arakelov. The detailed subsectoral analyses presented in previous versions of this study have not
been updated for inclusion in this finai report. D. Greene and L. Schertz provided editorial
assistance. D. Kaufimann, A. Zeijlon, H. Binswanger, C. Pant, B. Gardner, C. de Haan, S. Johnson,
and W. Henrichsmeyer provided valuable comments. A. Skdiarenko, G. Voitsekhovskaya, and K.
Skorik assisted the review in Kiev.

Deputy Minister V.D. Grevtsov, Mr. B.l. Kirichenko and Mr. B.F. Bespalyi of the Ministry
of Agriculture and Food were the main coordinators of the mission on the Ukmainian side. The
Ministr of Economy, Ministry of Finance, Ministy of Forestry, State Committee on Land
Resources, State Committee on Food Industry, State Committee on Bread Products, State Committee
on Water Economy, and State Committee on Fisheries also provided active support to the sector
review. Background studies were prepared by the Ukrainian Institute of Agricultual Economics, the
Institute of Economics, and the Institute of Land Organization. Preliminary results of the Ukraine
Land Reform Monitoring Project have also been used in preparing this study.
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CURRENCY EQUIVALENTS

Currency unit = karbovanets, abbrev. krb
US$1 = krb 47,000 (as of June 15, 1994)

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES

feed unit oat unit
ha hectare
kW kilowatt
oat unit 600 grams of starch
q quintal
t metric ton

ABBREVIATIONS

Al system of artificial insemination
BU Bank of Ukraine (formerly Tkrainian Agricultural Bank)
EBRD European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
EU European Union
FSU Former Soviet Union
GDP gross domestic product
GOU Government of Ukraine
IFC International Finance Corporation
1FF! Association of Inter-Farm Feed Products Industries
MEP Mbiisty for Enviromnental Protection
MFER hfmistry of Foreign Economic Relations
MFP Ministry of Forest Production
MPP Mass Privadzation Program
MOAF Ministry of Agriculture and Food
NASULGC National Association of State Universities and Land Grant

Colleges
NEP New Economic Policy
NU? Net Material Product
SCFP State Committee for Food Processing
UAAS Ukrainian Academy for Agricultural Sciences
UAB Ukraine AgroBusiness (prvate input supplier)
1KRMEDPROMNAB Agency in charge of procurement and distribution of

veterinary products and vaccines.
UKRPLEMOBIEDINENIE Ukrainian Livestock Selection and Breeding Association
UKROPTTSEPROM Ukrainian State Poultry Enterprise
UKRVETSPROMNAB Veterinary Department of MOAF
USDA United States Departnent of Agriculure
VAT Value Added Tax



EXECUTE SUMMARY

With the dissolution of the Soviet Union and the breakdown of all previously estzblished
production and trading practices, Ukraine has been forced to confront the demands of trnsformation to
a market-based economy. In the food and agriculture sector, this redirection of production facilities
towards private ownership and market-based decision making is still at an early stage. The adjustment
needed is considerable due to the legacy of distorted prices, government intervention in the production
system, monopolistic input and output marketing, and the built-in inefficiencies of the collective and state
finm system. This report describes the current status of the food and agriculture system and dte ongoing
process of transformation. The report also provides an agenda and recommendations for continuing
sectoral reform.

Agricultual Performance and Structure

The food and agricultural sector has greater economic potential in Ukraine than in any
other region of the Former Soviet Union (FSU). This is due primarily to its favorable agro-climatic
conditions: fertile soils, adequate rainfall, and a temperate climate. These conditions are not only well
suited to the production of grains, oilseeds, root crops, and livestock, but they are also ideal for the
production of a wide variety of fruits and vegetables. Due to these ideal conditions, the country
traditionally has been a net exporter of food and agricultural products. Performance of the sector,
however, has been far below potential. Crop yields are only 50% to 55% of those in Western Europe,
fertility yields of livestock are 33% lower, and feed conversion ratios are less than half of Western
standards. Material losses are high throughout the food chain. Food processing, due to outdated
technology and low capaciy, is the bottleneck in this system. Despite significant producer and credit
subsidies for agriculture, agricultural output has declined by about 22% since 1990. During 1991-92,
the country was a net importer of grain for the first time in several decades. At the same time, the level
of food consumption declined sigificantly.

Ukainian agriculture still exhibits the major hallmarks of the Soviet system. Most of the
production is organized in large-scale state farms and collectives. These also provide a comprehensive
range of social and municipal services. A large bureaucratic adminisative structure is still functioing
above the farm level, and attempts to provide central control to farms and other agricultural activities.
Even in 1994, the Government has aimed at influencing production decisions of the farms by connecing
input supply with deliveries to the state. Regional administrative structures have been preserved almost
without change, and the bureaucracy created to inplement diret administrative controls continues to
eJst.

The decline in agricultural and food processing output is a reflection of the deterioration
of the overall economic situation of the FSU: high inflation, worsening terms of trade for agriculture,
reduced availability of vital inputs, overall decline of real wages and domestic demand, and the collapse
of intra-regional trade. Predating the reoent decline is a long history of policies that have produced
severe structral problems. Centrally directed, collectivized agriculture, together with the routne
covering of enterprises losses, and the cumbersome mecaisms of central planning and control, resulted
in inefficient production and distnbution systms and distorted consumer prices. High investment levels
in the Soviet era did not improve efficiency, and growth relied increasingly on expanding the amount of
agricultural inputs. Agriculture becme an increasing financial burden, with subsidization of both
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consumers and producers becoming an important factor in macroeconomic destabilization. It is evident
that the sector's full potential can only be realized if major structural reforms are implemented.

A Slow and Cautious Reform Process

The Government of Ukraine has moved cautiously in reforrning and restructuring the food
and agricultural sector. First, there is a considerable body of opinion in Ukraine that the problems of
the present system are transitory; that they caln be overcome with greater access to advanced technology
and better management, and that subsidization will only be needed until transitory problems can be
solved. Second, there is a fear that the rapid dismantling of state and collective farms will lead to a
collapse of output. Third, there is concern about the effects of rising food prices on living standardis.
Finally, there is a recognition that the physical and institutional infrastructure needed to support a sector
of small independent farmers is substantial, and not immediately available.

Market and Price Liberalization. Despite several moves toward price and market reform
over the last few years, Government influence on price fomation remains strong. Although most
agricultural output and input prices are no longer formally set by the state, these measui-:s do not
represent true hberalization. All major agricultural products are covered by state contracts (grains,
sunflower, and sugarbeet) or state orders (meat, milk, poultry, and potatoes), which still account for over
halt of the marketed output of these commodities I Though the payment advances to farms carry an
implicit credit subsidy, the prices received by farms under state orders and state contracts are well be.ow
border price levels. The net result is implicit taxation of farms. Monopolistic state trading agencies
continue to exert substantial pressure on farms to sell at prices indicated by the Govemment by making
these sales a condition for supply of otherwise-hard-to-get inputs and payment advances, which function
as loans for working capital. Access of farms to foreign trade channels is restricted since sales to the
state have been a necessary precondition for granting permission to export even small quantities.

Apart from relatively modest changes in the formal system as described above, the
nalfiznctioning of the state controlled marketing system became more apparent in 1993-1994 than any
time before. In practice, the state procurement system has lost its strength. There are a growing number
of commercial traders, including new private finms, commercialized former state enterprises, joint
ventures and foreign traders, that operate outside of the state marketing network. Farns increasingly
contract with these companies and use the state system less and less. One estimate by a Government
source was that 25% of farms no longer work with state suppliers. Explosive inflation has led to a
demonetization of agriculture and has inhibited the functioning of agricultural markets. Producers are
storing an increasing proportion of output on farn. Output is often processed on a share basis, i.e.,
processors receive a proportion of the output rather than a cash payment, and the balance is returned to
the farm. Farms use this output to barter for inputs, or sell on uncontrolled markets. Producers also
barter for other domestic or imported goods, and even pay their workers partly in kind.

Unfortunately, the most recent reaction of the Government of Ukraine to this situation
in June 1994 is to try to maintain state purchasing with a new wave of subsidized credits and input supply

I State orders do not diflr gready from smte contracts: the difference is the source of financing. State orders are
fnanced by loans from the state budget to procurement agencies which in tum nmake advance payments to agricutural producers.
State contracts are fianced by procurement agencies' own fuids and bank loans.
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linked to statc contracts rather an opting for genuine market liberalization demanded more and more
by the fanning sector. It has continued to prop up the old system through subsidization of producers and
price formation restrictions to limit retail price increases. However, the issue of subsidies financed by
monetizing ever-increasing budget deficits perpetuates inflation and further erodes real farn-gate prices
and wages. This leaves producers and consumers less able to cope with structural change in the economy
and perpetuates a slow transition to higher levels of output and income.

Land Reform. Privatization of land and the establishment of independent private farms
has begun, yet present policies and legislative framnework envisage collective land ownership as the
dominant form of land ownership, and the principle of unrestricted private land ownership has not yet
been fully accepted. There is a clear intention to keep private agriculture as a supplementary component
of a farming structure based on large-scale units ovmed collectively.

The privatization of land is moving slowly. Uncertainty about future legislation on land
ownership and the risks involved in private farning under present macroeconomic conditions and the
absence of a competitive input/output marketing and credit system substantially limit interest in the
establishment of indepcndent private farms. As of April 1994, independent private farmers controlled
only 1.5 % of Ukrine's agricultural land. However, at the same time about 5 million ha of household
plots and gardens (11.8% of total agricultural area) were given as private property to the users. There
has been much more progress with tle other component of land reform, namely the 'denationalization"
of land and its transfer to non-state ownership. As of 1993, 56% of the land is owned collectively and
only 27% of the agricultural land remains in state ownership, compared to 100% in 1990.

The reform of the agricultural sector is proceeding mainly through reorganization of
existing collective and state farms. The majorty of state farms have been restructured and privatized
into collective farms, however some still remain (primarily research farms) in public ownership. The
extent of formal reorganization of the traditional large-scale farn enterprises is substantial: according to
recent survey results2, two-thirds of the sampled farms had decided to reorganize by the end of the first
quarter in 1994. However, among the fanns that decided to reorganize, 85% registered as collective
enterprises, which is an organizational form essentially identical to the old kolkhoz. Of these reorganized
fnas, most have opted to move toward privatization of land and non-land assets by distributing
conditional ownership certificates (shares) among members. Some new collective farms were also created
by the division of previous kolkhozes. Nearly 90% of the reorganizing farms in fact remain collectives
regardless of the form of reorganization. Among those farms which have undergone more substantial
reorganization there are 355 agricultural cooperatives (lease cooperatives) and about 100 joint stock
societies.

Developing a Reform Strategy

The most immediate priority is for a comprehensive agricultural reform strategy (Box
E.1) to be agreed within Government and promulgated. This strategy, whatever its elements, must be
consistent and coordinated with the overall program of stabilization and privatization. Not all of this can

2 Land Refbrm Monioring Study: World Bank - Ukrainian Insdttue for Agricultural Economics. 199d.

In the lauer, individual membees land and asset shares are much more clearly delineated and apportioned.
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of targeted programs to protect U E.1
the poor.

Continualiou of Market and Price Liberalization and Subsidy Reductions

The most important contribution of the Govermnent to agriculture in the short mn is
macroeconomic stabilization and reduction or elimination of controls on domestic and international market
transactions. Inflado, coupled with price controls, is a deadly combination forfarming. Greater price
stability and market liberalization would eliminate implicit taxation of fanners arising from controls that
favor urban consumption. It would also result in reduced distortions in relative prices of commodities,
inducing more efficient resource use. Trade liberalization would allow domestic frm prices to be linked
more closely with world prices, expand markets for agricultural commodities, and lower input costs (Box
E2).

A program of macroeconomic stabilization, price and market libealization would include:

* adopting a program to reduce inflation, including through fiscal policy, an especially
rigorous control of expenditures designed to limit the government deficit, and a tight
monetary policy;
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* freeing producer prices, replacing the system of state orders, ceasing establishment of
indicative prices or regulated profit margins, and stopping the practice of linking supply
of inputs to fflfillment of production quotas;

* beginning liberalization of foreign trade, including removal of export quotas and licensing
requirements;

* ending limitation of markups for processing and marketing, and bringing the tax on
commodity exchange income into line with the VAT;

* phasing out producer subsidies according to a well defined program linked to
rcstructuring efforts and capping the total costs of agricultural producer subsidies at levels
consistent with macroeconomic stabilization;

* replacing consumer pnce subsidies with targeted programs to protect specific groups in
the population;

Price and market liberalization should be properly sequenced. These effbrts should take
priority over land reform and other structual reforms. Box E.2 gives a proposed sequential order for
reform.

PrpmdSchdle o gicln Pkice Polic Reormrz anad SbdyReducios -- ---- 
:..- -. :.. .... .:~~~~~~~~.... - o .... x: -

:m, H, > , . ,., .e.we , : ,: -, :: ., ., . ,, y, st:: ... ..c. -' ,

s-c- - ~-

PState Porirces . A4 Fnlav.pmuenn s tt rie sforpie hiiuepieItSo

: . 'ricesrobericents - .' . . .. .. -. .

la.:pinSbide duos i scaleconfine to furel Ihas out

crdtSubsides- DReduc:. :: -d - - - -to n c ' ''

"' :"''''''''.... .. . .... .. . .... .. . .. ... . .. . .. ... ........................':' '

order ropuw ~mu privtuabndevalpm
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BoxE.2

Securina Food Supply. Protecting Vulnerable Groups. With the decline of export trade
in agriculture an;' <tclining domestic demand, shortages of domestic food supplies are unlikely unless
there is a collapse of production and distrbution systems. If reforms have been put in place according
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to the above mentioned sequencing, this risk would be minimized. Food availability and prices should
be monitored to spot possible areas of shortage so that prompt responses by the market can be fostered.

There may be groups in society whose incomes have dropped to the point where their
nutritional status is in jeopardy, and there will be more of them in the future. The Government has an
obligation to protect these groups, but food subsidies, especially those attched to products like beef, for
which demand is income elastic, are highly inefficient. Food stamp programs, income transfers and
subsidies linked to products with low income elasticity (such as bread products) are all preferable to
untargeted subsidies of fte kind in general use in Ukraine.

Restruct and Pivaizig the Agricultural Distribution and Processing System

The successfil transformation of agriculture will depend to a large extent on the
development of a competitive faim support sector- material/technical supply, agricultural services, and
nmrketg of agricultural commodities. Without the establishment of competitive markets for inputs and
outputs, the private farms will remain dependent on local authorities, and an efficient pricing structure
camot develop.

Rapid demonopolization of agroprocessing input supply and product marketng systems
should start immediately, beginning with provision of unrestricted fiee entry into the market by new
private enterpnses and privatiztion of exising small shops. The creation of private wholesalers,
commodity exchages, Wtaort and trade companies, and service and marketing cooperatives, should
be encouraged by reducing carrently high levels txatiaon. State product marketing, processing, trnsport
and input supply services, should then be privadzed. Large agrokombinats, and all other monopolies and
monopsonies should be divided into smaller privatized concerns to promote competition. A program of
privatzation should include:

* immediate elimination of all regional trading monopolies by state enterprises and internal
marketing restictions;

* break down of monopolistic structures such as grain and meat monopolies;

* anti-cartel legislation.

Reom of the Agricultural Credit System

The Ukrainian agricultural finane system deserves special attention because many of its
potential clients live in hard to reach areas and are engaged in activities where prices can be volatile.
Because the emerging transition will make most of the existing assets obsolete, potential clients will be
relatively risly and cosdy to serve. However, this does not justify maintaining subsidized credit
programs which have proven to be costly and ineffective elsewhere. Linkage of subsidized credit to state
orders should be ceased immediately. Subsidized credits should be limited in the near future to finance
critical short-term operations and support private farming, and then be completely phased out. Under
no cimnces should the financial system be used as a convenient mechanism for rescuing insolvent
enterprises, public or private, in agriculture or elsewhere. The development of credit unions or other
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forms of cooperatives, small-scale rural banks, or informal arrngements involving private sector trade
credit might be and effective means of reaching a broader array of rural clients.

Land Reform and Farm Restructuring

The objective of agricultural restructuring should be the creation of a sector of
independent, privately-owned and largely owner-operated fanms that are free to change their faming
methods and output mix in response to evolving product and production technology and changes in input
and output prices. The process of restructuring agricultural enterprises will be encouraged by continued
progress in price liberalization, privatization and development of competitive structures in the marketing
of agricultural output and inputs, and scaling back of producer subsidies. Neverdteless, additional actions
are needed.

Restructuring and Privatizing the Collective and State Farms. The main task at this
moment is to maitain the momentum of reform by amending exsting legislation and creating the
necessary overall economic and market framework for restructuring large-scale farms. The restructuring
of collective and state farms should be continued in line with the goals of creating a market-based
economy and should be guided by four major principles:

- separation of production activities from social and municipal functions;

c distnbution of land and other productive assets to thpe members in physically recognizable
form and not as anonymous shares;

* freedom of decision to members about future organization of production after the
distribution of the ownership of land and other assets; and

* promotion of competitive input distnrbution and marketing enterprises which serve the
restructured farm sector.

If Ukraine is to be a fiully functioning market economy, people engaged in farming should
have a fiee choice as to how they wish to conduct their farming. The key to farm restructuring is that
farmers themselves should decide whether to farm individually, in small groups, in cooperatives, injoint
stock companies, or in any other form they choose. Different individuals will prefer different solutions
and will choose different forms of voluntary cooperation. It is the Government's responsibility to ensure,
through appropriate legislation, that a true sense of private ownership of land, assets, and profits is
created: division of shares must be implemented in a way that creates a direct link between the individual
and the fruits of his labor, and return to owned assets. Moves from one form to another should also be
free according to the rules of a market economy (trading and leasing land or shares).

PromnotintPrivate Farning and Farmers' Cooperives. The intenational evidence is
persuasive that individually owned prvate farms are likely to get more output per unit of land, material
inputs, and labor, than collective or state farms. Individually owned farns arc more likely to ensure
effective narvesting, storage, and transportation of production, since any production loss translates
directly into lost income for the farms. International evidence also suggests that when individually-owned
farms exist beyond a certain number, individual farmers help create effective demand for new,
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competitive sources of supply for inputs and channels for marketing, storage, processing and distribution.
The small, independent private, owner-operated farms will emerge gradually as farmers gain experience
and accumulate capital, and as the input and output marketing systems evolve to meet their needs. To
encourage the growth of these fan's, Government should quickly resolve the uncertainties created by the
transition process, make clear its commitment to private property, specify how agriculture and
agribusiness will be reorganized, delineate the rights of members of collectives with regard to jointly
owned assets other than land, indicate the kinds of taxes that will be imposed and specify how existing
de"ts and obligations will be handled.

Even with modest growth in numbers, a large proportion of the private farms created can
be expected to run into financial difficulties and fail within the first years of their formation. This will
constitute a naunral "weeding out" process and should not be regarded as a "waste" of resources. More
importantly, it should not be considered a reason to expand government subsidization of agriculture in
general or newly emergig farmers in particular. This can only lead to the creation of a new class of
inefficient, dependent faimers.

Strennhening Land Legislation. Several new laws are being prepared on land ownership
and land use in the framework of a new Land Code. The new legislation envisages the full privatization
of agricultural land. If this draft law will be passed by the parliamen, Ukraine will have one of Vie most
progressive approaches to land privatization among the FSU republics. According to the draft, every
collective fam member will receive without payment a so-called 'average land share' with full private
ownership and titles above the already increased size of household plots. Private farmers who were not
members of kolkhozeslsovkhozes will be entitled to receive the same amount without payment.
Additional, mainly reserve, land will be sold.

The legal famework for private ownership and leasing of land should be strenhened
by:

* amending the Land Code to give the iediate right to sell and buy agriculturaI land and
shares received by collective farm members;

* allowing rental levels for agriculual land to be freely negotiated between parties;

* pennitting mortgaging of land to finance purchase andlor improvement;

* defining clear and liberal lease terms for publicly owned agricultural assets;

* ensuring timely processing and approval of applications for land; and

a consolidating land records in each district center and computerizng record keeping.

Rural Social Services. Privatization and the transition to a market economy will affect
the existing rural social safety net and the provision of social services in the rural communities.
Traditionally, the bulk of rural social services are prvided by the collective and state farms, and the
large scale farms provide substantial additional benefits to their members and pensioners. In principle
the transfer of their services to the local municipalities should provide the solution. In Ukraine, however,
the reforms to create a new municipal structure capable of runng and financing the new services are
at a rather early stage. There is neither the ural institutional framework nor a financial structure to
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replace the collective and state famns' social services. It is not surprising that the fear of losing vital
social services has an impact on farmers' decisions to stay with the collective farming system to a great
extent, and strengthen the argument of those who advocate against the dismantling of large scale farming
system.

The three most critical needs in the village communities are: (a) developing an enabling
environment to stimulate increased off-farm employment in the villages; (b) safeguarding an acceptable
level of rural social services during the period of restructuring and privatizing large scale fims; and (c)
enhancing local ability to respond to social and demographic change by providing conmmunities with
greater financial control. Except for appropriate steps to ensure acceptable standards of health, nutrition,
and sanitation and to improve the general quality of life in rural areas, attempts at direct state intervention
do not seem desirable because of lingering local suspicion of government motives arid the lack of
cost-effective policy instruments. A coherent and integrated strategy should be developed to facilitate
rmal comxmity deveIopment dtrough devolving responsibility for these activities to the local

communities themselves. One of the most effctive ways to address this requirement is to provide
communities with greater control over their own budgets and, hence, their fitre.

Invefsing in, and Improving, Farm Producivity and Eciency

Land reform, state and collective farm enterprise restructuring, and privatizationi are
important preconditions for the improvement of the efficiency of primary production, processing, and
distribution of food and agricultural products. Increasing efficiency is dLe only sustainable basis for a
profitable agriculture sector in Ukraine The natural endowments of Ukrainian farmland provides
potential for Ukraine to produce competitive food and agricultural products, especially grain and oil seed
products, above and beyond domestic needs. However, competitive and profitable export of agricultural
products require substantial improvements in product quality as well as in international marketing.

Based on the review of current simation and the major tasks of transition, the investment
priorities can be listed asb follows:

0 development of the physical facilities (wholesaling centers, farmers' markets, etc.) to
support the market for agricultural products and inputs for agriculture;

* focus recapitalization of farming on the emerging new corporate and individual farms;

* reconstructions and major modernization of support services along decentralized private
and/or cooperative lines (industries such as seed industry, machinery maintenance);

* reconstruction and major modernization of agroprocessing;

* introduction of envronmentally friendly technologies;

* development of education and research potentials; and

* strengthening the public institutional infrastructue for land registration.
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The private sector should play a decisive role in future investment in agriculture as
pivatization proceeds. Public investment needs to be directed at improving human and physical
infrastructure, and to be linked to the implementation of a program of fruther reforms which set clear
priorities.

Restoring Iternational Trade

Export of agricultural products can make a significant contnrbution to sectoral growth.
There are some marked differences in potential for exports to between FSU and non-FSU countries. The
FSU counties constitute the natural market for Ukraine's agricultural exports. The Government of
Ukraine should try to resolve existing difficulties (payment problems, etc.) in this area and attempt to
increase exports to these countries in the near ftme.

Every effort should clearly also be made to expand exports to convertible currency areas.
This includes capturing 'niche' or specialty markts with existing products as opportunities arise, as well
as developing products (perhaps as joint enterprises with companies familiar with those markets)
deliberately oriented toward them. However, there are a range of excess supply problems, perceived
quality problems (psychological inmpacts of the Chemobyl accident) a.4, in some cases import barriers,
that inhibit access and reduce prices for Ukraine's agricultural products in Western markets. In the short
run, and in the longer run as the recovery process succeeds in the region, restoring and developing
markets and business relations with the other republics of the FSU may offer better opportunities. It is
important to allow the development of commercial and private sector trading institutions and agencies,
financial and payments arrangemens, and trade and exchange control policies and systems that faciitate
rading transactions and encourage the tegation of domestic and extemal markets.

New Roles and Strctures of Govemment

The Government's role should be to establish the general rules and facilitate the conditions
for smooth operation of markets and independent business organizations. This role is not less important
than the previous one; however, it requires a diff6rent philosophy, as well as different means and
institutions. Government's functions should be: regulation as required in market economies (e.g.,
environmental, public health, etc), provision of public goods such as infrastucr, and policy making
and sectoral analysis. There must be a widespread commitment to changing the structure and scope of
government to make it consistent with this new role. The overall principles driving this change should
be: (a) establishing of a single locus of responsibility inside the Government for agriculture and food
policy decisions; (b) dismanding of the current 'agro-industrial complex' governmental management
structure; and (c) simplifying the structure of governmental organizations corresponding to the reduced
role of the public sector responsibilities in agriculture.

The dismanding of the bureaucratic structure of central plannig is a vely important task.
What is needed is not merely changing the names of the various ministries, but radical modification
and/or merger. Units related to central command and direct interventions should be dismantled, while
those remaining should be organized and managed to meet the needs of a free market economic systm.
As transition proceeds, the whole structure can be further simplified, with fewer institutional units and
fewer employees.
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Eteral Asslca

.Ulkraine has embarked on an historic and courageous effbrt to transform its economy from
a centally planned to a market-oriented system. This refonn will be, under the best of cirustnces,
a long process invariably accompanied by economic, social, and political difficulties. To ensure that this
transition is efficient and effective, and to minmize the transition problems, external assistce can be
of great benefit. In the agriculture and food processing industries the assistance most needed in the short
and medium term includes:

* balance of payment support for critical inputs in agricultural production. including
improved seeds, frtilizers for crops, and vaccines for livestock, and coniuaton of food
aid deliveries by bilateral donors;

* technical assistance to the Ministry of Agriculture and Food to help imnplement a
consistent transition program in the food and agnrulture sector,

* technical assimace and capital investme for the development of instuons and support
facilities needed for market based food and agriculture; and

* capital mvestments for the development of compettive production, processing, and
marketng systems, and related physical infrastructre (especially the irrigation system).

-uma Mrix

Amatrix m ng the key reymad of the Review is in Chapter 2 onpages
9-12.



CHAPTER 1

MAIN FEATURES OF THE AGRICULTURE SYSTEM

Ukraine is renowned for its outstanding natural endowments suited for agricultural
prodretion. Traditionally, the country has been a substantial net exporter of food and agricultural
products and has the potential to again become a major food supplier. This chapter provides an overview
of the main aspects of the food and agriculture industry in Ukraine, beginning with historical perfom-ance
and the description of the resource base for agriculture, followed by a brief assessment of the structure
and performance.

A. AGRICULTURE'S ROLE AND HISTORICAL PERFORMANCE

Agficultum plays
an important role in the economy Net Material Product in 1992
of UkrAine and accou-its for a
large proportion of economic
activity. In 1992 food and Other
agriculture contnrbuted 30% to 1i2%
the Ukrainian net material
product (Figure 1.1) and
employed about 20% of the labor Construction
force'. It is also a significant 15% Industry
contnrbutor to external trade. 43%

The past
performance of Ukrainian
agriculture reflected trends in the
former Soviet Union (FSU) as a
whole. Output grew by about Food & Agriculture
2% annually in the first half of 30%
the 1980s, then slowed. In the Fgure 1.1
beginning of the 1990s, output
declined significantly. Total Table 1.1: Devlopment of Agriculturl Production
production in 1993 was somewhat podices based on I3 Rb!)
more than 20% below the 1986-
19O average (Table 1.19. The 198 1990 1991 1992 1993 19931

contraction in the livestock sector . .
has been continuous and rather Total 100 99.7 86.6 79.4 78.1 98.3

significant. declining by more &ops 100 98.3 81.4 82.7 88.7 107.3

than 30% in 1993 from peakl
levels in the mid 1980s. 1993 Lives 100 101.0 90.9 76.7 692 90.2

was a good year m crop Sotuces: Agriduure of Ukraine. 1993. Minisuy of Staistics
production as compared to 1992,

X Of the 30% of Ukraine net material product associated with food and agriculture. the fwod industy accounts for a
little over one quarter, 27%. and primary agricul:ure accounts for 73%.
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yet overall crop performance still remained below the level of the 1985-1990 average. This decline of
agricultural output was partly a reflection of the deterioration of the overall economic situation of the
FSU. High inflation, worsening terms of trade for agriculture, reduced availability of vital inputs, falling
real wages and domestic demand, the collapse of intra-regional trade, and bad weather in some years all
contributed to a decline in outpuL

Underlying the seemingly sudden deterioration of agricultural performance is a long
history of inappropriate policies that produced severe strucural problems. Policies that supported
centrally directed, collectivized agriculture led to inefficient production and distrbution systems, distorted
consumer prices and consumption patterns, and ultimately to the development of a sector that was unable
to meet rising demand for food and fiber at constant or declining costs. This system of production was
accompanied by serious degradation of land and water quality. Over time, an ever increasing share of
investment in agriculture went to replace depreciated capital. Growth depended heavily on expanding
the quantity of agricultural inputs, especially feed grains for the livestock sector. Agriculture became an
increasing financial burden, with subsidization of both consumers and producers becoming an important
factor in macroeconomic destabilization.

Ukraine's legacy from the socialist era thus includes large inefficient farms with high
production costs, high levels of food consumption relative to market economies of comparable prosperity,
subsidized food prices and excess demand for food at those prices, a pervasive monopoly of food
processing and distribution, and macroeconomic imbalances reflected in large budget deficits and high
inflation. Moreover, the growth potential of Ukrinian agriculture was jeopardized by the low levels of
investment. Agriculture is existing by consuming its natural resource base and its stock of investment.
Unless incentives for efficient production and investment are established, Ukraine's agricultural future
will be bleak.

Despite its current problems, Ukraine was one of the most agriculturally advanced
republics of the FSU, reflecting its favorable agro-climatic conditions: fertile soils, adequate rainfall
conditions, and a temperate climate. These conditions are not only well suited for production of grains,
oilseeds, root crops, and
livestock, but also for production
of a wide variety of fruits and Table 12: Per Capita Agutund Preduc (kcapia), l9B

vegetables. The most important Ta USA France Gcnny
crops are wheat, sugar, maze, (W)
and oil seeds. Animal husbandry
is dominated by hog, beef, and Grain 989 1149 1056 444

chicken fanning. The favorable Sur Bee 1003 93 414 329
natural endowment for
agriculture and the relatively high Potatoes 373 68 107 13
level of production, given the Mat (slaughter 86 , 120 112 96
circumstances, is demonstrated weight)
by the relatively high per capita Mik 471 264 513 413

agricultural production in
comparison with the developed Sugar 100 24 65 49
world (Table 1.2) Buzzer 8.6 23 9.6 67

Source: Ukaininan Instiute for Agricultural Ecmics
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The sector traditionally produced an exportable surplus: on average, during 1986-90,
about 24% of all grain, 22% of all
meat, and 44% of total sunflower
production of the FSU came from
Ukraine, which comprised only 15% Table 1.3: Perant Share of the Soviet AgriculWtur Output
of its arable land resources (Table by Product, 190

13). As a result of the breakdown Products Ukraine Rasuia Oher Republics
of inter-republic trade, the decline in
agricultural production and the Grain 23.4 S:3.5 23.1

Sugar Beets 54.2 38.0 7.8
adoption of extensive trade Sunflower Seeds 41.5 52.2 6.3
restrictions, foreign trade fell to a Poatoes 26.3 48.5 25.2
fraction of its pre-independence Vcgetables 25.1 38.2 36.0
level. This is underscored by the Fax "A 29.0 26.9
fact that Ukraine became a net sce: Namdnoe khaziazwo SSR v 1990 g. [19911, pp.358.471.
importer of grain for a few years in
the early 1990's.

There is a widespread belief in Ukraine that acquiring Western technology is the key to
improving the performance of the sector. However, the backwardness of technology in Ukraine is a
result of the way agriculture, farm machinery, and the agricltural input industies were organized and
managed by the State.
Technological progress depends on
establishment of conditions that Table IA: Size and Composition of Rural Population (000s)
provide both the incentives and the 1970 1979 1991 1992
means to increase productivity.
This will require a break with past Population of Ulraine 47.126 49,755 51.690 51.802

policies and the transformation of Rul populadon 21.438 19.243 16.895 16,796
agricultural structures toward
private ownership and X laras 45 39 33 32
market-driven resource allocation. Urban population 25,688 30,s2 34,795 35.006

% in urbanras 55 61 67 68

B. THE AGRICULTURAL Rural popuation by sex

RESOURCE BASE 44 44 45 46

% femle 56 56 55 54

Rural Population and Settlements Rural population by age

The rumal population % <d labor age 29 23 22 22
of Ukrine in 1992, was about 17 % laboragp 50 53 49 49
million, or about one third of total % >tdan labor age 21 24 29 29
population (Table 1.4). It has been
declati (arae of4about 1.2% Rural birth and death rates (per 1.000 people)
declnin at a rate of about 1.2% 
per year over the past 20 years. In birhfs 14.5 13.6 12.6 12.5

the past dozen years, migradon to deaths 10.4 14.3 17.2 17.6
urban areas has been estimated to
be about 200,000 persons per year. tuml increase 4.1 -0.7 -4.6 -5.1

Source: Miisty of Aguiculture and Food
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The migrants are mainly younger people. This has contributed to a decrease in rural inhabitants of child
bearing age and a decline in the natural increase of the rural population. Thus, the birth rate has declined
and the rural population has been aging. Pensioners now comprise about 29% of the rural population,
compared to about 21% in 1970. With the decreasing number of younger people, the rural sector has
experienced periodic shortages of labor, especially in peak agricultural seasons. It has become common
for students and other volunteers from urban areas to be called by the Government to work in fanming
during such periods. The aging rural population and the low reproduction rate suggest that the labor
force will decline at an increasing rate in the future.

Migration reflects the greater freedom of people to move, and better employment
opporunities and living conditions in urban areas. Housing, cultural and educational opportunities,
recreation, and the availability of consumer goods in most Ukrainian villages are not up to urban
standards. Less than 6% of rural houses have nning water, and less than 3% have central heat
systems, sewers or natural gas connections. In the last two to three years, rural to urban migration has
siowed considerably due to the deteriorating urban economic situation. The employed rural population
was estimated about 7.7 million in 1992. Of these, about 4.9 million worked in food and agriculture
(68% of agricultural workers work on collective and state farms, 12% on private subsidiary and
individual farms, and 14% in agro-industries).

Land and Climate

The country Average Predplts and Agroclmac Zones
is divided into three 17W-
soil-climatic zones: (a) _: -

forest zone with acid soils I .
developed under forest and S W -_

an annual precipitation of 4.
600 to700 mnu (b) a drier * X.
forest-steppe zone with
average precipitation of 200

450 to 600 mm, 45% of loo..
which has identified -. - - - -

chemozem soils; and (c) o-
the steppe, mostly FZ FeppeZon smpeZ
chernozem (82%),
developed undergrassland,
with only 350 to 450
millimeters of precipitation. These regions generally traverse the country in belts oriented southwest to
northeast; the forest zone is generally in the north and northwest and the steppe in the south and southeast
(ure 1.2).

The territoxy of UJkraine is 603,560 kam, or about 60.4 million ha, of which 41.9 million
ha (69.4%) is agriculural land. The share of anble areas is higber than that of any other country in
Europe and well above the world average. More than 55% of the total territory of the whole country,
and more tan 80% of agricultural land, is arable and culivated in annual crops (Table 1.5). Much of
Ukraine's soils are the highly favorable 'chemozems," or black earths, and the climate is especially
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suitable for production of wheat and other small
grains (Figure 1.3). Ukraine shares a large part Table IS: Land Resources iad Use, 1993
of a highly productive chemozem soil region
with Russia. These deep black soils represent Millionh.
54% of the kind and have an enriched humus Agriculuar land 41.9 too
layer of 40 to 50 centineters or more in depth.
The naturally fertile black soils and the less Ambe Land 33.5 80.2
fertfle forest soils present few physical obstacles Orchards 0.8 1.9
to cultivation. Slopes are gentle to moderate Pasrcs 7.3 17A
over wide areas, pennitting many regions to have
more than 80% of the land under cultivation. 0.2 0.5

Total Land Area 60.4 -
Ukraine's climate is fairly

temperate. Mean July temperatures have a Soure: Ministy of Agriculture and Food
relatively narrow range, from 18 C at L'vov to
22 C at Odessa, with Harkov and Kiev averaging 21 C and 20 C, respectively. Mean January
temperaturs are relatively mild for these latitudes- -2 C in Odessa and -7 C in Harkov. The warmer
January tmperatures perit successful winter grain (wheat) production. The lower annual temperatures
tend to reduce moisture stress,
permitting the successful
productionof spring sown maize Main Soil Groups %l
and other crops in most years.
The shortest frost-free period is Chest

150-160 days in the forested Podzalic 4%

zDne of the northwest, which 129
also has the highest elevation. 2M%

The frost free-period is 160-170 OdzoU_
days in the forest-steppe zone, 7%a.

pto 200 days in the eastemn 1m
steppe zone and longer in
Crimea, which benefits most
from the modeAting effect of 7/Chenozas

the Black Seat
Figure 13

Enviromental Status

Agriculture is a signficant, but probably not the leading, cause of most environmental
degrdaion in Ukraine. Environmental problems related to agriculture, however, may be more
widespread than industial pollution because the latter tends to be concenrated in local areas. The main
problems are soil erosion and water runoff, which contribute silt and plant nutrients to water bodies,
contamination from agricultural chemicals, especiaLly those in solution, and manure storage and use,
which contaminate ground and surface water with bacteria and nitrates. Major contamination of water
by pesticide and fertilizer use is not likely to be severe because recent usage has been low.

Soil erosion has negative short- and long-term consequences. In the short term, the most
easily identified and measured effect is the presence of silt in streams and standing water. Silt attenuates
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the penetration of sunlight into water and restricts the volume within which various types of autotrophic
(photosynthesizing) organisms can grow satisfactorily. Nutrients added to water bodies promote the
excessive growth of algae. The resulting increase in organic matter leads to a high biological oxygen
demand during decomposition and this causes eutrophication or death of the water bodies for certain
species. This severely reduces the viability of water body use in both commerce and recreation. Silt can
also cover stream beds, and in so doing, impair the breeding and rearing grounds for aquatic animals.
An imperceptible but real immediate effect, however, is loss of inorganic and organic nutrients from
fertilizer and manure added to the soil, reducing the economic benefits, and increasing the need for
replacement later.

The long-term consequence of erosion is the slow destruction of the soil capacity to
produce crops. Although often imperceptible, many soils in Ukraine are being destroyed over time: 33%
of soils are already identified as being "washed out", including 44% of the most productive and extensive
steppe soils, and 30% of those of forest-steppe origin. This slow deterioration requires additional use
of fertilizers to maintain production. Ultimately, productivity will decline regardless of treatment to
counteract topsoil losses. Another long-term effect of soil erosion is reduction of the volume of artificial
and natural standing bodies of water through silting. This leads to a need to dredge artificial lakes used
for water supply to preserve the necessary volume.

Solutions to agriculturally derived environmental pollution are well known from
experience elsewhere and need only to be adapted to local conditions. Although lack of agricultural
machinery, chemical manufacturing capability, and skills have impeded adoption of environmentally
benign practices, this is not the major problem. More important have been the signals provided to
agriculture in the socialist era emphasizing maximization of production in the short term and not
long-term maintenance of natural assets. Significant investment is needed to protect the environment and
reverse deterioration, as are changes in the cropping pattern and production technology, but this is
unlikely to materialize unless the structure of incentives is altered.

The Chemobyl accident had four major adverse effects on agriculture: contamination of
soils; contamination of ground water; contamination of standing crops, forest products and livestock at
the time of the accident; and continuing contamination of agricultural and forestry products growing on
contaminated soils and/or groundwater resources. It is estimated that 5.7 million ha of agricultural lands
are contaminated.2 Areas contaminated above 40 Ci/kan are relatively small and mostly within the 30
kn exclusion zone. Only an estimated 80,000 ha of land have acLtally been withddmwn from agricultural
use. There has been no effort to clean up ihe forest outside the 30 kn zone.

C. THE UKRAINAN FARMING SYSTEM

The structure of the Ukrainian economy in general, and of its agricultural sector in
particular, developed according to the same pattern as in the other republics of the FSU. Russia and
Ukraine, the two largest republics in the original Soviet Union, provided the template for what became
generically kmown as "Soviet Agriculture." However, only "eastem" Ukraine was a Soviet Republic from

2 3.1 million ha of aable land, 0.8 million ha of meadows, and 1.5 million ha of forests.
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the start; the western provinces, incorporated into Ukraine after World War IL, began to adapt to the
Soviet pattern 25 years later, at the same time as the new socialist regimes of Central and Eastern Europe.

During the Soviet regime, Ukrainian agriculture was organized in two centrally-controlled
sectors of large scale fanming: kolkhozes, collective farms in which output and all assets are jointly
owned by the members; and sovkhozes, state farms in which output and all assets are owned by the state.
The kolkhoz/sovkhoz system is augmented by "interfarm enterprises," owned jointly by several farms.
An additional set of fanms serves special purposes (e.g., training, research). In addition to these centrally
organized sectors, an important part of agricultural production originates in individual subsidiary farms,
such as household plots of individual kolkhoz/sovkhoz members and garden plots assigned to city
workers. In 1992, the 35.5 million ha of land in the socialized sector was divided among kolkhozes,
sovkhozes and interfarm enterprises. About 30 million ha is arable land, 640,000 ha is orchards, and
the rest is meadows and pastures. The socialized sector produced 69% of gross agricultural product
(kolkhozes contributed 48%; sovkhozes, 21%; and interfarm enterprises, 0.8%).

Befbre World War II, the differences between the sovkhozes and kolkhozes were quite
pronounced; sovkhoz workers were paid fixed wages, while kolkhoz members received shares of residual
income from the harvest. These differences were practically eliminated with the adoption of guaranteed
wages for kolkhoz members and provision of credit (much of which was later written off) if the farm
could not meet its wage bill or other obligations. Several kolkhozes were actually transferred to the state
fam sector. At least some of the consolidation of the kolkhozes and sovkhozes was due to heavy
indebtedness incurred as a result of ill-advised investments undertaken in response to direction by the
state. Both sovkhozes and kolkhozes were diversified, large scale enterprises, and only a few farms are
narrowly specialized. Grain production accompanied by livestock is characteristic for most farms.

Table 1.: Main Chaaeriucs of Koikhozes and Sovkhozes before Reorg.iztion (aveages per farm)

1970 1980 1992

kolkldoz sovkhoz kolkhoz sovkhoz kolkhoz sovkhoz

Total Nmnber 9,141 1,605 7.016 2,110 9,080 2,643

Workers 590 676 610 664 355 439

Production (million rubles)' 1.4 3.2 2.9 3.9 1.8 2.6

Productive Fixed Assets 1.4 2.6 3.8 5.7 4.6 6.3
(million mbles)3

Farmland (ha) 33.50 5.046 4,200 4,500 2,731 3,254

Cattle (heads) 1,436 1,930 2,2ED 2,270 1,575 1,513

Cows 460 685 730 760 474 491

Tractors NIA N/A 41 57 37 47

Trucks N/A N/A 23 34 25 30

Combines NIA NIA 9 11 9 8

af 1983 mbles.
Souse: Ministay of Agriculture and Food
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The kolkhoz subsector was larger than the sovkhoz (state farn) subsector. Kolkhozes
were almost four times as numerous as sovkhozes, and they cultivated almost three times as much land,
had nearly four times as many cattle, and employed more than three times as many workers. On a per
farn basis, sovkhozes were larger than kolkhozes by such indicators as average production, average
number of workers,' and stock of productive fixed assets (see Table 1.6). The differenices in land
holdings and in the number of cattle per farm were not very large. The production-to-assets ratio in
sovkhozes, however, is lower than in kolkhozes, in line with their higher capital intensity (higher number
of tractors and trucks per farm). The profitability in sovkhozes was also lower.

The reorganization of the
kolhkozlsovkhoz sector begah in 1992. Most of Table 1.7: Emerging New Farming Snbre (Jan 94)
the farms have gone through some reorganization
and at least changed have changed their titles N_nber *000 ha %
during the last two yeus. This process is CoIl. Farms 8,735 25.730 61
discussed in detail in Chapter 4. The basic F 2 7 21
feature of the farming structure however, has not
changed significantly (Table 1.7). Large scale Cooperatives 355 105 0
collective and state farms still use 82% of J. Stk. Societies 77 214 1
agricultural [and (about 35 million ha). The
collective enterprises accounting for about 61% I. Pn Farms 27.739 610 2
of agricultural land, while the state farm share is Sobsid. Plots (OGOs) 10.680 5.011 11
about 21%. The combined output of large scale 1.871 4
farms is about 65% of total agricultural output in
1993, compared to 73% in 1990. Total 42.29 100

Each large scale collective or Source: Ministry of Agricultu and Food
state farm is managed by a professional team that
incudes the chairman or 'director and specialized agricultural technicians, farm management experts,
economists, accountants, and administrators. The total number of managers and professionals in the large
scale farm sector is around 200,000. This represents around 4% of the total labor force on faums, or a
cadre of nearly 20 professionals per large scale farm. The professional team is responsible for production
scheduling and for the deployment of labor and capital on the farm. It is supposed to perform dte same
mn=agerial functions as in any large agribusiness. The experts are graduates of agricultural, tecbnical,
and economic colleges and, as such, they provide the know-how that the western fanner would receive
from extension services and industry. There are major differences in the efficiencies of these farms, with
some exhibiting quite different and innovative management structures. A review of the differences in
structure and performance could be useful in identifying changes that could lead to improvements in
productivity and efficiency, ever. within the existing system.

The villages making up a kolkhoz or a sovkhoz were formally govemed by a municipal
council (sel'sovet). Their budgets wele minuscule, however, and their activities were oversbadowed by
the local kolkhoz or sovkhoz. All social and municipal services were provided by the kolkhoz or sovkhoz
or directly by fte stmte? Thus, culture clubs, cafeterias, kindergartens, central heating and water supply,

In early 1994. 6.450 pm-school child care institaions, 360.000 aparatents, 539 bomes for pensioners, 1,540
clubs, and 50,000 km of piping networks were run by agricultural enterprises. The total maintnance costs for 1994 are
estimated to be t trillion krb.
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local roads, and street lighting (so-alled social assets) were actually built, financed, and operated by the
fiams, while schools and medical services were provided by the state. Housing was provided by the
kolkhoz or sovkhoz, often in the form of multistory brick-and-mortar buildings. The remc trend,
however, has been for rural residents to build their own housing, financed with personal saving and
govermment loans. Over 15% of kolkhoz and sovidoz workers were not enployed direcdy in agricultural
activities-4% had managerial. administradve, and professional jobs on the fanm (mkovodyashchiye
rabotniki), while the rest were engaged in the provision soial services.

Up to early 1990, private agriculture consisted of only 'individual subsidiary fa 3."
These were household plots of kolkhoz or sovkhoz members and gardens and vegetable plots allocated
to urban workers. Altogether, 2.8 million families used 2.7 million ha, or 6.2% of the tota arable land.
From this, they provided more than a quarter of total agricultural produaction-30% of livestoci and 20%
of crops-in the second half of the 1980s. Historically, there has been an irsive cooperation between
the large scale farms and household fiaming by their members. A large proportion of their inputs,
especially animal feed and livestck, as well as machinery services, is provked by the large scale farms,
oftn without payment. As one of the first steps in land reform, the area under this type of farig has
been almost doubled between 1991 and 1994. The so-called subsidiary, or auxiliary fims, had an area
of over 5 million ha, or 11% of total agriculturl area, by the beginning of 1994.

lndendent prvate farmig has started to emerge, and includs farmers wbo ae allowed
to own their own land, witiout being associated with the socialized sector. As of April 1994, ther were
29,666 individual private farms in Ukraine with a total area of 620,54Z, ha (1.5 % of total agricultral area
and 11% of land in private use). Individual private farm's share in production of the non-sociated
private farmes is stil negljigble, but their number is growing fast.

In recent years the role of private
sector farms (subsidiary and indepndent farms)
has increased significanty in terms of overall Table L& Rde of N eSar in Alts(S)
agricultural production (Table 1.8). This is me 1993 Shref
mainly the result of increases in the size of these ncramr%
fams and due to the fact that the lvetock
inventory in the private sector has not declined, Total Pmductio 26.7 34.8 +30.3
but instead shown a slight increase. The share of Cuop Producti 20.3 32.0 +57.6
the private sector in crop production has
increased by 58%, while its share in total L roduction 30.1 37.8 +25.6
production increased by 30%, and now s U ain-'Insda. for Agiuloni Ewucs
contnrbutes 34.8% of gross agricultural
producdon.

D. MAJOR AGRICULTURAL SUBSECTORS

The production of crops accounted for about 45% of gross agriculturl output in the late
80's and early 90's. Livestock production accordingly contributed about 55%. These shares have
changed in favor of crop production during recen years, as the decline in livestock production has been
greater dtan that in the crop subsector. In 1993, 52% of gross agricultual producton originated in the
crops subsector.
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Pflndpa Cropis Table 19: Base Crops Cultind (1969-1993)

Ukrine had the reptation Indexes 1989 1993 1993r
of being te bread basket of the Soviet % % 1989%
UnionL 80.2% of all agricultural To Aab 1 100
was used for annual crop production T
(Table 1.9). The cropping strucure has Total Sawing Area 95.8 95.7 99.9

not canged sbsantially in recent year. a) Grai Crops 447 455 1018
About 45 % of arable land is used for crop
production, 33% is occupied by forage VoerCrs 230 24 9.
crops, industrial craps comprise another Wnter Whea 20.3 18.3 90.2

10 to 11%, and potatoes and vegetables Spdng Barley 83 11.0 1325

Maize 5.4 4.3 79.6

Cereals. Ukraine Palm Crqs 4A. 4 0 90.9
produced an average of 47.4 million tons
of cereals per anmim in 1986-90. I b)nnl crop 112 105 933
1992 the harvest was only 38.6 million Sugarbcs 4.8 43 102.1
tons. In 1993 production improved Sulowers 417 5.2 110.6
somewhat with 45.6 million tons
harvested, a increase of 18%, but still c) Pots and 5.7 6.4 101.6
6% bow the peak 19k els (Figure Vegetabla

1.4). Cereals are the key crop for both Pormoes 4.3 43 114.0
livestock production and human VcPZSMCS 1A 15 107.1
consumption. Wheat is the major grain V

crop, with production of 24 million tons d) Fodder Craps 33.6 333 99.1

per an.n or 49% of all the cereals. P GIrass 11e IL 108.0
Barley was wnxt, accounting for 19%,
followed by maize (15%), other legumes Source: Mistiy of Agricultm and Food

(6%), rice (5%), millet (5%), oats (3%),
and buckwheat (2%). Yields of cereals in
Ukraine are, on average, above those in other FSU counties, and are comparable to yields in other
Eastern European countries, the US and Canada, but are only 50 to 55% of the yields in Westemn
European countries.

Barley is the most important feed grain in Ukraine, both in tern of production and area
With an aveage yield of 3 tons per ha, barley produces higher yields hn any other feed grain except
maize. Even though it is a spring crop and therefore compete with maize, it is more adaptable
ecologically and does better in the colder northwest regon. Although used chiefly as a feed grain and
valued for its nutritive content, it is also used for human consumption and beer production. Maize yields
average 3.5 tons per ha, which is lower than in the United States (44% of average yields) or other
western countries. However, with improved price incentives yields in some areas of Ukamine could
approach those in Western countries.
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Major Grain Area Development 1982-93
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Sugar beets and sunflowers are the most significant industrial crops; others incluide
soybeans, rapeseed, castor oil plant, and flax fiber. However, the share of the other industrial crops is
small. Sugar bee production averaged 45 million tons per annum in 1986-90, declining to 33.7 million
in 1993. Yields are the highest among the FSU countries, 22-26 tons per ha, but are less than 50% of
the average in Westen European producing counties. and 60% of the average in the United States. The
sugar contet per ton of sugar beet in Ukraine is only 70 to 80% of that in Western Europe and the
United States. Ukraie produced more than twice the sugar it consumed, and was an important source
of supply to the Soviet Union. The lower yields and sugar content have more to do with managerial
aspects of production than agro-ecological conditions.

Yields of sunflower are relatively high, 1.7 tons per ha. Ukraine seems to have a
comparantive advantage in this crop. Sunflower is the main source of domestic production of vegetable
oil. In 1986-90 Ukraine produced an average of 2.7 million tons per annum of sunflower seeds, in 1993
the output was 2.1 million tons. This level of production should enable Ukraine to meet all its domestic
vegetable oil needs and export Sunflower meal, a byproduct of oil production, is used as cattle feed.
IHowever, it is deficient in an amino acid, methionine, which is in short supply in Ukraine, and must be
supplemented.

Potatoes, the most important food crop after grain, are also used for animal feed and as
raw material for industrial products. The average harvest per annmm for 1986-90 was 17.9 million tons,
and 21 million in 1993. Yields, at 13.7 tons per ha in 1993, are low by interational standards. In the
United States and France, yields average 32 tons/ha- i Canada, 25 tons/ha; and in Poland, 19 tons/ha.
With unproved management, yields in Ukraie could be increased significantly.

Vegetables. Tomatoes, cucumbers, cabbage, carrots, beets, and onions account for most
of the vegetable production. Approximately 7.4 million tons of vegetables per annum were harvested
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during 1986-90, with an average yield of 15.1 tons per ha. Yields declined in recent years (13 tons/ha),
as well as total production (6.1 million in 1993). The absence of sweet maize, beans, and such leafy
vegetables as lettuce and spinach is attributable to both cropping conditions and dietary habits.

Fruit harvests averaged 6.6 million tons per annum during 1986-90, with an average yield
of 3.7 tons per ha, in 1993, the total harvest was 2.8 million tons. The main fruits produced in Ukrine
are seed fruits (apples and pears), which comprise 58% of total production; stone fruits (peaches, plums
and cherries), 16%; grapes, which are grown mainly in the south, 23%; and berries, 2.5%.

Livestock

Livestock production in Ukraine is exceptionally large. It accounted for 54% of the value
of gross agriculmral output in the late 1980's, using two thirds of agricltural land and domestically
produced grain, employing 70% of the agricultural labor force, and contruting 40% of total agricultural
exports, mainly in the fonn of meat. Beef accounts for 45 % of total meat consumption, followed by pork
(35%), poultry (17%) and other types of meat, including mutton (3%). Because of the importance policy
makers attachd to increasing per capita consumption of livestock products and to reducing chronic
inefficiencies of livestock production in the Soviet period, development of the subsector was given high
priority in the 1980s. This was reflected in high levels of investment and subsidies. By the end of the
1980s, over 70% of total annual investment and operational subsidies to farms benefitted livestock
production, and 80% of the annual price subsidies for food were for livestock commodities.

Livestock production grew substatialy during the 1980s, peaking in 1989. Production
of poutry and beef rose 30%; pork, 25%; milk, 20%; and eggs, 14%. Growth in output resulted mainly
from improved productivity per animal rather tha from increased livestock populations, which remained
stable. This applies in particular to dairying, where the number of cows decrased slighdy, while milk
production per cow increased by over 30% between 1982 and 1990.

At its

peak in 1989-90, Table 1.10i LivestockPopulatic in Numbers and Anial Units ([81993)
Ukraine's livestockCM t te B g O Y)
populaton was estimated y
at 25.4 million cattle (and
31.5 million animal unit Cattl 25.6 25.2 24.6 23.7 23D0
eqiv, )~ Cows 3.6 8.5 8.4 8.3 7.Sequivalents). Between CI . - . - .

Pips 19.5 19.9 19.4 17.3 162
the beginning of 1990 and slof 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.0 0.8
the beginning of 1993, Shmep 8A 85 7.9 7.2 6-0

the livestock population, Goah. 0.45 046 Om O.SS 0.65
caunted in total animal Hors 0.78 0.75 0.74 0.72 0.68

units, decned by 16%. Poutry 254.5 25S.0 246.0 243.0 188.0
Livestock populations A 31.5 37.3 30.4 29.2 266

declined further during Rab 6-3 6.4 60. 692 6.6

1993. The overall catte hbbus 63 6A 6.7 6.6 6.6
decline between 1989 ad Bee Hivms 2.3 3.1 35 3.8 4.0

1993 accounts for 10% of 2 D not hIC gitS.

the shrnkage, while if Cow or Horse = 1.0 Anil Unit (AU); Cai odter tan cows = 0.6 AU;
duing the same penod Pig = 03 AU; Sbeep and Gts = 0.1 AU; Poulty = 0.02 AU.

Source: Mintsy of Agricun and Food.
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the number of cows fell by 10%, pigs by 17%, sheep by 17%, and poultry by 26% (Table 1.10). Tona
livestock production fell by 2% in 1990, 10% in 1991, 16% in 1992 and another 10% in 1993. Toal
meat output dropping by over 33% during 1989-93 and milk output 28% (Table 1.11). Livestock
production thus fell roughly twice as fast as livestock numbers, indicating severe declines in animal unit
performance.

Table l.lk Production of Pfudpel Lintock Products (1991993)

Category Unit 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993

BecF& Vcal Thousands 2.011 7.985 1,878 1,695 NIA
of tole

Prk - 1.595 1.576 1.421 1.137 1.132
Muto, o.t Goat44 46 40 36 N/A
Poltry 732 708 654 499 NIA
Hot 15 12 11 10 NIA
Rabbit 34 30 25 24 N/A
rowMat a 4,439 4,358 4,029 3,401 2935

Milk - 24.377 24.508 22.409 19.114 17.600
Egs mlions 17,393 16,217 15.188 13,496 11.066
Raw wool tons 30.101 29.793 26.646 23.080 N/A
Honey 56.447 50.58 N/A N/A NA

aJ Expressed in carcass weight and edible offal.
Source: Minsry of Agricultur and Food

Cattle. About 95% of all catfle are of four major breeds, including about 40% Red Step
(located mainly in the country's lower rainfall zones), 30% HolsteinFriesian-type, 20% Simmenchal-type,
and 8% Brown Swiss-type cattle; the remaining 5% consist of native dual-purpose and beef landrac,
about 100,000 exotic beef breads (such as the Aberdeen Angus, Charollais, Hereford, and Limousine),
and no more than about 1,000 pure American/Canadian-type Holstein Friesians. By Western stndards,
the overall genetic potntial of the national cattle herd is low. The Red Steppe breed is a improved,
relatively low-producing landrace, while most of the other three main breeds consist mainly of first,
second and third crosses with local breeds. There is thus a substntial potential for improving genetic
performance merits.

Dairy. The main focus of the catle industry is on dairying, which is cared out on abt
10,800 State and collective farms. These own almost 6.0 million cows distnbuted among 18,800 sub-
farms. Average herd size per dairy farm is thus in the order of 315 cows, with tot one-third of all the
farms having less than 300 cows, while larger fiams may have between 500 and 1,000 and above cDws.
In addition, there are about 2.3 million cows kept by individual household producers (one to two cows
per household) and an increasing number of pvate frms (which have on average some 12 to 15 cows).
Private milk production thus plays a major role, presently representng almost one-third of all milk
production, but accounting for only about 12% of beef. Most dairy cattle, particularly on State and
collective firms, are raised on zero-grazing or have only limited access to grazing during the 4 to 5
month grazing period. All cows are milked and surplus progeny over herd growth and replacement
requirements is used for beef and veal.
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Beef Production. There are about 5,600 Social Sector enterprises with an installed
capacity to fatten over 8.0 million young bulls per year in about 8,000 feedlots. Most of these feedlots
can fatten between 500 and 3,000 heads per year. About 900 feedlots bave fattening capacities of 5,000
to 10,000 heads per year, and a few up to 15,000 heads per year. In addition about 100 private operation
fatten 50 to 200 heads per year. Beef production is mainly a by-product of the dairy herds. Male calves
are often moved to feedlot operations within a week or two after birth. Due to lack of feed, bulls as well
as cows and heifers are slaughtered at low slaughterweights of only around 350 kg, which they reach
during an 18 to 24 months fattenig period, instead of the more optimal slaughterweight of 500 kg to
600 kg for the type of breeds available. W-ith more appropriate management and feeding practices, the
optimum weights should be reached within 15 months.

Pig Production. The large White, originally imported from England, is the dominant
breed (with about 80% of all pigs), followed by the Ukrainian Steppe breed (about 15%), the r
(5%) consisting of local, improved landraces and some Duroc and Hampshire, the latter two breeds being
used for commercial crossbreeding. Due to attractive prices for lard, consumer preference for fatter pigs,
the prevalence of low protein content feedstuffs, and "outdated" pig populations by Westem standards,
Ukraine produces much fatter pigs (with lean meat carcass contents of 38% to 45%) than Wester
countries (52% to 59%). There are about 10,000 State and collective pig farms each fattening some 500
to 3,000 pigs per year, and about 650 interfarm complexes with capacities between 10,000 to 100,000
finished pigs per year. About two-thirds of aU pigs on state and collective farms are kept in fully
mechanized breeding/fattening farms, including mechanized feeding, and 92% of these farms have
mechnized slurry removal and mechanized watering facilities. The remaining 8% of Social Sector pig
farms operate without any significant invesment in mechanization. Slurry disposal often causes severe
enivironmentalhazards, and the occurrence of disease in the larger units can be difficult to control. Social
sector pork production is presently in a deep cisis, but would respond quickly to improved management
and input supply.

Sheep. Sheep breeding has concentated on crossbreeding native sheep with rams from
major foreign breeds, with the primazy breeding goals being adaptability to climate and terrain and
refinement of wool quality. Meat, milk, and fertility performance received less attention. Merino-type
shee thus dominate, with the Azkania Merino-type breed accouning for about 60% of all sheep, Merino
Precoce-ype sheep for 35 %, and the remaining 5 % consisting mainly of the local Tsigaia breed and some
Kamkuls.

Almost 87% of all sheep are raised on about 5,200 social sector farms with average herd
sizes of about 1,200 sheep, the remaining 13 % belonging to individual producers. Sheep are raised under
extensive grazing systm, but need substantial amounts of expensive feed during the long winter period.
Sheep production thus has litde comparative advantage. Few sheep are milked. This is quite suprising,
given the long tradition of sheep milk and cheese production in most of the neighboring countries to the
West and South. Almost two thirds of all sheep are raised in Ukaaine's Steppe zone, over 25% in its
Forest-Steppe Zone, and the remaining, about 10%, in its Woodlands zone.

Goats. With only about 600,000 goats, Ukraine's goat population is relatively small.
Virtually all goats are in private hands and their numbers have been increasing by about one-third since
1989. Goats are kept in small numbers on individual household plots, often grazing in and around
villages. They are important contributors to improving family diets. Their expansion should be
encuraged, except in ares of lower rainfall where their numbers could contribute to soil erosion. The
pros and cons of more goats nmst be carefully weighted according to local pasture and feeding oDnditions.
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Poltry. The bulk of poultry production is based on integrated breeding and production
programs under the responsibility of UKRPIIISPROM, whereby its breeding fawms usually provide eggs
and dayi-old chicks to the large state and collective farms, as well as day-old clicks for the private sector.
There are almost 4,000 large social sector breeding and production farm with an installed capacity for
about 112 million poultry. Large social sector farms can have up to 1.5 million layers or produce 6 to
10 million broilers per year in 4 to 4.5 batches. Layers, as wel as about half of all broilers, are raised
in filily mechanized cages on these farms. Producing broilers in cages in wastefil and needs to be
corrected by expanding broiler raising on deep litter in the future.

In the late 1980s, when poultry production became uneconomic, virtually all the state and
collective poultry complexes got out of commercial poultry production, leaving this field exclusively to
UKRPTITSPROM. As a result, overall poultry production declined by over 30% since 1989, and the
share of private sector poultry production incrased rapidly since then, contibuting in 1992 almost 75%
of chicken and duck meat, 47% of eggs, and all geese.

Other Livestock Production Sms. Although on an aggregate level norvery important,
other livestock production systems, such as rabbits, fur animals, and bees are, at least locally, an
important source of income and nutrition for a large number of individual producers. Increased
production of these livestock species should thus be encouraged and supported by the Goverment.

E. FORESTRY

Ukraine's forests were extensively damaged during World War It and were reduced from
40% of land area to only 12% after the war. With aggressive replanting, the have recovered to 14%
of land area. Forests (the Forest "Fund" now cover 10 million ha, of which 85% is conidered
commercial. About 17% of the timber supply is in the 'old' age class; alder and birch form a
successional and stable subclima, and are being weeded and replaced with commecial species (Fme

.5).

Ukraine has been a net importer of wood. The total growing stock of 12 billion mn3 of
forest produces an anumal increment of 24.4 million m3/yr, of which 12 million mn is logged. Most of
the remainder of the 12 million m'/yr cut is not used or processed locally. Between 1985 and 1990, total
consumption in Ukraine was 40 million m3Iyr. The balance of wood required was imported from Belarus
and Russia, where many Ukrainians went to harvest Sibei spruce, also generting significant
rmittanc incomes. The flow of imported wood has declined drstically, and national coumption fell
to 33 mi[lion m in 1991. Consumption was estimated to be around 24 million n in 1993. Adjustments
are said to have been made by reduction of waste and other conservation measures. This reduction is
quite remarkable and whether it is due to conservation measures alone could not be verified.

4 The Forest Fund, a direcanslation from the Ukaainian. is made up of areas covered by forests and areas not
cvered by fore but which cowd be used for fhzute forestry production under certain conditions. Tbese lamcr ars
indclude water reservoirs, bogs. and step slopes.

s A stage of forest development which is arrested before it aains the species composition of a climax conmunity.
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Export of wood is
mainy in the form of barter. In Forest Species Distribution (%)
spite of the about 40,000 ninl
exported to Austria and to
Germany each year, 60% of the Alder/Birch
finshed product is used intenally. 10%
30% goes to other FSU countries,
and 10% to foreign export.

Forests are state
owned, with 72% managed by the Pine/Fir
state forestry depaents at the 48%
oblast level, 24% by state and
collective farms, and 4% by the
military and institutes of teaching 4eech/Oak
and research. Operations are 42%
conducted by state forest
enterprise. An autonomous
Ministry of Forestry has been
seaaed from the Miistry of
Agriculture and Food.
Hristorcally, there was no control over the amount of timber cut. The incendve was to cut as much as
possible as quicly as possible. Small state enterprises, responsible for most of the harvestng, transort
and even processing, developed and also cut as much as possible. The need to control this unsustinable
nmining" of the forests led to the estab t of the single ministry.

The new land code permits private ownership (cooperatve and individual) of forest plots
of up to 5 ha, in the conteat of a new govermnent policy emphasizing the environmental values of the
forest. The 1992 Forest Law addresses the issues of ownership, use by foreigners, and the conduct and
setdng of forest exploitation.

F. CONSUMPTION OF FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS

Ukraine's broad agricultural potential is reflected in the more varied consumption pattem
of the population (see Figure 1.6). In comparison with Russians, Ukrainins consume less meat, milk
and eggs, and more vegetables, melons and potatoes. Nevertheless, Ukraiians tend to eat more livestock
products than their countrpas in countries with similar levels of per capita income. This is a reflection
of heavy subsidization of both production and consumption of meat.

Increasing prices and falling real wages have mainly affected the level and composition
of food consumption. Urainians have, in general, kept their levels of food cosrumption up by spending
a larger share of their budgets on food. The share of foodstuffs i family budgets has risen from an
average of 35% in the five years before 1992 to about 55% in 1993. Consumption pattems have also
shifted, with Ukrinians eating more carbohydrates (bread and potatoes), less protein (meat, fish, eggs
and dairy products) and somewhat less fruit (but more vegetables).
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Per capita consumption of bread has incased by about 8%. Lower quality breads are
highly subsidized and their prices have remained controlled. In contrast, beef consumption has fallen
10%, poultry and pig meat consumption 20%, and fish and fish products 30-40%. In the case of dairy
products, consumers have substitued lower-priced low fat grades of milk, cheese, and butter. Sugar
consumption has remained stable.

It appears, that, on average, nutritional levels in Ukraine have not suffered. Per capita
caloric consumption remains high. With Ukaminians consuming over 50 kg per capita per year of meat
and meat products, over 300 kg per capita per year of milk and milk products, and over 200 eggs per
capita per year, protein deficiency is not an issue. Nevertheless, there may be groups in the society
whose incomes have dropped to the point where their nutritional smtus is in jeopardy, and there will be
others in the fiture. The Government has an obligation to protect these groups, but food subsidies,
especially those attached to products like meat, for which demand is income elastic Cricher people eating
more), are highly inefficient. Food stamp programs, income tansfers, and subsidies linked to products
with low income elasticity (lie coarser-grain, but more nutritious, breads), are all preferable to
untageted subsidies of the kind in use in Ukraine.



CHAPTER 2

A STRATEGY FOR DEVELOPING THE FOOD SECTOR

A range of policy options are available to Ukraine for directing the future course of
agriculturl development. in discussing future strategies for agriculture, we assume that the Government
of Ukraine is committed to transforming the overall economy of the country, including its food and
agriculture sectors, to a market-based system. The changes that have already been implemented seem
to be consistent with such a commitment There have been substantial hanges in pricing policy and in
the macroeconomic environment; land reform processes are under way, and collective and state-owned
farm enterprises have begun restructuring. The program of enterprise privatization has been approved
and preparations are being made to begin pivatization of food processing and marketing, as well as input
supply for agriculture.'

The fundamental conclusion of this report, however, is that the present agricultural
marketing system and farmig structure, even with reforms already completed, is not fully consistent with
the Govermnent's goals for the market orientation of the economy and requires further adjustment.
Leaving the agriculural system basically unchanged would create less difficulty both socially and
politically in the near term, but it would have a large negative impact on the macro-economy, and the
growing subsidy burden would fiLel fiuther iflation. In the longer term, the legal and institutional
famework, as well as the respective roles of the public and private sector would remain blurred,
efficiency in agriculture would continue to be low and the sector would not play the positive role in the
development of the country it could, given the strong resource endowment. The challenge is to select
the most appropriate path from the wide range of policy options avalable for Ukraine's future agricultural
development. This chapter discusses the related strategic issues and priorities as well as the social aspects
of the required reforms.

A. OVERALL FRAMEWORK FOR REFORM

Ukraine is faced with a number of problems that make the required adjustment in the food
and agriculture sector difficult. These include:

* overail mnacro-economic inibalance, especially high inflation;

* declining agricultural production, especially in the livestock industry;

* deterioratmg financial situations of fairm enterprises due to declining terms of trade for
agriculture, and esDecially for livestock products;

* declining domestic demand for food due to decrease of personal income;

* difficulties with traditional trading partners, especially Russia and other countries of the
FSU; and

A detailed account of diese refonns is given in Chapters 3. 4, and S.
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continued existence of monopolized structure in food processing and marketing and in
input supply for agriculture.

Successful implementation of adjustmnent requires a comprehensive and consistent programn
of actions. At this time,the Government does not have a detailed agricultural strategy; reforms that have
been implemented do not constitute a consistent package; and the measures that have been taken are not
always consistent with one another. Therefore a comprehensive overall reform strategy should be
developed and agreed upon within the Govermnment as soon as possible. The main directions of this reform
program should be based on a consensus among all the major actors, including the Govemnment, fam
enterprises, the processing industry, and the general public.

Box 2.1 suggests some major elements of a comprehensive agricultural reform program
for sectoral trnusition, reflecting international experience. The process of arriving at such a
comnprehensive reform stratgy needs to be credible, and participatory, to be politically acceptable and
sustainable. The strategy must be consistent and coordinated with the overall program of stabilization
and privatization.

6.4 -sh~~AReormd Agend
An agenda or. refomi bdadarcluesol -includedi folliowigset of actions:

* a) macroeconomic stblzain lbrizton of domestic markets and- decontrol-of-pics
teeing of externaL trade. and phasing out consuimer and producer: subsidies; .

-b) prtcinof.lvn standards of vulnerable groups in society from the eflc of rising fbod

c) land- refbrnr that :encourages di eeomn fval* ammngmn nt by-.'
:-:~:establishnin ftheinstitutional basis for- division and lpivaiztinof large%farin and fbi t-e

'acqustionand_use of.. stelads;

4) demonop~~~olaton, -puivatizaton, and~ prmoio ofetynoproduction, processing, ipot
and marketingoif agricultiuralinut and oti

e) establishment o afamwrk offianil sev ces dcain xtnin intnrnaflon
services, and reuaincnitn ith a maket eooy

t . builing a sysem of phyical infrstructureconsistent wtthnedof amarkroiene
prdcion poesn,and:dsrbtcsse n

newr rols

Box 2.1
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There is substantial potential for creating an efficient agriculture system in Ukraine. The
domestic resource endowment and agrarian traditions favor the crop sector, though livestock production
also offers significant opportunities. Stabilization of grain production and better use of outstanding crop
production potential are the essential first steps in rehabilitation of the sector. Adjustment of the livestock
sector, however, is the critical element of recovery, since it is suffering from declining domestic demand
and stagnant export demand. Contraction, structural change, and improvements in stock quality should
be the major goals of this subsector, and improved management of the feed base is a major precondition
of success.

In the near term, crop products that can be marketed on Western markets with little
processing (grain, oilseeds) or that substitute for hard currency imports (grains), offer the greatest
economic advantage for the country. Changes in prices at the farm level should be allowed to reflect this
advantage so that producers can respond. The PSU republics, mainly Russia, will remain the major
market for grain and livestock products. Export of livestock products to the West will be limited by the
low level of efficiency and by the condition of the current capital stock in food procurement and
processing. The physical design of the Ukraine meat processing industry precludes export of most
products to markets in Western Europe and North America In the near term. the Central and East
European countries might offer opportuities for the cxport of limited quantities. Prices of livestock
products should reflect the higher prices of feed, however these should nct exceed by much the prices
in Russia or other FSU Republics where the products are sold. A supportive enviromnent needs to be
created for quality enhancing investments both in the livestock and related food processing industry.
Securing markets inside and outside the FSU must be an important objective in trade negotiations.

B. IMPLEMENTATION OF REFORMS

In the emerging market system the Governent cannot, and should not, directly engineer
the recovery and growth of the kind needed in Ukrine agriculture, even if it were to have at its disposal
more ample resources than are cuntly available. The Government should only provide an enabling
environment and permit enterprise-level decision makers in the agriculture and food economy to generate
growth themselves. Therefore, the key elements of a transition program in Ukraine agriculture are: (a)
macroeconomic stabilization; (b) creadon of an incentive framework for farms that provides proper
motivation and the right to retain sizable farm profits; (c) continuation and completion of land reform;
(d) reform in agroprocessing input supply, production services, and input marketing that creates reliable
input supply and competitive markets for farm products; (e) further regulatory reforms establishing the
framework for a working market in food and agriculture.

Political and economic condidons in Ukraine do not appear suitable for a rapid of "big
bang" approach to transformation of agriculture. The Govermnent has been following a very cautious
approach to change and reform, that has brought some positive results. Food supply for the population
has been secured, the decline in agricultural production has not been as dramatic as in some other
counries of the FSU, and the disruption of agricultral production systems has been kept under control.
However, there is a tradeoff between the speed of refonn and sectoral stability; delaying reform in order
to avoid major sectorat disruption will be very costly to the economy in the long run. In general, while
accepting the appropriateness of the Ukraine strategy of gradual transformation of agriculture, it is
mnportant to realize that speedy development of an agreed overall reform agenda with proper sequencing

of reform actions is essential for efficient implementation of the adjustnent process. Moreover, the
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minirmum conditions for a worldng market should be established as quickly as possible, including land
legislation, demonopolization, and the privatization of processing and marketing industries. Completion
of this transition however, will remain a task for the medium term.

It is possible to envision a number of alternative paths to implementing a comprehensive
program of further reforms. The proposed reform measures are categorized in the report according to
short and medium terms without providing ready-made prescriptions for their implementation. The report
intentionally lacks precision on the "how and when' of the recommended reform strategy. Details of
implementation have to be elaborated by those who are fully aware of the complexity of agricultural
problems in Ukraine, and who will bear the pclitical responsibility for both the success and failures of
reform efforts.

Near-term Priorities

The most immediate priorities, both in terms of their macroeconomic implications and
their impact on incentives and resource allocation, would be:

* continuing the transition from command economy to a market-based system by further relaxation
of price controls, state orders for food procurement, ard restrictions on external trade;

* providing at least the minimum legal, institutional, and physical conditions for a working market
in agriculture, and competition in the processing and marketing of agricultural products and in
the supply of inputs and services by demonopolization and privatization;

* re-establishing trade linkages with the rest of the FSU on the basis of market conforming trade
and payment practices;

* continuation of land reform and supporting emerging private farming, creating tradable tenure
rights and a functioning land market;

* creating a framework and agenda for enterprise reform and privatization; aad

* providing a safety net for vulnerable groups.

Medium-term Priorities

The immediate priorities listed above must be reinforced by medium-term actions
suggested by the following objectives:

* completing enterprise reform in agriculture and food production, processing, and marketing,
including privatization;

* improving the efficiency of production, processing, and distribution of food and agricultural
products; and
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increasing the competitiveness of Ukraine agricultural products in international markets.

Successful transition requires not onlv policy actions, but it must also be supported by
investments in physical capital, measures to increase the efficiency of production, and the building of
institutions for market-based agriculture. The pace of investment will be limited by fiscal constraints,
but priorities can be established relatively soon, and potential sources of funding, both foreign and/or
domestic, as well as potential foreign investment areas, can be identified. Livestock and crop production
have to adjust to new conditions, especially in the form of improvements in production efficiency, if a
competitive economic enviromncit is to be created. Institution-building requires appropriate legislation,
followed by revision of existing organizational structures, staffing, and training, and this process can be
started quickly by working with existing institutions where possible.

C. SECURING FOOD SUPPLY AND PROTWCTING THE POOR DURING THE TRANSMION

With the collapse of export trade in agriculture and declining domestic demand, shortages
of domestic food supplies are unlikely, unless there is a furither collapse of production and distribution
systems. In order to avoid such an eventuality, the flow of essential inputs and credits for fnrm
production has to be re-established. This may require additional imports of veterinary pharmaceuticals,
fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides, and high protein feeds. Foreign assistance may thus be required. The
food distribution and marketing system needs to be strengthened to ensure food is available in the main
oenters of deand. Food availability and prices should be monitored to spot possible areas of shortage
so at prompt remedial action can be taken.

The real incomes of many people have declined, and privatization and restructuring of
industry and agriculture will lead to increased unemployment Many urban people will need either
income supplements or food stamps to ensure that they can maintain an adequate diet These programs
should be developed and instituted as a matter of highest priority.

The phasing out of consumer and producer subsidies should be accompanied by improved
targeting of income and consumption support programs. Measures are needed to protect the most
vulnerable groups from serious hardship, especially to ensure minimum consumption levels for the
poorest, as prices adjust in the coming years. Because fiscal constraints are tight, politically difficult
trade-offs and compromises seem to1be inevitable. In the very difficult period of transition the
Goverrnent should, as a high priority, try to fully compensate the poorest groups for the negative income
impacts of food price changes. In realizing this objective, the setting of a poverty line is a crucial issue.

There are five major options to ensure adequate food supply and protect the poor:

* continuing the subsidization of prices of a few basic conmmodities;

° providing quantity-denominated food coupons to selected poor households;

* providing direct, in-kind assistance to poor households;

* organizing work for food programs for unemployed; and

* providing cash compensation to the poor.
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All the above methods have advantages and disadvantages. Price subsidies are the least
compatible with a market economy. Using the cash benefit system seems to be the most desirable
solution. Coupon or food stamp systems and work for food programs may also be workable, especially
under the condidons of high inflation. Cash benefits are less effective than quantity-denominated coupons
in providing social protection when prices are rising rapidly.

D. SOCIAL POLICIES IN SUPPORT OF THE RURAL TRANSITION

Decollectivizadon, privatization, the sharp decline in industrial production, and changes
in the structure of agricultural production have produced profound changes in Ukrainian village
communities. The transformation processes affect households, villages, and regions in varied ways.
Significant effects already have been experienced with respect to the level and structure of rural incomes.
Some families have experienced sharp increases in their firming incomes as a result of receiving land
from the former collertive fanns. However, many rural households have suffered a decline in cash
income as a result of increased payments in kind to cope with inflation.

There will be a significant demographic transformation. The decline of the village
poplwation will be halted temporarily and possibly reversed, and the proportions of young people and men
are likely to adjust upward toward more normal demographic patterns. The avenge size of rural
households will tend to increase as fewer household members find employment in the cities. As a result
of these changes, social tensions within villages and households may increase, particularly as long as
employment prospects remain bleak. Many of the potential difficulties assciated with changing rural
demography could be mitigated by the development of appropriate policies to provide remunerative
employment to an increasingly diverse rural occupational structure.

Privatization and the transition to a mark-et economy will affect the existing rural social
safety net arid the provision of social services in the rral communities. Traditionally, the bulk of rural
social services are provided by the collective and state farms, and the large scale farms provide substantial
additional benefits to their members and pensioners. In principle the transfer of their services to the local
municipalities should provide the solution. In Ukraine, however, the reforms to create a new muiicipal
structure capable of running and financing the new services are at a rather early stage. There is neither
the rural institutional framework nor a financial structure to replace the collective and state farms' social
services. It is not surprising that the fear of losing vital social services has an impact on farmers'
decisions to stay with the collective fanming system to a great extent, and strengthen the argument of
those who advocate against the dismantling of large scale faming system.

The three most critical needs in the village commnunities are: (a) developing an enabling
environment to stimnlate increased off-farm employment in the villages; (b) safeguarding an acceptable
level of rural social services during the period of restructuring and privatizing large scale farms; and (c)
enhancing local ability to respond to social and demographic change by providing communities with
greater finncial control. Except for appropriate steps to ensure acceptable standards of health, nutrition,
and sanitadon and to improve the general quality of life in rural areas, attempts at direct state intervention
do not seem desirable because of lingering local suspicion of government motives and the lack of
cost-effective policy instruments. A coherent and integrated strategy should be developed to facilitate
rural community development through devolving responsibility for these activities to the local
communities themselves One of the most effective ways to address this requirement is to provide
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communities with greater control over their own budgets and, hence, their future.

Rural Labor and Employment

The employment consequences of the restructuring in industry will force the agricultural
sector to assume the role of employment buffer, with widespread and increasing under-employment. The
increase in the supply of rural labor displays large regional variation, with peri-urban areas being most
affected. As this phenomenon is likely to persist, it is important that this growing supply of labor be
given due weight in strategies for developing agriculture and that these strategies be coordinated with
overall development strategies for the country. More specifically, the past emphasis on large-scale
mechanization and labor-displacing technologies, with a view to release agricaltural labor to meet the
demand for labor in other sectors of the economy, needs to be reconsidered. The relative abundance of
cheap labor and limited employment prospects in the non-agricultural sectors suggests that a shift in
emphasis toward more labor-intensive product niixes and modes of production may be called for.

As a result of past policies, the rural economic base is oriented singuarly toward
agriculture. There is a virtual absence of non-agricultural economic activities. This implies that the
entire burden of nrual employment creation falls on agrculture, making agnculture excessively dependent
on distant markets and sources of inputs, reducing local linkages and multiplier effects, and providing
a strong incentive for the young and educated to migrate to urban areas. Solutions to the problems of
rural unemployment and under-employment in agriculture, as well as the problems of seasonal variations
in the need for labor in agriculture, must, to a large extent, be found in a general expansion and
diversification of the rmal economic base through development of non-farming economic activities. In
the short and medium term, special emphasis should be placed on promoting the entry and growth of
private enterprises serving agriculture and providing rural services, both upstream and downstream

Employment and inoome problems in rural areas are exacerbated by industrial decline,
and require special measures in terms of employment-creation policies. Short-term public works
programs, organized by local governent or contracted for with local non-governmental organizations
(NGOs), might usefully be considered to counteract emerging unemployment problems in rural areas.
Suitable activities for public works programs would include reforestation and construction of physical
inrastructure. Public works programs need to be supplemented by efforts to create sustainable
employment through promotion of intensification of agriculture, such as horticulture and vegetables in
peri-urban areas, and high-uality livestock products elsewhere.

The young rural households deserve special attention with respect to education and
training. Future policy measures in support of the agricultural tansition should take into account the
particular needs of women in agriculture. Agricultural research, extension, and education should be
formulated wiith recognition of these needs. During the transition period, efforts to improve the position
of women in the restructured collective farms should focus on their role as critical economic agents.
Better access by farm women to key inputs-education, information, land, credit - could have a positive
impact on productive capacity and incomes in the sector.

The current restructuring of agriculture and the severe mismatches of labor, land and
capital underscore the need for efficient factor markets. At present, the inefficient factor markets retard
restructuring and are an important contributor to the present tendency towards subsistence farming.
Strengthened factor markets would improve the allocation of labor and remove obstacles to access to land
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and capital, thereby providing the basis for efficiency gains in agricultural production.

The Rural Sodal Safety Net - Rural Social Services

With some important exceptions, rural incomes have improved relative to urban incomes
over the past few years. Thus, policies aimed at poverty alleviation and income enhancement should
focus on the revitalization of the rural economy in general and of the agriculural sector in particular,
while safeguarding the interests of particularly vulnerable groups. The rural social safety net should seek
to avoid a domestic deterioration of rual social services and on a longer term to improve the quality of
village life and be complementary to the economic reform program.

Housing. A housing problem in rural areas is to be anticipated, resulting from the return
migration of industrial workers and the increasing stability of rural populations in general. Local
governments should be enabled to offer house plots at market prices to citizens seeking a return to their
village communities. Purchme prices might be paid over long terms or by the provision of community
services. Housing loams should be made available, with the housing to serve as collateral.

Education. Rural schools have long been disadvantaged compared to their urban
counterparts due to less generous funding and by a weaker curriculum that offered in urban schools.
Schools have suffered because of fiscal difficulties and a loosening of administrative controls over the
schools and their teaching staffs. In order to improve the overall educational circmstances of the rural
comnunities, rural and urban curricula should be standardized to remove the cultural bias against
agriculture in the national educational system and to encourage urban pupils to view agriculture as a
potentially remunerative pursuit. Specifically, housing and salary incentives might be offered to teachers
to remain in or relocate to rural areas. Successfil pupils at the general school level should be identified
and allowed to compete for stipends and other kinds of assistance to attend agriculural and silvicultural
high schools.

County-wide training programs in the fimdamentals of business administration, financial
analysis, marketing, and modern commercial frmg methods are needed to remedy the shortages of
cricical skills in these areas. Such programs would need to be pursued at two levels: a more advanced
and comprehensive level for the specialized agriculural work force, and a second tier of training
programs at a more rudimentary level targeted at the agricultural labor force at large. Evening schools
should be promoted in rural areas to assist in implementing training programs for this target group.

Rural Nutrition. Health and Sanitation. At present, with the exception of isolated
individuals and groups, rural nutrition is generally good. However, there is the risk that households most
negatively affected by the change to the market economy (i.e., single, aged individuals, the landless,
and/or those previously heavily dependent on wage labor) could become financially unable to provide a
sufficient diet for their members. There have been long traditions of giving food to relatives and
neighbors in need in the villages and towns. These traditions need to be encouraged and perhaps
institutionalized to ensure adequate nutrition across the entire mral population through, for example,
interventions by local churches and establishment of community food banks. The transition has also
placed the delivery of rural health care services under some pressure. Nevertheless, basic medical care
seems widely available.
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E. POuICY AGENDA FOR A COMPREHENSIVE REFORM IN UKRAINIAN
FOOD AND AGRICULTUlRE

The details of a desired strategy for the transition in the food and agriculture Ukraine are
discussed in the main body of this report. However the core recommendations for the government are
summarized in the following matrix which provides an overview of the proposed short and medium term
actions and ultiae policy objectives.

Recommended MIeasures
1Areates Ultimate Goal

Short-Term Medium-Term

i. Esti a markt control
syaear in agriculture

a) Dismnme eommand Reduce ie rot of sfe oders Drop a11 ing domestic Free markets, with
cowMy markting controk. control to avoid food

Dc-link input supply. subsidies. sfgesbar
amd m ordes. Inroduce narkt rgub ns

nessary forheabh. sfay. and
I amre ca npeEniL

Elmintate stae order s .stn.

bJ Impoe inrl price Adjust rclative pruaumcnu Systerai polcics on
foranion prices tO border prices. agriw prices and subsidies

based -n the principls of free
Disontie prce indexing t nmarkets and n u.
give up based pricing. subsiies.

Limistprodue and co ruI
pnr: contols to basic
coneoditE

Removrc o on markup
margba

c) Reduce subsidies Reduce price subsidies to a Dimantle fuSly input subsidies.
narrow group of conunodidcs.

Disnar budget tensfers wo
p-odues.

Reduce hnput suibsidies

d) Liberalize domestic and ReoDve caismig resukiiom or Ewablisi ad vloren uniform
interational trade tradc. tariframd tax regulation

Eliminae quas and licensing Creae isurance sI
in foreign trad. unrli2g tariffs which provide seurity gnt
instad breaeb of contcs.

Reduce punitive mxation on
commodity chane tO
manageabe level.

Break up state monopoly
eterprises doaling with tradc.

Deveop lgl frmework to
improve tranacon's binding.

e) Ceate a scial sfrty net Reduce comnr price Replace prce subsidis ith
t protect low inconre subsidies to bread, daiy. and trged income subsidi
grmups vegtable oil. I
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ReOOImDeDJed Measume
Area/iues IJltimate Goal

Short-Term Medhum-Term

2. Ca mardet fad eiEs and Pmmtee developent of a Support empl4ion of a Wsern-Eropm Wpe
srvicer print qseum for supply of cmmercidal nctwork of privat agricultural marketng and

baic inputs and machinery input aid aouput markets and supply sserm.
srvices, prvidc infrsuucm

Sdmlac and asist emergence Strenghen fawme markets
of whoksale marketing. ad prvac ad co-op

agricuurI wholsling
Crte the minimum physil organitions by providig
facilities or fannuer marke credit and TA.

Dimuna sate procurement Inprove supply of inputs ad
agencies eept for die machinery by trade lilerailntion
purduse of goods fortibe Basic ad -w of foreign aid.
Food Rse

Develop marka infomation
es6an r prpvae farming and
nred Cent

Set up n and-monopoly
organizaton.

3. Eable _mariced oriwac Implemet new land ownership Develop land ea l syem Mainly private ownership of
laid owerap and wsysm (print aegiculural land; and compice bnd egitraton. gicultral land with no
othe a in agriclt muncil ownership of vilage reictioms n s or sale.

land; swe cotrol over forests Distmibe Fal land tides.
ard rcse land1

Alowrmined foreign ownership
Establish a consium lad of blan
vluation systm ad condtions

lorand regisy. Complete privaion of non-
land producive aet

Denvop la nd rke tad isscu
required regultio Esabi a municipal poElit

and scrvic syscan separaed
Coninue privazition of n-o frem the production enterprise.
bnd pmductivc asse

Develop equbalelcal tax
Trmsfer al socal srvices and systcr.
asses to loCal municipal
authorite or user copeaativa.

Privadze all rral housing.

Provide fnncing of social
servies wib money collected
as taxes.
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Recommended Measures
Areaslssues Ultinate Goal

Short-Term AMedium-Term
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aero-proccsin industries wned companies at cbhI or owmneship acording to the in each industy which should

woyn level. overall pui adton st in be oreconornically optimal
indushy sizec

Bcgin privatzson of
agroprccsing . distnbution. Adopt and enforce new quality Agro-iusries, which by
sad input apply. = dards thoght th quality a acceptance of

Ukraine. products. are able to compct
Use t ic nce o i worldwide markets.
develop new Ukrain Food
Quaitygjahty Sandards
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Reconmended Measures |
Area osues 1 1lte Goal

Short-Term g Medium-Term
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CHAPTER 3

DEVELOPMENT OF A MAIRKET FRAMEWORK

In the first years of Ukrainian independence, the introduction of economic reforms and
adoption of market policies has been hampered by external shocks and internal lack of consensus on key
stabilization measures. Increasing rates of inflation (reaching over 50% per month), fueled by widening
budget deficits and large jumps in energy import costs, have hampered the move away from
command-economy style policies. Liberalizafion of the agricultural and food sector has been cautious,
since markets are not deemed capable of providing food security to the population. Compared to most
other FSU republics, administrative state intervention in agriculture in Ukraine is more pervasive and the
role of markets smaller-

Although consumer food subsidies have been reduced substantially and agricultural supply
has been allowed to adjust to the drastic demand shifts brought about by plummeting national income and
the break-up of the FSU, the Government has retarded the development of markets by retaining (or
periodically re-imposing) a large role for state purchases, imposing widespread regulation of price
formation in domestic trade, and restricting access to international markets for inputs and sales. The
combination of high inflation and excessive restrictions has hurt agriculture severely. The widening of
price and market liberalization and eventual establishment of market relations in agriculture is key to the
well being of the agricultural sector and the large rural population of Ukraine Only the further
development of the market can provide incentives to producers to profitably restrucatre agricalture's
specific subsectors and raise income. This chapter discusses the obstacles to market development in
agriculture and offers proposals for furfther action in encouraging market institutions.

A. MACROECONOMIC AND INCENTIVE FRAMEWORK

Overall Features of Current Policies

Agricultural and food pricing policy in Ukraine was characterized by centalized price
determination. Producer and consumer prices were set without reference to international prices.
Producer prices of individual commodities were generally established without reference to each other
(e.g., animal feed was not priced with reference to livestock prices), since producers responded to
centraily-detennined production targets (state orders) and not market signals. Furthermore, consumer
prices did not necessarily cover producer prices plus processing and marketing. The result was that the
maintenance of the price structure involved a costly system of implicit and explicit subsidies. This system
of agricultural subsides was quite complex, but in general, three sets of subsidies were involved: producer
output subsidies aimed at spurring livestock producEion; input subsidies to producers, often in the form
of artificially low prices for energy, agricultural chemicals, and feedstuffs, inputs and credit; and
consumer price subsidies in cases where consumer prices did not cover producer prices plus normative
profit margins.

As a result, Ukrainian agricultural production was strongly biased in favor of livestock
production. For example, in the late 1980's, the ruble prices of grains and vegetables were generally
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20-30% below international prices, while those for milk and meat products were 30-40%higher.' In
effect, the pricing regime subsidized livestock production, while taxing grains. In addition to receiving
procurement prices that were high relative to world prices, livestock producers had to be subsidized to
cover the high marginal costs of ever-increasing output targets, which were necessary to meet the excess
denand generated by subsidized consumer meat and milk product prices.

Ukrainian agriculture still exhibits the major hallmarks of the Soviet system. A large
bureaucratic administrative structure still fimctions above the farm levels to provide central guidance for
fanning decisions, allocate inputs and distribute of output. However, the disintegration of the former
Soviet Union, and with it of traditional mechanisms for inter-republic exchange of agricultural inputs and
products, and high rates of domestic inflation, have undermined the command system of pricing and
marketing, so that it is no longer working effectively. At the same time, a market-oriented system of
pricing and distribution has not yet emerged. What exists is neither an effective planned system nor a
market system. This is the worst of all possible outcomes, resulting in high levels of inefficiency and
losses at al levels from supply of inputs to farmers, through production, marketing, processing, to
distribution of products for purchase by consumers.

Although the seeds of the present crisis lay in the inefficiencies of the planned/command
economic system of the Soviet Union, its proximate cause was the collapse of the Soviet Union, the
rupture of interregional trading relationships and the beginnings of movement of prices and exchange rates
toward international levels. The already difficult situation was exacerbated by an inappropriate policy
response. Instead of facilitating enterprise adjustment to the decline in demand for their products and
higher production costs, the Government of Ukraine attempted to use administrative interventions
involving physical planning and controls to maintain existing production patterns State enterprise
operations were sustained through fiscal and credit subsidies, fiuther fueling domestic inflation. The
country has been slow to liberalize its economy and allow a greater role for markets and a private sector
that can respond more quickly and efficiently to changing conditions. Price and margin controls remain,
the state order system has been retained, exports and foreign exchange markets are controlled, a large
share of bank credit is directed by the Government, and the business environment for the emerging
private sector is characterized by changing rules and discretionary interventions. The result has been
declining output, accelerating inflation, and deteriorating living standards.

Real GDP contracted by 18% in 1993, bringing the cumulative decline since 1990 to
40%. The collapse of output accelerated in the first months of 1994, with industrial output estimated to
have declined by 40% in the first quarter. The annual inflation rate increased to 9700% in 1993. The
value of the karbivanets declined from krb 749 per US $ at the end of 1992 to krb 40,000 per US $ at
the beginning of 1994. Living standards of most of the population have fallen steeply, as real wages are
estimated to have declined 50% between December 1993 and December 1994. The crisis that has beset
the Ukrainian economy has also taken its toll on agriculture.

In recent years explicit producer and consumer subsidies have been reduced, and a degree
of liberalization of domestic agricultural producer prices has been introduced through the reduction of
state purchases. Private trading was legalized, albeit with heavy taxation of private middlemen that
limits their role. In January 1992, prices applying to transactions between enterprises were decontrolled.

I According to the USDA.
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However, trade and price fonnation remained heavily influenced by govermnent intervention since the
state is still a large buyer of agricultural products and can repress prices below border price levels.
Marketing through the network of state owned enterprises was put on a contractual basis between firms
and the buyers, but state trading agencies continued to exert substantial pressure on farms to sell at prices
indicated by the Government. The state's influence over agricultural marketing stems from close control
of the input supply network by ministry-level government agencies and their dependent enterprises. Sales
of inputs are linked; the state ties the sale of inputs to delivery of agricultural output at state-set prices.
While marketing through private channels by farms is not legally limited, it is restricted by the threat of
inputs being withheld. In addition, produce sold through private channels does not qualify for output
subsidies.

Apart from a relatively modest change in the formal system as described above, the
malfunctioning of the state controlled marketing system became more apparent in 1993-1994 than in any
early time. In practice the state procurement system has lost its strength. There are growing numbers
of commercial traders, including new private firms, commercialized former state enterpises, joint
ventures, and foreign traders. Farms increasingly contract with these companies and use the state system
less and less. One estimate by a government source was that 25% of farms no longer work with state
suppliers at all. Explosive inflation has led to a demonetization of agriculture and has inhibited the
functioning of agricultural markets. Producers are storing an increasing proportion of output on farm.
Output is often processed on a share basis, i.e.processors receive a proportion of the output rather than
a cash payment, and the balance is returned to the farm. Fanns use this output to barter for inputs, or
sell on uncontrolled markets. Producers also barter for other domestic or imported goods, and even pay
their workers partly in kind.?

Unfortunately, the most recent reaction of the Government of Ukraine to this situation,
in June 1994, is to try to maintain state purchasing with a new wave of subsidized credits and input
supply linked to state contracts rather than opting for genuine market liberalization demanded more and
more by the farming sector. The Government's rationale behind not allowing greater market liberalization
is that as economy-wide deregula: on has led to rapid increases in agricultural input prices, the state does
not want to allow a truly free market to develop since it claims to be responsible for protecting consumers
from such price rises, especially for foodstuffs. Instead, it has continued to try to work with "state
contracts" and further props up the old system through subsidization of producers and price formation
restrictions to limit retail price increases. However, the issue of subsidies fimanced by monetizing
ever-increasing budget deficits will accelerate inflation and furtlher erode wages. This leaves consumers
less able to cope with structural change in the economy and perpetuates a slow trnsition to higher levels
of output and income.

Farm Prices

Given the rapid rise of prices of energy and industrial inputs to agriculture, the lack of
competitive markets for agricultural raw commodities, and the drop in demand for foodstuffs resulting
from falling domestic income, farms found themselves in a financial squeeze after the price deregulation

2 hi 1993/94, according to the Ministry of Agricultum and Food estimates, personal renuncration has been paid up to
6D-70% in kind at collective and stat fiums. 7.5 million tons of grain, 17 million tons of hay. 122.000 tons of sugar. 118,000
tons of sunflowers. 20.000 tons of sunflower oil. and 40,000 tons of meat among other irems. were given in kind.
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instituted in early 1992. Agriculture's terms of trade deteriorated significantly as its subsidies were
withdrawn: part of this erosion could be overcome if domestic commodity prices were to rise to border
price levels, but this is not allowed.3 Private marketing infrastructure has not been created: Government
did not want to lose state montrol over either the flow of most agricultural output and or the level of prices
ultimately charged consumers. However, in order to keep the large socialist sector farns afloat, the
Government reintroduced output and input subsidies for producers: in constant 1985 rubles producer
subsidies rose from an average of 10 billion in the late 1980's to more than 15 billion in 1992. In 1992,
subsidies to livestock producers made up 48-67 % of the total remuneration received (sales plus subsidy),
or 100-200% more than the price paid by processors to agricultural producers- For grains, sugarbeet,
potatoes, and vegetables, subsidies amounted to 11% or less of total remuneration.

In Ukraine's highly inflationary macroeconomic environment, the Government introduced
indicative prices in the place of formerly fixed prices. Indicative prices were set by the Govermnent
based on formulas that estimated average costs plus normative profit margins. These prices are used as
a benchmark in negotiation of contract prices for state orders, including the input prices farms pay and
the agricultural output prices they receive. Since the middlemen are state- owned companies, they klnow
that if farm sells to them it will receive a subsidy from the state. This enables then to offer lower prices
to the farm, and allows them to capture part of the subsidy paid to the producer. The presence of a
number of prices for the same good (indicative prices, contract prices on state orders, implicit prices in
barter deals, and those available on export contracts and in free markets) makes the price system far from
aansparent.

The Government has attempted to maintain a form of parity for agricultural producers
by linking agricukural prices to indices of prices of goods and services used by agriculture (Six price
indices are used: material and technical resources of industrial origin; material and technical resources
of agricultural origin; tariff and services; remuneration of labor; interest rates; and insurance and saher
obligatory payments). In order to 'protect" the agricultural sector from inflation, an index of agricultural
costs was constructed and used to adjust product prices. Using this fornula, procurement prices for
agricultural commodities increased by as much as 57 fold from December 1992 to December 1993, while
prices of agricultural inputs rose 60 fold. Fmancial resources were made available to state organizations
purchasing output were similarly adjusted. Preferential credit was provided at a 30% amnual rate.
Nevertheless, agricultural output declined by 6% in 1993. The government considers this something of
a success in view of the 15% decline in overall output for the year. Grain procurement increased from
11 million tons in 1992 to 14.1 million tons in 1993 (but was still below the 15.4 million tons procured
in 1990). The successful grain procurement of 1993 is attnbuted to indexing. Before harvest, grain
producers were promised a procurenent price of 480,000 klb/ton (equivalent to US $120).'

3 In 1992. fanm output prices rose about 70% as much as fahm input prices, attesting to the existing tmde regulations
and monopoly power of state input suppliers and indicative of some market power in the hands of state processors buying hirm
outpuL

4 In early 1994 fnrms were being offered contracts for grain at the equivalent of US $70 per ton (21 million krb per ton
at 30.000 krb per US $) while prices of diesel fud and gasoline are about US S130-195 per ton. This means farms would
receive about half tde world market price for their grain at pay about 80% of die world price for their energy needs.
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The state trading network is quicldy deteriorating. Data for 1992 indicate that
approxinately 85% of state and collective farm output sales were still made through state contracts.
During 1990-1992, the shares of state and collective farm field crops such as grains and potatoes
marketed through private chnnels was mch larger than for livestock products, roughly 50% as
compared to 90%. The shares of ollseeds and sugarbeet moving through private channels were less than
5%. However, as the state input supply network's ability to f&fill its contracts with farms has been
reduced, so has farms' willingness to contract their output with the state. In 1993, except for grain, the
role of state purchasing dramatically declined. Delayed payment for sales to the state exacerbated the
situation, as the high inflation during the waiting period cuts deeply into fann remuneration. A disorderly
further deterioration of state marketing, replete with stop-gap measures and attempts to impose market
power on farms, will likely produce shortages by causing fanms to hoard their storable produce in hope
of better prices in the future. Instead, the state should reduce its intervention and pursue a course aimed
at facilitating the development of the market.

Still, market pressures influence price formation and some shifts in the structure of
farm-gate prices are evident (Table 3.1). The administrated nature of price increases in 1991 is evident
by the relatively uniform rate of increase across different crops and livestock products. In 1992, some
adjustment took place as livestock prices rose only about 60% as quickly as crop prices. In 1993, this
trend was partially reversed as all livestock prices rose by more than 100 fold while crop price increases
ranged 40 fold to 80 fold. Over the period 1990-1993, farm-gate prices have risen by 200,000 to
400,000%, while the Consumer Price Index has risen over 900,000% and retail food prices have
increased 800,000 %. Govermnent restrictions on agricultural pricing and a degree of market power by
state procurers and processors have kept farm-gate prices low but processing and marketing margins in
the food sector have clearly risen. Farms have borne an inordinate share of the adjustment process in
the food and agricultural sector: their survival is secured through state subsidies instead of allowing them
to receive market prices for their output.

Table 3.1: Cument Trends in State Procurement Prices
Indkes of Farmgate Prices (%] 1953 = 100

Conmmodity 1985 1990 1991 Scptunbcr October October 1993
1992 1993 (kib I t)

AlI Crops 99 140 176 3531 NA NA

Grain 88 235 153 3066 172.658 573,800

OlLsezds 99 170 182 4301 399,634 1,718,800

Sugarbeet 92 101 195 4968 324,800 162,400

Potates 105 147 471 5620 196,958 472,700

Livestodk Ptoducts 101 129 167 2088 NA NA

Cattle 106 139 16B 1848 191.321 5.678,400

Pigs 102 147 170 2529 NA NA

Poutny 101 113 160 2404 NA NA

NMik 97 120 154 2011 230,704 982,800

Sotuce: Mdistry of Agriculte and Food
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Consumer Prices and Food Subsidies

Consumer prices for food products marketed in the state system have also been heavily
subsidized. Although as of January 1992, agricultural output and input prices were no longer formally
set by the state, and some food prices were deregulated, prices of sugar, vegetable oil, margarine, liquior,
bread and macaroni products, and many milk and meat products continued to be fixed. At the end of the
first quarter of 1992, meat and milk prices were decontrolled. Most remaining food product prices were
no longer fixed starting July 1,1992, with the exception of low quality bread. However, indirect
government control of basic food prices continues via maximum markup margin regulations. In 1993,
these maximum margins were periodically increased as the previous ones were eroded by higher monthly
inflation rates and longer periods necessary to settle accounts. In December 1993, limits on food price
rises were reduced to profitability (gross margin) limits on bread (15%), flour (10%), and babyfoods
(25%). Other price increases could be made "independently" but in cases of cost increases. Thus, the
regime of liberalized but not entirely free price increases is being continued (Figure 3.1). One step
forward is the abolition of all explicit food subsidies at the federal level with the exception of sugar.

Consumer Subsidy Equivalent in tile FSU

Sun! loe

Wheat
Cheese

Milk
Butter[

Poultry
Pork
Beef

-100 -50 0 50 100 150 200

Fgue 3.1

In addition to regulation at the federal level, food prices are subject to intervention by
regional and local governments. Regional and local governments can also impose regulations and draw
on other sources of revenue besides federally allocated subsidies to pay processors and retailers for the
losses imposed by pricing regulations. More often, regional and local govermnents impose marketing
restrictions without knowing where the source of revenue to compensate enterprise losses. These
practices severely hamper any attempt by state enterprises to become financially self-reliant because they
prevent the fornation of a link between enterprise sales receipts and expenditures. In addition, they cause
these enterprises to be unable to pay their bills, acquire inputs for production, and maintain production
levels. Since the private sector is not subject to the maximum processing and marketing margins set by
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the federal and local governments, its
share of sales is slowly expanding as Table 3.2: Food Retail Prices in State Shops In Uhkrine and
private enterprises manage to attract Russia - of Sept. 1, I993

inputs. Table 3d shows the low Ukraine Belarus Russia Ukrainian
cost of Ukrainian foodstuffs in Prices as
comparison to other FSU republics. J % of

Krb Rbl Rbl Rbl per Russian

The increase of retail _______ per kg e rkg' per kg2 kg Price

food prices has kept pace with the Meat (BDff) 7,521 565 612 1.486 38.0
speed of overall inflation and with Milk and 814 61 43 122 50.0
the increase of the prices of Milk
consumer goods in retail channel Products
(Table 3.3). The increase in food ButrOil 8,928 671 919 1,540 43.6
prices however, outpaced the
increase in the nominal cash income Vegetable Oil 1.106 83 311 584 14.2

of the population by 2.3 times, Eggs 2,383 179 131 275 65.1
according to the estimates of
Ukrainian Institute of Agricultural Suga 843 63 608 584 10.8
Economics, seriously reducing the Bred 785 59 55 74 79.7
actual demand for food commodities. Flour 1.487 112 172 120 93.3

Potats 608 46 63 167 27.5

Sectoral Impact of Agricultural Vegeables 692 52 151 294 17.7

Frutis and 689 51 252 517 9.8
Berries

In view of the cost (ApIes
mark up price formation procedure
and state regulation thereof, the price '1 Ruble = 13.3 Ukrainian karbonantsti (coupons) exdwnge rate.
deregulations instituted in ULkraine in lj Russian Ruble = 2 Belarus Rubles.
1992 did not reresent real Source: Minisuy of Stastics and CIS State Committee for Staistics.

lieralization. Despite the inadequate progress made towards liberalizing prices at all market levels and
allowing producers to receive market prices, evidence from 1992 and 1993 suggests that the divergence
of domestic agricultural price ratios from international price ratios has lessened. Farm-gate price
distortions (measured relative to world mnarket price ratios) decreased in the 1980's, but increased in 1992
as a result of large drops in relative livestock prices in Ukraine. These were the result of excess supply
in these markets when demand contracted more quicldy than supply in 1992. Table 3.4 presents wheat
price relatives in Ukraine (a chosen conmodity price relative to the wheat price, divided by the same
price ratios on the world market. A coefficient closer to one indicates less distortion.) In 1993, price
distortions for sugar, milk, and cattle were reduced, but for sunflower seed and eggs it increased.
Overall (as measured by the coefficient of variation) diversion from world market price ratios dropped
markedly in 1993, but greater realigmnent of domestic prices with international prices cannot take place
in the more or less closed economy which Ukraine's agricultural sector faces.

Clearly, the profitability of agriculture has fallen because input prices have been more
deregulated than fann-gate output prices. On the positive side, farms are [eaming about alternative,
private input sources and customers for their output that will allow them to more safely negotiate lower
lmsels of sales through state contracts. Still, farm responses to declining profitability have been to lobby
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for subsidies. Being well-organized, the
agricultural sector succeeded in getting Table 3.3: Retai Pri Indices In Ukraine
special subsidies in 1992 and 1993 to bnie am Me IM to
partially compensate for the prviots year 1990
terns-of-trade loss. These subsidies
contributed to the overall
macroeconomic problems of the All consumer Roods

country. On the whole, however, d services

agriculture is most probably being - on dhe aveage 1.89 13.38 46.19 1168

indirectly taxed by price distortions. over a year

- Decenber to 2.31 22.03 96.79 4926
In connection with Dccomber

pursuing greater liberalization in
agricultural markets, the Government ratemony 72 29 465 26.6
reduced the coverage of state orders to
six products (grains, sunflower, oil Foodguffs

seeds, sugar beats, beef and milk) and - on the average 1.89 14.26 52.05 1388
limiting the number of products subject over a year
to retail price controls to milk, veal, - Deceber to 2.07 25.10 o.55 5068

pork, bread and eggs. These are Decmuber

undoubtedly steps in the right direction.
However, at the same time, the - average monhly 6.3 30.8 46.6 26.7

Government took more questionable growth raw, %

steps to ensure a positive incentive Source: Ukrainian Institute of AgricultWual Econics.
framework for producers. It indexed
the state procurement prices to the 1990 prices of a selected basket of agricultural inputs, thus preserving
the distortions in the prices of inputs and products. It provided additional funds to agricultural enterprises

Table 3.4 Distortion in Producer Prices for Selected Agriculbual Products Ratios of Wheat Price Relatives
in Ukraine Compared to those on the World Market

1981 1984 1987 1990 L991 1992 1993
September Otober

Sugar 1.02 3.89 2.12 0.74 1.46 2.48 1.57

Sunflower Seed 0.85 0.93 0.90 0.80 1.08 1.24 1.66

Eggs 2.45 1.74 1.51 0.84 0.99 0.83 1.70

Milk 1.78 3.21 2.16 1.20 1.03 0.47 1.07

Cattle 1.34 2.01 1.12 1.08 1.09 0.65 0.99

PoItry 3.83 2.86 2.31 1.53 1.50 1.10 NA

Hogs 1.99 1.99 1.27 1.08 1.45 0.83 NA

CVW 83.83 42.09 34.77 26.56 18.62 61.42 24.35

E.g. fcr sugar, equal to (Sugar Price in UJkraineWheat Price in Ukrine) as a ratio of (Worid Market Sugar
Price/World Markt Wheat Price).

2 Coeffient of Variation *100.
Source: Ministry of Agriculture amd Food, MAO Trade Yearbook, and USDA Economic Research Service.
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to cover their operating deficits and advanced them 25% of the state procurement price (at a subsidized
rate of interest) to finance production.

Although the motives of the Government for taking these actions were positive and the
reasons they have done so are evident, in particular the financial distress of farm enterprises, however
taken as a whole, they do not further the process of liberalization. The state order system, the prevailing
monopolistic marketing and trade structure, and the linkages between price and credit subsidies, input
provision and state procurement remain substantially unchanged for key agricultural conmmodities. The
adopted system of producer price indexation, while ensuring survival irrespective of efficiency, fails to
signal needed changes in relative prices and continued unconditional coverage of enterprise losses
weakens their incentive to become more efficient, and forestalls adjustment of the production system to
underlying price relations.

In spite of all -the Table 3.5: Cbangs in Food Retai ceMarktStrScture, 1992-93

obstacles to private sector growth in Prices on January 4, 1993 Sales Volme as %
the food sector, slow progress is 199. Krb/ kg of 1992 Sales Vclune

being made. In 1993, private food
marketing was steady or grew for in S Mr& kPe In&SCo MPate

- rat~~~~~~~~~~~OP Market & Coop Markets
most commodities. In contrast, sales SSores stores
volumes in state and cooperative M7

retail networks dropped by 20-25% MeatPrOdU 74% 99%
(Table 3.5). This switch occurred Beef 34203 46616 128%
even though prices are still 30-40% 42122 63232

Pork 421n 6323z ~~~97%
lower in the state and cooperative
channels as compared to the private Poultry 43302 65444 83%

markets. Margin limits impsed by -I-Crrodu 85% 101%
the Government appear to succeed in
restraining food price increases in the Milk 3422 5812 107%
state sector, but they prevent the Chese 13851 23621 98%
processing and retailing enterprises Butte 69566 71252 99%
from being able to pay their
creditors, to maintain a flow of raw Eggs (Tea) 28610 29925 84% 91%

product, and ultimately to stabilize Oil 27810 29201 80% 113%
their sales volume. The relative
expansion of private marketing will Potato 1370 2296 88% 88%

continue in this slow, unsupported Vegetfbles 80% 93%

way unless major changes in Cabba 1534 2479 76% 112%
promoting commercialization,
demonopolization, and furither price Cars 1399 2554 86% 97%

liberalization are made. Bd1127 2360 79% 92%

Fruits 11226 12404 113% 79%

Budgetary Implications of Soure: Mnistry of Staiscs.
Subsidies

Subsidies paid from the budget accruing to agricultural producers were equivalent to 45%
of budgetary subsidies for all purposes in 1992. When subsidies to consumers via food processors and
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retailers are included, the share of total subsidies accounted for by the food and agricultural sector was
63%. These subsidies represented 13% of the state budget, or roughly 6% of GNP. Because of the
spiralling inflation during 1992, the revised government budget included additional financing of producer
and consumer subsidies. The total budgetary cost of agriculural subsidies is estimated to have reached
10% of GDP in 1992.

In addition, primary producers have been exempt from income tax, and the value added
tax was reduced to 20 %. Agro-industrial firms were also made exempt from income tax but a profits
tax was reinposed at the rate of 25%. Meat and milk products were exempted from VAT owing to the
reduced demand for these products.

The subsidization of agriculture has shifted from explicit budgetary subsidies to implicit
credit subsidies. Subsidies to livestock producers constituted the bulk of explicit agricultural producer
subsidies during the Soviet era and into 1992. However, over the course of 1993 and early 1994, these
were largely phased out. In 1993, budgetary subsidies for food processing, land improvement and
irrigation, cattle breeding, and seed prices amounted to about 1% of GDP. However, credit subsidies
resulting from negative real rates of interest (nominal interest rates are about 30% per annum, with
inflation running at 30-40% per month), amounted to another 3% of GDP In 1994, subsidies for capital
investments and inputs are budgeted at 11 trillion rubles and credit subsidies through state procurement
agencies are programmed at 21 billion rubles. This is likely to result in total subsidies equivalent to
34% of GDP (the official esdmate, based on a projection of inflation of 350% in 1994 would put
subsidies at 7% of GDP, however, Bank estimates are for a substantially higher rate of inflation). In
June 1994, the Govermnent decided to continue to provide directed credit for agriculture. The Bank of
Ukraine was authorized to finance purchases for state reserves. Commercial banks are obliged to
allocate 10% of credit resources available for lending to food and agriculture, with 30% annual interest
rates, and agroprocessing enterprises are to receive 1.7 miillion kbr. to repay their debts to farms.

The mechanism for distrbution of credit subsidies has also changed. In 1993, farms were
advanced half the procurenent price per ton at the time the sale was contracted (in March for spring
grains) and the other half, which was not indexed for inflation, was to be paid upon delivery. In some
cases payment was delayed until December. The value of this payment was heavily eroded by inflation
and additional credit had to be made available to allow famis to obtain inputs for fall planting. In 1994,
farms are signing contracts for delivery providing that half the first payment would be credited to input
suppliers, who would charge off input deliveries to farms as they are made. The second half of the
payment will be adjusted by the amount of inflation until the harvest.

Agricultural producers are also subsidized via debt forgiveness and preferential interest
rates. In early 1992, debt of 2.8 billion larb. was written off. Indirect subsidies were provided through
preferential interest rates on loans from the Agricultural Bank to agricultural producers of 10 to 18%
(compared to commercial rates of 80 to 100% at an inflation rate in excess of 1000% per annum).
Indirect subsidization via the credit system weakened the financial position of commercial banks, and will
almost certainly require budgetary funds for recapitalization at some time in the future. Merely
channeling reserve bank fimds through the bankiog system to farmers and enterprises has the exact same
effect as channeling them through the budget and then financing the budget deficit by printing money.
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Adverse Consequences of Current Price and Subsidy Policy

Ukraine's agricultural prices currently reflect a wide range of interventions, subsidies and
controls, generaily designed to assist or protect the finances of state and collective enterprises, or to shore
up consumer income. They provide virtually no rational incentives to guide production decisions or
longer term investment and resource allocation decisions. This system delays necessary downward
adjustment in the livestock sector and supports the survival of a distorted production structure. The
current system does not provide intermediaries or Government with a good indicatior. of the production,
storage, processing, tansport and marketing costs of particular goods, a notion of the value of such goods
in alternative markets, or an idea of which commodities or factors of production are in short supply.

The problem is not subsidy per se; virtally all countries subsidize producers or
consumers (or both) of agricultural products in some way. However, it is essential that subsidies distort
producer and consumer prices as little as possible and not result in serious resource misallocation. Policy
makers must know how much subsidies cost, in both financial and economic terms, and who are the
beneficiaries. It is also important that subsidies not impede private sector entry in marketing, storage,
and tanwsport In general, budgetary subsidies are more likely to meet these criteria than subsidies hidden
in exchange rates, administered prices, or directed credit at below-market interest rates. In addition,
producer subsidies are more likely to cause resource misallocation than well designed consumer subsidies.

Continuation of Price Reform and Market iberazation

The establishment of a market-oriented agriculture will require the completion of the
process of price reform. Prices received by producers should be allowed to adjust by: (a) eliminating
remaining price controls; (b) removing remaning delivery obligations and restrictions on domestic trade;
(c) elimination of cost based pricing mechansms, including the system of fixed profit margins for
processing and trade; together with, (d) creating competition both in input supply and in output
marketing. In order to ensure that agricultural enterprises respond to changed price signals, it will be
necessary to stop the practice of covering their losses through budgetary subsidies or credit at subsidized
interest rates that, in most cases, will not be repaid. (Box 3.1 proposes a schedule for further price
lberalization and subsidy reduction.)

Producers are subject to a variety of regulations that cause substantial distortion in the
production process and reduce their incentives to produce. This includes indicative prices and indexation
of producer prices, the quota system for production, and the linking of supply of inputs at government
regulated prices and of other transfer payments to fulfillment of the production quotas. As a result, most
of the products are still delivered to state procurement and processing agencies. The Government should
cease its interference with the market price mechanism through the establishment of cost based indicative
prices or profit margins. It should stop linking supply of inputs at controlled prices to fulfillment of
production targets. Government should not interfere in wage setting, beyond the established guidelines
for minimum wages.

The system of state orders (production quotes) does not conform to a market and negates
market based resource flows. There is a direct linkage between state orders, government procurement
monopolies and price controls. The argument for price controls is that the Government buys most of the
products. Price liberalization without the elimination of state orders and competitive marketing will not
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achieve much. Therefore, the phasing out of this system is almost a precondition for the emergence of
any real market However, one has to admit that there is not very much of a functioning market in
Ukraine at the moment, there are very few private traders and producers, and most of the input supplies
are state owned. In this environment, the replacement of the state order system by market relations
canot be done in one step. The role of state orders has already been decreased, anr¶ the government
commitment to the full eimination of the state orders should be clear and the implementation carried out
as fast as possible.

Proposed Scedule of Agrictdral Price Poicy Reinm and Subsidy Reduclion
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The system of recommended prices based on the cost of production is inaWropriate in
a stable envirnment and harmful under inflationary circumstances. Cost based pricing formulas do not
take into account changes in demand or world prices. Moreover, under rapid inflation, cost based pricing
depresses agricultural product prices, since costs incurred several months prior to harvest are generally
not adjusted to reflect real costs of inputs at the time of harvest. If cost based indicative pricing is
discontinued and trade is liberalized, the resulting pricing structure would reflect both Russian and world
market prices. Products that can be sold on the hard currency markets would tend toward the domestic
equivalent of world market prices. Products sold primarily within the FSU would move toward Russian
prices.

Since independence, the cost of inputs has increased faster than prices of agrcultural
products because the state continued control of agricultural output prices, while it was unable to control
the prices of improved inputs. With the exception of energy, prices of inputs now approach world market
prices. The Govermnent, however, continues to control and regulate agricultural output and trade, and
tries to mitigate the deteriorating terms of trade with continuous adjustment of producer (indicative)
prices. This underscores the need for liberalization of agricultural prices. With price liberalization, farm
inputs will have to be used more efficiently.
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Producer subsidies should be phased out as part of a well defined program aimed at
promoting private markeedng operations, both domestically and through international trade, as well as
demonopolizing agricultural input supply and agroprocessing, and assisting farms to upgrade their
equipment and on-farm infrastrucre and shed redundant labor. The savings on foregone producer
subsidies could be better used as unemployment benefits and for job retraining. Income subsidies to
producers should be abolished as early as possible. Real restructuring can only be expected in the
kolkhoz/sovkhoz sector if hard budget constraints are imposed on these organizations. However,
emerging prvate agriculture should be supported, mainly in the form of preferential credit availability.

Given the magnitude of economic shocks implied by price liberalization and increased
energyrinput costs, the sudden elimination of government subsidies to agriculture could bring about a
collapse in the sector. Some transitional support for producers may be justified to increase the chance
that potentially efficient farming operations will be able to survive. Existing producers need to know that
subsidies will be phased out during the transition period. However, there must be a cap on total costs
of agricultural producer subsidies in each year consistent with the overall stabilization procedure.

The overall budgeting and management of the central public expenditure for the
agriculture and food sector should be established. The creation of a consolidated agriculture and food
budget, involving all agencies worldng in these sectors, is strongly recommended in order to consolidate
agricultural budget and credit programs. Only in this way can a real dialogue on spending priorities and
trade-offs emerge, and budget discipline be strengthened.

B. INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND TRADE POLICIES

Changes in Trade Patters and Partners

Both prior to and after the break-up of the FSU, agricultual goods have been an
impotant component of Ukaainian foreign trade In the period 1985-90, while Ukaaine still formed part
of the FSU, agricultural exports accounted
for 18-19% of total exports to other FSU
republics and rest of the world. Ukraine was Table 3.6: Agricdu and Food Trade
the largest agricultural exporter within the 18 1990 1992

FSU of livestock products, sugar, canned
fruits and vegetables, and bakery products. 1990 in1990 ri1990
On average, Ukrainian exports held a 35% rubles rubles mbles
market share of inter-republic FSU food trade Ag. & Food Exs 9,24 8,310 3,486
and played an important role in meeting food
needs in otber FSU republics. Ukraine itself
also imported a sizeable amount of Share to FSU 94% 92% 93%
agricultual goods, which comprised 10-12% Ag. & Food nmports 6,468 5.447 1,789
of total imports from 1985-90 (Table 3.6).

Sharefiro FSU 41 % 42% 49%

In addition to comprising a Sour=c Th World Bank, Satisticl Hdbook - States of the
large share of agricultral food trade in the Fonrner USSR, No3, SepL 1992. Ukraine Mistiy of Statistics
FSU market, Ukrainian exports represented
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often large shares of Ukrainian production of certain crops and processed products. In the late 1980's,
grain exports (4-5 million tons annually) accounted for about 10% of production. Almost 10% of
livestock products was exported as well, with production shares of vegetable oil and sugar exports
reaching almost one-third of production. Thus, Ukraine relied on agriculture as a important source of
export revenue, but agriculture's reliance on FSU export demand was equally strong. Agricultural
imports as a share of consumption were unifonnly less than 5%, except for fish products (25%).

The division of agricultural trade by destination understandably favored the other FSU
republics in the past, with 92-95% of agricultural exports sold to the FSU. Surprisingly though, more
than 50% of Ukrainian imports of food and agricultural products carne from outside the FSU (Figure
3.2). This share is five times higher than the share of non-agricultural imports bought from countries
outside the FSU.

Ukraine Imports, 1992

9% 9%

_ ~~~9%

E Other Non-Ag.

_ Other Ag.& Food

* FSU Non-Ag.

! FSU Ag.& Food

73%
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Since the break-up of the FSU, commercial ties with the other FSU republics have been
weakened by both economic and institutional factors. The collapse of income across the FSU has reduced
demand for food products and affected the demand for Ukraini agricultural and food exports. By 1992,
these exports had fallen to about 40% of their level of the late 1980's. However, given the greater fall
in nonagricultural exports from Ukraine, agriculture's export share has actually risen to almost 28%
(gure 3.3).
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Ukraine Exports, 1992
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The FSU republics still represent the main market for Ukraine's agricultural exports,
accounting for more than 90% in 1992. Since consumer incone has faElen firther in Ukaine than most
other FSU republics, imports have fallen even more than exports. Even though agricultural and food
imports dropped by almost 75% from 1989 to 1992, their share in total imports doubled to almost 20%
as imports of industrial raw materials and consumer goods plummeted. For all goods, the collapse of
the payments system for foreign trade, including that with other FSU republics, has generated very high
transactions costs for firms involved in trade: these risks and delays have contributed to the fall in
agricultural trade turnover- In addition, these transactions costs (along with the policy induced
impediments to agricultural trade examined below) have caused the share of foreign trade volume
executed through barter operations to rise to almost one half by mid-1993. The greater acceptability of
barter trade among FSU republics (as compared to non-FSU trading enterprises) and the lack of policies
in Ukraine which would increase the availability of hard currency foreign exchange have reduced the
share of trade done with non-FSU countries. Agricultural and food imports from non-FSU countries fell
to only 51% of total agricultural and food imports in 1992.

An examination of the performance of Ukraine's main agricultural exports in the 1990's
reveals that the physical volume of all of these products has fallen by 50% or more compared to base
levels in the late 1980's (Table 3.7). The most notable are grain and sugar, the fall of which can be
directly attributable to poor harvests. (Both grain and sugarbeet annual harvests were 8-12 million tons
below there late 1980's levels in 1991-92). These are both areas where FSU export markets are strong
and additional Ukrainian exports would be relatively easy to achieve with increased harvests. In the area
of meat and dairxy products, export demand has fallen much more (as these sectors are undergoing
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dramatic down-sizing in virtually all FSU
republics) and the market is demand-constrained. Table 3.7: MN4or Agricultural Imports and Exports
Vegetable oil exports were down sharply in 1992 000 tons 198-90 1991 1992 1993
as domestic production dropped by over 30%: Average
additional exports appear to be constrained by Impors
supply. Given Ukraine's relatively high oilseed GOains 4,180 NA 1,961 1,943
yields, these exports could also be boosted at Meat and 35 8 9 1
low marginal cost. Meat

Products

Milk and 175 19 10 153
Trade Policies Milk

Products

State enterprises still dominate Fruits and 138 98 105 36

external trade. However, since the beginning of Vegeahes
1991, the private sector has been allowed to Export
enter mto trade and some prnvate enterprises, Grains 5,028 NA 267 160

especially joint ventures, have already captured Meat and 369 227 196 99
a significant market share. Some 24 enterprises Meat
provide marketing functions for the agriculture Phdus
sector, of which the private sector share is 30%. Milk and 2,031 1,300 292 459

The private sector now markes 90% of Milk
pesticides. Products

Sugar 3,570 1.646 332 914

Over the last three years, barter Vegetable 320 279 147 93

trade has increased and trade based on monetary Oil
transactions has declined. Barter trade with Frnits am 503 180 47 49

non-FSU countries amounted to only 19% of Vegetables

total trade in the first eleven months of 1991, Source: USDA Economic Research Service, Mrinisy of

but reached 22% in December, 1992. By Statistics
mid-1993, barter accounted for almost half of
total trade turnover. This is largely a result of taxation of exports and the fact that export licenses are
more easily given for barter arrangements. Export taxes average 27% for all export products and 20%
for exports of agricultural products. However, the export tax is lower for barter transactions - only 5%
- and zero if producers export their own products. Joint ventures are exempted from paying export taxes
for five years if they are producers and for three years if they are pure traders.

The current trade regime strongly discriminates against exports, especially outside the
FSU. The export trade regime for hard currency areas involves a rigid licensing system and export taxes
range from 20 to 75%, with most exportable products subject to rates between 35 and 50%. A quota
allocation and a license are needed for export of most agricultural products. Before being able to apply
for a license the would be exporter must obtain an export quota. These quotas are decided by a Council
of Quotas in the Ministry of Economy taing the domestic market situation into account. The license is
issued by the Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations. State enterprises may receive a general license
indicating the volume of specific products they may export within a given period of time. Private traders
need an ordinary license which will only be granted if specific conditions are met; the producer must have
fulfilled his delivery commitment and the price of the exported product has to be judged acceptable by
the license issuing authority. Licensing procedures are cumbersome; private exporters reported that they
had to spend half of their time chasing licenses. Uncertainties in export were firther increased in January
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1993t when the Government decided to suspend all existing export licenses, creating serious problems
for most of the existing joint ventures dealing with supply of inputs for agriculure.

hrport regulations are less restrictive. A license is only needed for products that may
concern health, such as pharmaceutical products. Although there are no import taxes, a new tax system
is under review dtat would provide higher rates for products not considered vital. The major constraint
on imports is access to foreign exchange. The Government allocates as much in foreign exchange as it
receives in import taxes. The import regime strongly favors enterprises that are exporters and thus
undermines specialization in trade.

Deregulation has not encompassed foreign trade. Access to imported inputs is not reliable
and the ability to sell farm output on the export markeE is not a guaranteed right owing to persistence of
export licensing and other non-tariff barriers such as the practice of makdng sales to the state a
precondition for granting permission to export even small quantities. Ukraine applies a 28% value added
tax on imports. However, use of the official exchange rate in calculating the VAT reduces the effective
rate to about 15%. However, imported goods cannot be sold freely, but are limited to a 55 % mark up
from import cost to the consumer price. While this would seem to provide a wide margin, the effective
margin is reduced if the foreign exchange used to purchase imports was purchased at the commercial
rather than die official rate.5 This regulaion discourages the growth of intermediaries, encouages barter
transactions and encourages traders to find fictitious costs on top of which to apply the 55% margin.

Tle trade restrictions encourage capital flight Traders can understate the ' alue of their
exports and overstate the value of imports to increase their access to foreign exchange. Due to internal
political uncertait and economic volatility, trading enterprises have strong incentive to hold fimds
abroad rather than domestically. There are also strong incentives for illegal trade to take advantage of
higher prices in neighboring republics and such trade activities have been reported.

Contract disputes have become a major problem in trade. Traders often have no
experience and contacts often omit some important items, such as specification of product quality.
Disagreements over quality of items delivered may lead breaches of contract. In addition, contractors
may not be able to fulfill agreements because production falls short of their expectations. In other cases,
contractors may have found a better deal after the original commitment was made. This type of
opportunistic behavior is not unexpected in a society in the early phase of transition from a command to
a market economy. Opportunism may be more common in iternational trade than in domestc trade,
as foreign trading partners know to each other less well than domestic partners and adverse repercussions
are smaller. The fear of breach of contract has become so strong that some farm managers are only
prepared to deliver their produce if they have already received their trading partner's products.
Trnsaction costs are high because of insufficient information on international prices, high uncertinty
about trade policy and macroeconomic developments, and delays by fhrms in meeting their financial
obligations (since they often receive payment for their output many months delayed).6

5 At the time of writing oF this report the official rate was 17,000 krb per dollar. the fee market mte was 40,000 krb
and the inter-banl commercial rate was approxnmately 30.000 krb per dollar.

6 rTe lrgestjoint venture engaged in these tasctions reported dtat 30% rf the firmers had not settled their debtafter
he barves as agred in the contacL
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C. RE-ESTABLISHING INTERNATIONAL TRADE: AGRICULTURAL TRADE POLICY

Trade With Non-FSU Countries

Ukraine has significant potential for agricultural and food production and trade. The
geographical location of the country and the access to ports makes it better suited to integration into the
world economy than most of the other FSU republics. An appropriate trade policy could help remove
constraints on the production, transport, storage and processing of agricultural products. At this moment
restrictions on trade are a major source of discouagement to private investment in agriculture in Ukraine,
which would bring with it improved technologies and management methods along with a practitioner's
approach to the understanding of market systems.

The Govenunent does not now wish to support large scale exports of agricultural
commodities and food because of the fear that it will result in food shortages in Ukraine itself. Trade
is allowed only after the Govermnent is sure that sufficient food will be available for domestic
consumption. The result is that the scale of trade is significantly lower than it might be otherwise.
Instead of trying to be sure that production is sufficient to meet domestic demand year by year, the
Government could establish a strategic reserve, equivalent to a three to four month supply requirement.

Trade with non-FSU countries would be enhanced by abolishing export licenses and
quotas; abolishing the requirement for surrender of export earnings at the official exchange rat;
eliminating the prohlbitive 20% export tax and limit the government to collection of income tax7; and
creating a tariff-based trade regime consistent with a market economy.

Inter-FSU Trade Perspective

There are some marked differences in potential for exports to non-FSU and FSU
countries. The FSU countries constitute the natural market for Ukiraine's agricultural exports. They are
former trading partners, and Ukrainian trading enterprises know their counterparts in the FSU countries
and the rules and regulations that govern trade. The FSU countries are familiar with the Ukrinian
agricultural commodities and food products and their quality is not a constraint. The production
technology in Ukraine is not inferior to that in the FSU countries and the Ukrainian products are
competitive.

Nevertheless, there are important constraints that, if resolved, would allow mutually
beneficial expansion of trade. Trade that involves payments has to be channeled through the National
Bank of Ukraine (NBU). Clearing payments through the NBU is slow. This contributes to preference
for barter, especially given the high rate of inflation in Ukraine. Ukrainian banks should be authorized

7 3Basically die export tax policy makes barter trade more pofitable than tade based on payments. If trade is based
on barter between a producer who also import inputs, he is exempted from export tax. f the producer/exporter import other
products hc is liable to pay 5% tax. If the trader is not a produbut he imports inputs the export tax is 5%. If the tmder
export goods but import goods oher than inputs. he is liable to 20% tax. Thus. rkLc system encourages non specialized people
to engage in trade and basially causes high trde costs.
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to handle payments between FSU countries on a letter of credit basis. Traders should be able to keep
accounts in their domestic currency or in interest bearing ruble accounts.

D. REDEFINING THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT

The Present Role of Government

Government management of agriculture still reflects the characteristic features of the
command economy. A large bureaucratic administrative structure is stil functioning above the farm level
to provide central control over farms and other agricultural activities. The Ministry of Agriculture and
Food (MOAF) is responsible for the implementation of agricultural policy and the realization of
agriculture production objectives. But, as in most governments, it is not the only government institution
that affects agricultural policy. Indeed in some ways it may not even be the most important ministry.
The Ministries of Fmance and Economy, as well as the Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations have
powerful roles in agriculture as wellt as they are directly in charge of price and subsidy policy as well
as trade and marketing regulations.

There are also a number of central comniittees with 'ministry' level status that have a
strong influence on the agricultural sector. These are the State Conunittee for Food Industry, State
Committee for Water Economy, and the State Committee for Land Resources. These entities have
representatives at the oblast (province) level and often at the rayon (district) level as well. Total staffing
for these committees is esimated at 7,000.

The various levels of administration, together with the enterprise level bureaucracy,
constitute an oversized administrative system. The MOAF, forged from seven different organizations,
is a large and complex operation (Figure 3.4). Although it has only 650 employees at the center, it has
32 departments (e.g. land management and enviromnental protection, village social services and livestock
production and breeding). There is an additional set of orgartnrons that also relate to the MOAF,
including regulatory bodies such as seed inspection, higher education, scientific institutions, vocational
schools, mid-career technical, educational, and training centers and voluntary organizations.

At the regional levels, the administrative structure of the socialist era has been preserved
almost without change. The agricultural departments of the local soviets were created to implement direct
administrative controls and they continue functioning. These organs are supposed to coordinate the
activities of local agricultural and processing enterprises. Their main role is to transmit targets for
production and delivetry and to distribute inputs and machinery to fanrns.

A New Role for the Government

The transition to a market economy requires a fundamental change in the role of the
Goverruent in agriculture and in the economy in general. Direct government intervention in the
agricultural economy, such as establishing mandatory targets for production and/or delivery of goods and
central distribution of investments and iputs must be ended. The Government's role should be to
establish the general rules and facilitate the conditions for smooth operation of markets and independent
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business organizations. This role is not less important than the previous one; however, it requires a
different philosophy, as well as different means and institutions.

Organizafion of the Agro-Industrial Complex

Vice Prime Minister
Agro-Industrial

Complex

Minisiryof | Iministry of state stat | Sie to
Food and Forestry Comiteo CommEtte on Committee an ComimEtttee an

Agriculture Water Economy Land Resour Food Industry Fisheries

Figure 3.4

The Government of Ukraine needs to make a high level commitment to charnging the
structure and scope of government organization for management of agriculture. The overall principles
driving this change should be: (a) the establishing of a single locus of responsibility; (b) dismantling of
the current "agroindustrial complex" governmental management structure; and (c) a simplification of the
structure of govermmental organizations corresponding to the reduced role of the public sector
responsibilities in agriculture.

Given the uniqueness of the country, its history and politics, it is not possible to define
the exact structure of a modernized govenmment administration of food and agriculture. However, within
a market driven economic system the Govermment should play hree sorts of roles: regulation, provision
of supporting services, and analysis (eigure 3.5). Regulation should include such things as food
inspection, seed inspection, establishment and enforcement of grades and standards, establishment and
control of phytosanitary standards, epidemiology and livestock disease control. Essential services of a
public nature should be provided. This might include domestic and foreign market information,
agricultunal research, farm advisory services, and higher education in agriculture. Finally, the
Government should monitor, review, and diagnose the implication of changing circumstances and develop
options for public policy.

Details of MOAF restructuring and staffing needs to be developed within this framework.
A broad based task force, with sufficient staff and budgetary resources, needs to be established to develop
a modernization agenda for the MOAF and related committees. It should avail itself of international
professional expertise so that an outside perspective of the needs of agriculture under market conditions
is immediately available.

The Govenmient and MOAF might develop some links with counterpart organizations
in other countries to aid in this process. For example, outside assistance could help with a wide variety
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of activities. e.g. setting up a cost effective quaranline systems, helping design area frame sampling
techniques forpredictive models of crop production, assistance with morc sophisticated economic research
issues.

IROPOSED FUNCTIONAL ORGANIZATION OF THE MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE AND FOOD

MOAF

REGULATORY l SERVICESA ||ALYTICAL

Plant Ouarnnilne Agricultural Resenach
LUvestock Disease Control Agricultural Universitles Agricultural Stalistics
Grades and Slandards Market Inlormatlon Economic Resnarch
Food Inspection Agricultural Extension Foreign Agriculture
Others as appropriate Land Survery, Titling and Information

Registration - Others as appropriate
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Figure 3.5

The dismantling of the bureaucratic structure of central planning is a ve:y important task.
What is needed is not merely changing the names of the various ministries, but radical modification
andlor merger. Units related to central command and direct interventions should be dismantled, while
those remaining should be organized and managed to meet the reeds of a free market control systemn.
Market regulation and trade policy functions should be taken over by the MOAF and other government
agencies. The recent conclusion of State Committee of Bread Products in the MOAF is a step towards
the right direction. As transition proceeds, the whole structure can be funher simplified, with fewer
institutional units and fewer employees. Changes are needed in the structure of regional units is well.
A large bureaucracy related to the implementation of central control still exists on the regional levels.
There is no need for their further existence in the current fonn. A relatively small administration would
be adequate to enforce agricultural regilations, promote development, and provide extension and market
!nfonnation services.

The establishment of market agriculture requires the development of a new legal
framnework. New laws and the adjustment of existing legislation will be legal changes are needed. The
most important is revision of the land law along the lines described earlier. A law on the transformation
of kolkhozisovkhoz system is also needed in the near future. Some components of the legal framework
should be completed over the next year or two. This includes laws that establish the basic principles for
private voluntary cooperatives, and an agricultural marketing law that establishes the framework for fair
competition. anti-artel policy, and quality control. At a later stage, general regulations for agriculture,
forestry, and iunting and fishing must be established according to the new ownership structure and
economic management philosophy. It will be essential to harnonize Ukrainian legislation related to
agricultural trade with that of the EU.
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LAND REFORM AND THE EMERGENCE OF PRIVATE FARMING

The establishment of a comprehensive market structure and the elimination of direct
Government controls will improve the performance of UkrWainian agriculture. The improvement will be
limited unless the farms can respond flexibly and individually to new initiatives, are able to improve their
production technologies, and are supported by competitive services. This chapter reviews land reform
and farm restructuring developments, and recommends further actions in these areas.

A. CURRENT STATUS OF LAND REFORM

Ukraine has gone through three previous "land reforms." The first two reforms were
carried out when Ukraine was part of the Russian Empire, the third when it was part of the Soviet Union.
The most important of these was the Soviet land reform which was part of a broad economic and agrarian
reform program. This reform, begun after the Bolshevik revolution, eliminated private property and
involved nationalization of the properties of landlords and wealthier peasant households. Eventually it
led to the creation of large collective and state agricultural enterprises.

The desired main economic objectives of the current land reform in Ukraine are to: (a)
establish the basis for a functioning land market, through suitable provisions for selling, buying and
leasing land, and; (b) disengage the Government from the management and operation of agricultural land
and production assets through their transfer to individual reform beneficiaries as property or under a lease
arrangement. The establishment of private ownership of land and production assets is a key element in
the transformation of agriculture in the former Soviet republics. The first enabling Union-level legislation
was passed by the USSR Supreme Soviet between Novemnber 1989 and March 1990 (the Law on Leasing,
the Law on Property, and the Law on Land). These laws permitted individuals and families to hold
long-term leases on land within and outside the collective and state farms, as well as allowing the granting
of individual proprietorship (vladenie) over land. ProprietorsL p gave lifetime inheritable rights to work
the land, but not the right to buy, sell, or mortgage it. This Union-level legislation delegated important
powers to the republics to pass additional laws on these subjects to provide essential details and
mechanisms for the legal process of establishing private land ownership and private peasant farms.

The first of the relevant statutes adopted by Ukraine was the Law on Peasant Farms of
December 20, 1991. In addition to allowing lifetime inheritable rights to an individual farm, this law
also permits private ownership of land after it has been occupied for six years. At that point, the farmer
may transfer the plot to another citizen, but only in accordance with the "decision" of the local council
and at a regulated price. The process of land reform is further regulated by other legislation. The Law
on Forms of Land Ownership, effective January 30, 1992, established private and collective forns of
leased property in Ukraine on the basis of equal rights with state property. The Land Code of March
13, 1992, expanded and clarified the provisions of the Law on Peasant Farms. It allows private oWners
to lease out their land for agricltural use for a term of up to three years. This leasing may apparently
be done immediately. However, the Law on Payment for Land (July 3, 1992) imposed limits on lease
payments. The Law on Collective Farm Organizations (February 14, 1992) sets out provisions relating
to the distribution of land shares and shares of non-land assets to members of collective (not state)
agricultural entexprises in the process of reorganization and privatization.
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'he present legislative framework and government policy envisage collective land
ownership as th.: dominant form of land ownership and the principle of unrestricted private land
ownership has not been fully accepted. There is a clear intention to keep private agriculture as a
supplementary component of a fanming structure based on large scale units owned collectively. Current
legislation does not provide for clearly delineated and transferable property rights, which are the essence
of land reform. The implementation of land reform has reflected this.

As a result of the land reform laws, independent private farms can be established by farm
members or by those who are not engaged in agriculture at present- A certain level of skills is required
from the applicants. The upper limit for the holdings is 50 ha of arable land and the maximum arable
plus non-arable holding allowed is 100 ha. Land is provided without any payment with a six year
moratorium on sale, and the hiring of labor by private farmers is prohibited. In 1991, a fund was created
from 2.5 million ha of so-called reserve land of questionable quality, and allocated for private farming
(1.5 million ha of arable land and 1 million ha of pasture); a further 2.3 million ha of fully arable land
of average quality was set aside in 1992. All of these lands were formerly used by sovkhozes and
kolkhozes.

Land is also provided to increase the size of household plots and family gardens. (The
new upper limits are set at 2 ha for household farms, 0.15 ha fior fmiily gardens, 0.12 ha for family
orchards, and 1 ha for pastures). Allocation of additional land for pnvate plots is a very useful measure.
First, it is a sort of safety net, allowing families to supplement their incomes by growing their own food
and marketing some products. Second, it allows households to gain experience in own account farming
and possibly to accumulate some capital out of the resulting profits, without having to take the risk of
losing all wage employment immediately. On April 15, 1992, 2A4 million ha of household plots and
gardens becme the private property of current users without any payment. As of January 1994, about
5 million ha, or 11% of agricultural areas are owned and used as household plots and various fonns of
gardeos.

The distnbution of land to individuals as part of the land reform process is moving
relatively slowly (Table 4.1); both because the authorities do not seem to be in a hurry, and because
requests for land by future fanners are limited. Uncertinty about future legislation on land ownership

Table 4.1: Distlhution or Land Used by Private Farms

Janury 1992 January 1994

000 ha % of total 000 ha % of total 1994:1992
Ag. Land Ag. Land (%)

Peasant (Private) Farms 49.0 0.12 619.1 1.5 1263.5

Land in Citizen Propeiy Use: 3.864.0 9.20 5.011.2 11.8 129.7

Subsidiary Plots, 2,589.7 6.20 3,471.1 8.2 134.0
Dacha, etc.

Collective GaTrdning 147.8 0.35 166-9 0.4 112.9

Collective Vegetable 177.5 0.40 287.4 0.7 161.9
Gardeing

Total Private Land 3,913.0 9.32 5,630.3 13.3 143.8

Source: Ukrainian nstitute for Agricultural Economics
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substantially limits interest in the establishment of independent private farms. Private farner
organizations believe that land made available for private farming has been of poorer quality and that they
are discriminated against in access to inputs and markets. By October 1993, 560,000 ha had been
distributed to 27,700 private farms. The establishment of private farms continued in the first quarter of
1994. As of April 11, 1994, there were 29,666 private farms registered, with a total area of 620,548
ha. This is a 7% increase in number and an 11% increase in area during the first three months of the
year, and is directly opposite the experience in Russia where the rate of private farming has declined
substantially during the same period.

There has been
much more progress with the other
oomponent of land reform, namely Distnbution of Fann Land by Users (19932
the "denationalization" of land and
its transfer to non-state ownership.
As of January 1993, only 27 % of Sate Lands Private Lands 122%

the agricultural land remaineLl in 20O er Users l %

state ownership, compared to
100% in 1990. Of this amo,unt,
nearly 14% is in stat e fartms that 79esere
are scheduled for future
privatization and another 7% is in
the state reserve and the local
redistribution funds, which aaec. e
ultimately intended for distribution 60%
to individuals (Figure 4.1).
Although the state is no longer a Figtre 4.1
monopolistic land owner in
Ukraine, most of the land transferred by January 1933 had gone into collective, rather than individual
ownership. The situation did not change much during 1993.

The State Land Reform Committee, later renamed the State Land Resource Committee,
was established ia 1991 to implement land reform legislation. Its main task is the management of national
land resources. The Committee works as an independent government agency under a Deputy Prime
Kmister. Its regional offices provide the technical facilities such as mapping, consolidation, land
evaluation, and registration for the land reform, while actual land allocation decisions are made by the
local Soviets.

Present land legislation does not provide a clear framework for full-fledged privatization
of agricultural land beyond the areas of subsidiary and household farms. The legal status of collectively
owned land, the land already distributed to individual private farms, and future land distribution is the
subject of intense political debate. New legislation is being prepared on land ownership and land use in
the framework of a new land code. Many argue for the full privatization of agricultural land, including
that presently being used by collective farms. Conservative forces, however, would like to limit full-
scale private ownership to subsidiary household and individual private fanming, leaving the bulk of
agricultural land in collective ownership. This is, more or less, as was envisioned at the beginning of
current land reform in Ukraine.
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B. RESTRUCTURING OF AGRICULTURAL ENTERPRISES

The restructuring of the agiicultural sector is proceeding mainly through reorganization
of existing collective and state fanns. The organizational changes in the Ukrainian farming sector began
spontaneously in mid-1980, with the promotion of lease contract groups in collective and state farms.
The changes developed and deepened during the Soviet regime, when they largely followed the same
pattern as in Russia and the rest of the USSR. After the dissolution of the Soviet Union, the
reorganization of the collective and state fann sector continued in Ukraine virtually without active
government intervention. While Russia sought to reorganize the socialized farn sector by force of
Presidential decrees (in December 1991 and then again in March 1992), the Ukrainian Government did
not pressure the kolkhozes and sovkhozes to reorganize and did not set out the options and the framework
for reorganization until mid-1992. The lack of active support for reforming the socialized farming sector,
however, did not prevent nearly one quarter of collective and state farms from reorganizing in one form
or another.

The extent of formal
reorganization of the traditional large-scale farm
enterprises is substantial: according to recent Fonm of.Restruturing for Sfate and Cogeciv Farmn
survey resuits, two-thirds of the sampled farms

. . . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~a): cn:aion of &d. fwnoaihp based: an
had decided to reorganize by the end of the first i
quarter in 1994 (Box 4.1). Among the - - - :
kolkhozes, over 80% had made the decision, b) crearidiuf "Ieaecoacpaivs"Cascompamtivcly
compared to onlv 35% among the sovkhozes- indepenet subdivisions of existg kolciozes an d
This may be understandable because of the 'sn;
potential difficulties with ownership of land and c) conversofkolkhozcsaridsovkhozsinto Jt
assets in state farms. However, among the farms stiok companies; and
that decided to reorganized, fully 85% registered
as collective enterprises, which is an d) separtion of individua peas fams or
organizational form essentially identical to the old | fum the kolihz or sovkhoz sncnie
kolkhoz. Most of these collective farms,
however, decided to move toward privatization of Bi" 4
land by distributing contracal ownership shares
among members. Adding to this, another 3 % of farms that formally decided to retain their previous form
after reorganization, we conclude that nearly 90% of the reorganizing farms in fact remain collectives
under a new name. Among those fims which have undergone more substantial reorganization there are
355 agricultural cooperatives (lease cooperatives) and about 100 joint stock societies. Some new
colleive farms were created by the division of previous kolhozes.

Moves Toward Shared Ownership

Between 1991 to 1993, kolkhozes and sovkhozes began to move toward more formal
privadzation through the division of non-land assets into "conditional shares These represent the share
of each individual in the total assets of the farm, without physical division of the assets. The shares are
formed in two stages: first the state transfers all state-owned assets to the collective (this refers to all
assets in sovkhozes and to land and social assets in kolkhozes); second, the collective divides all its assets
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into 'conditional shares" by balance sheet value, each share representing partial ownership of one worker
based on seniorityltenure and actual labor contribution. These shares are non-tradeable and can be used
only within the existing farm structure. The division of non-land assets, based on standard accounting
values, is psychologically easier to carry out than the division of land, for which, in any event, the
necessary legislation was adopted only in March, 1992 Even the division of non-land assets, however,
it is easier to carry out in kolkhozes than in sovkhozes: kolkhoz assets are owned by the collective, while
the sovkhoz assets are owned by the state.

Land distribution issues within kolkhozes and sovkhozes remain largely undecided. Very
few farms have actually completed the distribution of land into "conditional shares," designating the area
each individual "owns." There are only a few cases where the distribution of "land shares' has been
accompanied by actual assignment of a specific plot to an individual owner. According to a 1993J1994
survey conducted by the Ukraiian Institute of Agricultural Economics, fully 55% of land in a sample
of farms is still i undivided collective ownership, 5% is in shared collective ownership, with individuals
holding certificates of ownership, and only 3% in individual ownership, with physical plots actually
assigned to individuals. Although land distnbution does not appear to be an obstacle to internal functionz(
reorganization of the large scale farms, it is definitely an obstacle to free exit of individuals or groups
of individuals from the existing farm

The introduction of asset shares might strengthen the independent business orientation and
profit motivation of the intra-farn working groups. The workers of these groups naturally pool their
shares and invest them in the "common business." Thus, in addition to getting their wages from current
proceeds, they also receive a share of the group's residual profit at the end of the year. Other individuals,
in particular pensioners, may "invest" their asset shares in the productive subdivisions of their choice and
thus enjoy "dividends" while remaining "passive shareholders." In the future, this form of organization
may develop into a common stock corporation, once share tradeability and management issues are
resolved.

The introduction of asset shares in their present form gives some grounds for concern.
Since the conditional shares created in this way are different for different members, occasionally the
shares (paii) are replaced with an appropriate number of equal value stock certificates (aktsii), thus
formally converting the farm into a joint stock society (aktsionernoye obshchestvo). Neither the shares
nor the stocks are tradeable or tansferable outside of the farm- Future earnings are supposed to be
divided among members according to a composite index, including both share value and current labor
contnrbution. The capital represented by the conditional shares or stock certificates is "anonymous": it
is part of a collective asset pool and cannot be physically identified by an individual. It cannot be sold
and is not freely transferable. The only way for individuals to take possession of physical assets is by
declaring their wish to leave the collective and to start private farming. In this case, some partitioning
procedure is initiated to decide what physical assets the exiting individual should get.

In Ukraine and other FSU republics, especially Russia, several methods have been tested
to privatize collective and state farms. Among them, the IEFC Nizhni-Novgorod project has been the most
publicized (Box 4.2) According to this method, farm members and pensioners each receive land and
machinery certificates graded according to job and age. The certificates are then used in individual farm
auctions, in which only the farm's workers and pensioners can participate. Participants are encouraged
to form partnerships with other workers to bid for, and create, viable farm units. The strength of the
scheme is that it avoids the proliferation of poorly-equipped, small-scale farm holdings. The auctioning
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scheme appears to suffer from some drawbacks :
however. Closed participation in the auctions Tft NizfnI-Novgorod Fn Prtatl Model
implies that an efftctive producer, with land
neighboring a collective farm, will not be able to 1'ftt Preparty Work* Land and property inventory
expand his holdings. Also, a successful company Clarification of land and property entidement
newly investing in agricultural production will lists
not be able to acquire these lands. The pilot * Calculation of land and proprty entitlements
project has also been a rather expensive . Approval of the Model Plan

enterprise. A new decree by the Prime Minister :
of Russia, signed in April 1994, allows state and * - he distrbudin of land and property
collective farms to auction off land as private entitlement to qualifing individuals
property to their workers. The Nizhni-Novgorod - Public informatin cmvign to inftnn land-and
pilot project scheme is recommended to be used property-cntidement holders on their rights and
as a model, although the farms are free to use epion
other methods as well. SIqeZ: Creation of New Enterrses and Conduding

Contracts;
The reorganized collective farms : Preparaion of foundation agremens and--

in Ukrinian agriculure so far are similar in roiutrion of enerpises
concept to the labor-managed firms in Yugoslavia ; cluing contats
or to the companies managed by so-called - 3: Au--: -
enterprise councils in Hungary. These labor -Division of theldandpropty ofthehfr
managed structures, once very popular outside into lo-s
the agricultural sector, have largely failed in East * Subumssio, of appliciCUiO for lind anidproperty.
European countries. Although better hn the - lots

. :-.h -e distrbuion:of lind andptnmperr:wg an-- .
Soviet administrative-command structure, the -:- d-- tribution o land
organization is inefficient in the long run because
of pervasive free riding and lack of a real feeling 4ap 4: -Land and Ptoperty Tranisfer
Of ownership and involvement. Also, the s The ansfer of land at Oropeht, andiau
short-mn coumption preferences of the
worker-owners may prevail and long-run capital BD 42
investments may be neglected. The decision
processs in such organizations are diffuse, it is impossible to assign individual -esponsiEility, and the
worker-owners continually press the "friendly" management for higher salaries and greater social benefits
without greater personal productivity.

No major organizational changes in collectives reorganized this way are foreseen in the
immediate future. The e ng magement structure has remained in place, but voting in the
management council is weighted by the size of the individual share or the number of stocks (no longer
"one man, one vote"). Experience with voting in collective and state farms indicates, however,that at
least initially the general assembly will rubber stamp management proposals and the present managers
will retain their positions and power. This method of reorganization should remain strictly a transitory
form in the move towards the breakdown of the farms into smaller units such as lease cooperatives,
individual private fiams, or towards an open stock holding company with transarent ownership.
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Division of Large Farms

A fairly common form of reorganization in Ukraine enabled by the asset division
philosophy is the "fragmentation" of a multi- village, large-scale farm into several snaller farns. The
smaller scale of the new farms creates a more immediate involvement of the workers and a more direct
link of the individual with the fruits of his or her labor. The fragmentation process also has proved
conducive to rejuvenation of previously dornant or neglected villages. This mode of reorganization may
be viewed as an extension of the division of the large scale farm into smaller productive subdivisions
discussed previously. The number of collective enterprises has increased more rapidly than the decline
in the number of state farms. that are slowly privatized into collective enterprises. The number of
collectives increases not only due to the reorganization of privatized state farns as collective enterprises,
but also due to the fragmentation of large-scale farms into smaller entities.

Fragmentation processes in large-scale farms, however, do not extend as far as creation
of large numbers of private farms- Individual members of collective and state farms do not show a
particular readiness to leave the collective in the process of reorganization in order to establish a private
farm. In a sample of farms surveyed in 1993/1994 by the Ukrainian Institute of Agricultural Economics,
only 17% of the enterprises reported that members and workers had left to start private farms. The
avenge number of private farms established by former members is less than one farm per collective
enterprise.

Agricultural Cooperaives

The agricultural cooperative is in fact a conglomerate, or so called "lease cooperative",
created by a functional subdivision of the existing farm structure. The lease cooperative is a good
transitional model and is being chosen increasingly. It allows smaller farm units to emerge, that can later
be changed or subdivided further if initial subunits are unsuccessful, or too large, or if the members
become cufficiently confident of their abilities to want to begin own-account farming. It allows the
gradual ;vision of collective and state farms into independent private farms and/or multiple service
coopeatives.

The general principle is to divide the collective farm into smaller functional groups that
will assume financial responsibility for their operation. So far, most lease cooperatives are not legal
bodies and have no independernL standing outside the main fann. They only have intemal accounts in the
collective or state farm accounting department and do not keep business bank accounts outside the main
farm. The old large scale farm structure is still the only organization visible to the outside world for
purposes of product marketing, input supply, and financing.

Recent privatization legislation has been encouraging traditional lease cooperatives to
incorporate- This requires decisions regarding disposition of assets by the general meeting of collective
members or by state farm management, although it can proceed on the basis of existing leasing
arrangements, without actual privatization or division of collective/state assets. These arrangements
automatically induce a de facto transformation of the traditional centralized large scale fiam into a
"federated" structure or an "association of enterprises,' without deciding any of the ownership issues

Privatization legislation and pressures to reorganize have also spurred the creation of
independent lease cooperatives as legal entities outside the existing farm structure. These cooperatives
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are formed by a number of persons who lease some of die land and other assets of a collective or state
farm. They sometimes extend their activities beyond the traditional livestock and field crop operations
by establishing regional services, such as repair shops, garages, transport services, construction teams,
or even road building teams.

C. EMERGING INDEPENDENT PRIVATE FARMING

Independent private farming,
based on farmers who own their land and
produce outside the collective framework, has Indepedertt Famaer Profile
begun to emerge following the liberalization of

thepoliical Eytem (Bo 4.3). heestabishmentAccording to a 199311994 suvy conducted bythe political system (Box 4.3). The es-tablishment th Ukcraine Ihtwtue of Agricultural Econmics, a typical
of independent private fars is also supported by & Ci fainer in Ukraie is married wih 1.7
subsidized credit. The Association of Ukrainian chidrn, 42 years old, has lived in a nra arra since
Farmers and the State Farmers Support Fund birth, and has higher or secondary education. Many of
also play an important role in providing n(6D%offimrsit survey) are fioner members
guarantees for farmerr.' bank loans. Ffcial of wllectives, maily fhnn technicians or farm mnagrs,
guarantees forfarmers'bankloans. Financil who c meeasily met sill requireme amd have good
support, credit subsidies, and loan guarantees co_m with local authorities. A Ukrainian private
play an importnt role in the establishment of am relies mainly on extended family labor. Less chan 4%
private farms, because, as survey results of the farms in :be sample emloy permnent hired labor,
indicate, many farmers leave the collective with but over 20% use seasonrl hied labor. Farms employing

hired labor are substantially larger tan fanns that dependvery little lanld (around 4 ha on average) and anyon thnily labor. 'r 
without their share of assets (asset division is
often delayed by the collective's failure to decide Box *3
on reorganization and distnbution of asset
shares). The private farmers are thus undercapitalized and have difficulties with providing collateral.

The most conspicuous reslt of the new legislation is the rapid increase in the number of
private farms, which grew from around 2,000 in 1991 to nearly 30,000 in April 1994. However, the
contnbution of private farming to the total agricultural product is still only on the order of 1% - The
average size of a private farm in U1kraine is just under 20 ha, compared to an average size of over 3,000
ha for a kolkhoz or a sovkhoz. Private farmers may own up to 50 ha of agricultural land and up to 100
ha of all land. Land up to the district per-capita average is allocated free, while land in excess of the
district average is leased and might be purchased at a later stage. However, according to 1993194 survey
data, less than 5% of farmers had plots of more than 50 ha, and nearly 50% of the famrs were of less
dtan 20 ha (Figure 4.2). Most of the land in private farms is arable. Areas under gardens, haylage, and
pasture are very small on average.

Less than 20% of the farms in the 199311994 survey own their land. In most cases, land
is in traditional old forms of tenure: lifetime inheritable possession (65% of farms) and usership (20%).
Only 12 of 645 fanns lease land, but these farms are larger than average (56 ha) and the leased area is
relatively large (41 ha on average). Collective farms in the area are a major source of leased land (in
addition to the state), while leasing from private individuals or other enterprises is not practiced yet. The
land tenure structure of an average farn is 60% in lifetime possession, 20% in usership, 15% in private
ownership, and 5% leased land (Flgure 4.3). Virtually all farmers in the survey (95%) report that they
have a document for their land, but only 60% are confident in security of their tenure.
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Distribution of Private Famis by Size (Dec. 93)
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Fgure 4.2

Land Tenure on Private Farms (93-94 Survey Data)
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Figure 4.3

The production mix of pvate farmers is different from the traditional Ukrinian pattem
and from the traditional pattern of household fmmiming. Only 35 % of fa.rmers sairveyed produce livestock
products, and nearly 90% of the farmers grow crops (Figure 4.4). The two miain reasons cited for not
keeping animals are low prices of livestock products and insufficient land for growing feed. Consistently
with this product mix, private farms derive around 75 % of sales from crop products, 20 % from livestock
products, and 5 % from non-farm activties. Crop yields on private farms are 20-30 % below yields on
the state and cooperative farms and 30-40 % below yields in Central Europe. Milk yields on private farms
(3,500 kg per cow per year) are higher than the Ukrainan average.
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Structure of Production by Farms (93)
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The Ukrainian private farms participating in the survey definitely have a commercial
orientation. Over 70% of total family income derives from the farm. The main cash crops are sugar beet
and sunflower (90% of the harvest sold), followed by grain (75% sold). These crops are sold mainly to
the state. In livestock products, half the milk and 20% of the meat is sold, but not exclusively to the state.
Low prices of agricultural products is the main marketing difficulty mentioned by commercial producers.
Payment delays are a serious difficulty only for products sold mainly to the state (grain, sugar beet,
sunflower). Half the producers complain about difficulties with tnsport for their products. Private
fanners report that they are subject to state orders for grain, but not for other products.

Private fanners buy their farm inputs mainly from state channels and the collective farms
in their area. Collective fams play a particularly prominent role in providing mechanical field services
to private farms. This is not surprising in view of the lack of agricultral machinery among private
farmers. Emerging private suppliers play an increasing role in farm inputs, especially in seeds, farm
machinery, spare parts, and fuel. Some private farmers actually act as suppliers of fann inputs to other
farmers. The main categories of inputs supplied by private farmers are mechanical field services and
young animals. There are no serious complaints about shortages of any farm inputs.

New forms of cooperation appear to be developing among the individual private farmers.
Main areas of cooperation among farmers participating in the 199311994 survey were professional
consulting (57% offarmers), shared use of agricultural machinery and equipment (32%), joint agricultural
production (29%), marketing (16%), and input purchasing (12%). More an 10% of the farmers stated
that they were members of a farmers' cooperative.

On the whole, private famers appear to be relatively well-off and optinistic. Nearly
60% of private famers in the survey say that family income is sufficient for daily needs, although it does
not permit purchasing durable and luxury goods. Only 10% complain that their income is insufficient
to meet the minimum standard of living. Against this group of low-income farmers, there is another 10%
group who say that they do not experience any material difficulties. Only 10% of the respondents have
a pessimistic view of the future. Around 40% are optimistic and another 40 % have no opinion.
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D. CONTINUATION OF LAND REFORM AND FARM RESTRUCTURING

Creating a New Feim Structure

The establislment of market structures and the elimination of direct govenmment controls
(even in their present form) will improve the perfonnance of Ukrainian agriculture. This improvement,
however, will be limited unless combined with a further reforming of ownership and management at the
farm level. The ultimate objective of agricultural restructuring should be the creation of a sector of
independent, privately-owned and managed farms that are free to change their farming methods and
output mix in response to evolving product and production technology and changes in input and output
prices. The process of restructuring of agricultural enterprises will be encouraged by continued progress
in price liberalization, privatization, and development of competitive structures in the marketing of
agricultural output and inputs, and scaling back of producer subsidies. The latter is particularly
importnt, because continuation of what is sometimes referred to as the "soft budget constraint," or
routine covering of enterprise losses by direct govermnent subsidy or loans that are not expected to be
repaid, allows enterprises to ignore market signals and continue inefficient operations.

The decisions regarding the future organizational structures should be made by the
farmers, based on information and advice provided by state and independent sources. The specific
iplementation at the farm level shorld be as flexible as possible and correspond to the diversity of local
conditions. The newly created structures should remain open to amendment or change, even dissolution,
if decided by the owners. The establishment of grassroots organizations should be promoted, together
with the political liberation of villages. Farmers should also be allowed to hire independent consultant
to assist them in the complicated decision process of restructuring.

It is not possible to predict what structure of agriculture will emerge and what the mix
of larger and smaller enterprises will be, nor is this the key issue. In all probability, there will be a
mixture of smaller, private or family farms, large corporate-type farming and variations of cooperatives
and looser associations emerging out of the existing kolkhozlsovkhoz structure. Westem European ty
family farming will probably emerge fairly slowly. However, in all cases, the key to creating an efficient
structure is the clarity of the definition of ownership rights, the lack of restrictions on use (except for
environmental regulation),.and the efficient transferability of titles or leases to the most efficient farmers.

The sector of small, independent private (family) farms will emerge gradually as farmers
gain experience and accumulate capital, and as the input and output marketing systems evolve to meet
their needs. The pace at which private farming emerges depends strongly on the evolution of the supply
of capital and labor. Experience has shown that shortages of either capital or labor can constrain the
development of private farming.' There is already a shortage of capital in Ukraine in two senses: first,
the weak financial positions of most families will make it difficult to acquire physical capital and finance
inputs needed for private farming; second, the availability of capital goods suitable for smaller family
farms is limited. Moreover, the input supply and crop marketing systems are likely to remain ill-equpped
to meet the needs of small farmers for some time. On the labor side, the low rural reproduction rate

I See Hans P. Binswanger, KIaus Deininger, and Gershon Feder. Handbook of Development Economics, Volume mIL
April 1993. World Bank.
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limits the availability of labor for kmily farming. Effectivt fakm restructuring however may release a
high proportion of current farm labor, therefore, negating any labor shortage in the short tenn. Although
labor may be released as the result of industrial restructuring, it is not clear that these workers can be
induced to return to the countryside either as hired labor, or to start their own farms. The latter will
require finding ways to provide lani for urban to rural migrants.

Even with modest growth in numbers, a largt proportion of the private farms created can
be expected to run into financial difficulties and fail within the first years of their formation. This will
constitute a natural "weeding out" process and should not be regarded as a "waste" of resources or an
undue social hardship because of the institution of the family plot, which constitutes an effective safety
net for the agriculturl population. More imnportanit, it should not be considered a reas&n to expand
govermment subsidization of agriculture in general or newly emerging farmers in particular. This can
only lead to the creation of a new class of inefficient, dependent farmers.

Further Rstructurig of Collective and State Farms

The main task at this moment is to imabitain the momentum of reform by amending
existing legislation and creating the necessary overall economic and market framework for restructuring
large scale farms. In the process, state farms should get the same treatment as collective farms. The
restructuring of collective and state farms should be continued in line with the goals of creating a
market-based economy, and should be guided by three major principles:

* separation of production activities from social and municipal functions;

* distnbution of land and other productive assets to the members in physically recognizable
form and not as anonymous shares; and,

* freedom for members to decide about future organization of production after the
distribution of land and other assets.

If Ukraine is to be a fully fimctioning democracy, people engaged in fanning should have
a free choice as to how they wish to conduct their fanning. The farmers themselves should decide
whether to farm individually, in small groups, in cooperatives, in joint stock companies, or in any other
form they choose. Different individuals will prefer different solutions and will choose different forms
of voluntary cooperation. It is the Government's responsibility to ensure, through appropriate legislation,
that a true sense of private ownership of land, assets, and profits is created: division of shares must be
implemented in a way that creates a direct link between the individual and the fruits of his labor, and
return to owned assets. Moves from one form to another should also be free according to the rules of
a market economy (trading and leasing land or shares).

The reorganization of existing large scale farms is probably the most complex task of the
reform. The overall objectives of reorganization and privatization are seldom questioned, however there
is a widespread disagreement on the timing and pace of changes. There are two views concerning the
rate of change. The majority view is that change should be slow and gradual. Those who hold this view
refer to the human heritage of the past system, the historically underdeveloped markets, the lack of capital
and infrastucture, and other bottlenecks. They are concerned that a rapid dismantling of the highly
inefflcient, but still functioning large scale farming system might lead to a sharp decline in production
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and to the loss of production facilities and technology. They advocate a step by step transition, which
tests various forms of ownership and management for adoption in a 5 to 10 year agricultural reform
process. The minority view favors immediate and basic reform measures. While inmedinte changes are
needed, especially in order to create the minimal conditions for a market economy, the experience of
Central Eastern Europe indicates that the large scale farm restructuring cannot be fully implemented
immediately and a fiull completion does require time and rather careful management.

An important precondition for the further reorganization of farm enterprises in Ukraine
is the decision concerning the future disposition of the social infrastructure in the rural sector. The
production and social aspects of state and collective famiing need to be separated, and managed and
financed independenldy, thus rnabling the production systemn to focus on efficiency and profitability,
without the burden of social activities, which should be properly entrusted to a separate local authority
or user associations. The linking of social benefits like housing, medical care, and education to
employment unnecessarily restricts choice of employment and worker mobility.

Assets should be classified into three clearly identifiable categories: housing, social assets,
and productive assets. As a general guideline, all housing should be transferred to the ownership of the
permanent residents and all social assets and services must be entrusted to the local municipal authorities
or user associations, which will need to receive resources sufficient to carry out these new fimctions. The
new tax structure could consist of a land tax, value added tax, and income tax. These would have to be
harmonized with the national tax system. The land tax could be envisioned as the major source of income
for local govemments, supplemented by unrestricted grants, or revenue sharing, by the central
Government. The Government should facilitate the appropriate and quick changes required in financing
and managing local municipal strutures to create conditions for the transfer of social assets and to
transform the level of rural social services.

Promotion of Individunly Owned Private Farming and Farners Cooperatives

The international evidence is persuasive that individually owned and managed private
farms achieve greater total factor preductivity than coilectve or state fiums. That is, they are likely to
get more output per total input in land, material inputs, ind labor than collective or state fams.
Individually-owned farms are more likely to ensure effective harvesting, storage, and transportation of
production, since any lost preduction translates directly into lost income for the farms. This will help
to reduce the large on farm and post harvest losses presently suffered in the collectivized sector, and
increase food availability in the cities. Evidence from other countries suggests that when
individually-owned farms exist beyond a certain number, individual fariners help create effective demand
for new, competitive sources of supply for inputs and channels for marketing, storage, processing and
distribution.

Meeting the Needs of Private Farmers. Early experience indicates that there is greater
reservation about private faming ta originally expected. Most collective farm members are reluctant
to become independent private farmers. This may be because conditions for the establishment of fully
independent private fianing do not exist in most places and only a few of them have the sldlls for fann
management.

The reasons for limited interest in idividually owned fanrs are conmplex. New owners
are asked not only to accept the normal risks of agricultural activity, but the additional rsks of transition.
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Under present circumstances, independent farming is very risky. Individuals do not yet have complete
confidence that they will be able to keep the fruits of their labor or that reforms will be permanent.
Uncoordinated changes in institutions, laws, market structures, barely functional markets, and genteral
stabilization programs have created an envirnnment in which real incomes fluctuate, relative prices shift
strongly and exchange rate changes are large. These risks, together with low profitability make
privatization seem less attractive to farmers. Moreover, there are indications that at least some individual
farners are being allocated marginal and inaccessible land by the authorities. In accepting the path of
individual farnning one may risk the disapproval of colleagues and friends. Fear of losing social services
is ana her reason to stay with collective farms.

Beyond progress in economic stabilization and overall market reforms, further specific
actions are required in order to promote the creation of individually owned farms. This would include:

* creation of a proper incentive framework with the right of retaining profit for development;

* decoirrol of input and commodity markets and development of free and competitive markets;

* creation of a competitive land mortgage system, Ifor financing investments, inciuding purchase of
new and used equipment;

* development of a competitive bank credit system for financing the establishment of farns:

* safeguarding an appropriate level of rural social services;

• strengthening infrastructure and transportation systems for the rural sector; and

o establishment of appropriate advisory and extension services.

The growth of individually-owned farms will largely depend upon the development of the
farm support sector: material/technical supply, agricultural services, marketing of agricultural
commodities. The current farm support system is designed almost entirely to serve large scale state and
collective fanms. Without the establishment of competitive markets for inputs and outputs, the private
farms will remain dependent on local authorities. At present, farm restructuring and the creation of
private farms appears to be proceeding faster than privatization of the input supply system or output
markets. The uncompetitive input supply and product marketing systems could become serious
constraints on privatization of primary agriculture unless development of a private input supply system
and output marketing is accelerated.

The Future of Household Farmns. Household fanning, cultivation efprivate plots on state
and collective farms, and urban gardens will remain an important element of the system during the period
of transformation, making a substantial contribution to the overall production and food supply. Enlarged
household plots can serve as stardng points for individual private farming specializing in production
systems with labor intensive high output value per unit of land. Support provided to household fanns
should be similar to that provided individual private faming. It should promote the further development
of these farms into full fledged independent private farms and improvement of their efficiency through
better input supply and advisory services.
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Farmer Cooperatives. Production cooperatives are almost unknown in the West (with
the exception of Ismacl). World-wide experience suggests that production cooperatives are not a very
successful and efficient form of organization. Empirical evidence indicates that agricultural production
surceeds better on individually managed private fanns. Service cooperatives, which specialize in
provision of agricultural inputs and marketing of agricultural products, are the dominant form of
cooperatives in the West. The establishment of service cooperatives relieves the fanns of the
respunsibility for marketing and purchasing activities and enables them to concentrate on production.
Service cooperatives often establish processing facilities, that improve members' welfare through vertical
integration into high value added processing. Cooperatives can also develop local and regional
infrastructure. Another important fimction of cooperatives may be to provide accounting, financial, and
professional services.

Cooperatives could emerge from the former large scale farms along the lines of the Israeli
Tmoshav" model. This would involve private agricultural production, based both on family farms and
on larger multifamily enterprises, supported by a range of service cooperatives. These cooperatives,
organized on a voluntary basis by the producers on the basis of their specific needs, might be responsible
for agricultural machinery, for purchase and delivery of agricultural inputs, or for shipping out and
miarketing of agricultural products. The service cooperatives could be organized regionally by function
and enterprise, as is connnon in Western countries, e.g. dairy, poultry, or fruit and vegetables
cooperatives. New private service cooperatives could be based on the core of the existing cooperative
furms, but fanners should be free to choose the forms of cooperation they prefer, and the new
cooperation must be based on private ow.nership and competition.

The establishment of service cooperatives should not rule out the establishment of private
firms in the same lines of business. Competition between the two forms of organization would improve
the economic efficiency of the system by providing the producers with more options. Since there is no
experience with private cooperatives and only limited information available, international aid might be
sought to provide training programs and direct technical assistance-

Improving Land Legislation and Land Titling

Although considerable progress has been made toward establishing a legal framework for
private ownership of land and other assets, the existing laws should be amended if they are to support
progress in land reform. The reconmnendations presented below are rather close to the solutions included
in the recently prepared drft land code.

If this draft law is passed bv the parliament, Ukraine will have one of the most
progressi.ve approaches to land privatization among the FSU republics. According to the draft, every
collective member will receive a so called 'average land share" with full private ownership and titles
above the already increased size of household plots without payment. Private farmers who were not
members of collectives or state farms will be entitled to receive the same amount without payment.
Additional land (mainly reserve land presently used by the kolkhozes and sovkbozes, about 2.8 million
hectares) will be sold. There are debates around how the size of the land shares should be established,
should sizable amounts of land remain in state ownership, how the land price should be set.

Nature of the Land Rights to be Provided. In addition to providing physically identified
average land shares to beneficiaries, the Land Code should be amended to give the himediate right to
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buy, sell, and lease agricultural land beyond just household plots and private farms. Sales and purdcases
should be permitted direcfly between private individuals, without the intervention of the local council,
a "Land Bank," or any other state agency. Allowing land transactions would foster creation of a land
market, give land a predictable value upon which private farmers and lenders can base business decisions,
allow the most efficient and most highly motivated private farmers to expand their land holdings, and
enable prospective farmers with land shares to start their own private farm.

Leasing of land is seriously limited by the provision in the Law on Payment for Land that
the rent or lease payments cannot exceed the amount of the agricultural land tax. This discourages a free
land-rental market, since the highest 'average land tax rate' for any region outside the City of Kiev is
an unrealistically low 161 rubles per ha per year. The law should be amended to allow rental levels for
agricultural land to be freely negotiated between parties.

Free distribution of up to 50 (or 100) ha from the land reserve should be terminated.
Land shares allocated to collective farm members in the reorganization of their farm enterprises will
average 4-5 ha nationwide (as little as 1-2 ha per share in the densely populated West, as much as 8-10
ha in the sparsely populated South). It seems inequitable to allow individuals to acquire free much larger
holdings from the reserve. Instead, market transactions should be relied on to allow individuals to
acquire land sufficient to start a private farm, and reserve land should henceforth be sold to peasant
farmers at market prices.

Sunporting a Land Market. Consistent wit the aim of encouraging the formation of a
land market, a "Land Bank" with the exclusive power to buy and sell land should not be established. The
exclusivity of the Land Bank would destroy the land and mortage markets, as it would dictate all prices,
interest rates, and loan conditions. No developed country has a Land Bank with such sweeping powers.
Istead, a Land Bank in Ukraine might be given very limited powers, such as the initial sale (and perhaps
improvement) of certain categories of government owned lands, or the provision (in competition with
other banks) of some agricultural credit, but nainly it should be a marketing agent for land.

Proper legal infrastructure will be needed to support and facilitate a market in land. This
should include clear legal provisions on mortgaging of land, necessary not only to obtain credit for land
improvements, but also important for most purchases of land from another individual. In most developed
countries, land is not purchased primarily with the buyer's own savings, but with the proceeds of a bank
loan or other credit secured with a mortgage or an equivalent security interest on the land being acquired.
Licensing of real estate brokers, a usefiul profession if a land market is to fimction well, should also be
considered. The training of a cadre of such brokers may be an important area for technical assistance.

Ouality of Land. The legislation should specify that land provided under land shares must
be of average quality, or adjusted in size in accordance to average quality, and located as close as is
practicable to the fanner's house. It should also be specified as to who shall be eligible for average land
shares and under what conditions. It should also be made clear that this will not be reserve land, unless
a specific piece of land from the reserve is requested. Such a provision is important because it appears
that a substantial proportion of reserve land is of less-than-average quality. The current Land Code does
not provide sufficient specificity or protection on these issues.

The Application Process. The time needed to process and approve an application for land
under the Land Code varies widely from oblast to oblast and rayon to rayon, but field interviews indicate
that too much time is often takenL Frustration with the application process may have been one factor in
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limiting the number of applications, although there is no firn indication that is indeed so.

Three changes would help resolve the application problem:

* the time period for action on the application by the local council could be changed from the
unrealistically short period of one month to a more realistic three months. In general, applications
of those who want to leave the collective farms or establish independent private farms should be
processed without bureaucratic delays.

* village councils should be instructed to meet every month as long as they have applications
pending, irnstead of once every three months; and

* instructions should make clear that an applicant can settle on his land as soon as there has been
a final approval from the rayon level authorities and not have to wait additional weeks while a
formal title is prepared and issued.

Need for Land Titling. As more and more land and property passes into private
ownership, the need for a safe and economical system to register land titles, mortgages, and leases will
grow very rapidly. Less than 100,000 acts have been issued to certify private rights of ownership of land
and property, or permanent use of land, but many more applications have been submitted and approved.
The market in land and property is not yet operating effectively and the infrastructure required to process
titles as collateral to obtain credit is also very limited. Nevertheless, the development of a private land
market must be anticipated and will need to be supported by a safe, simple, and affordable system of land
registration. This will be an enormous task that may take more than a decade to extend throughout the
country. A national strategy should be developed as early as possible and tested and improved by local
pilot projects.

Most urban areas have been mapped at scales between 1:500 and 1':2,000, and agricultural
areas at 1:5,000, 1:10,000 or 1:25,000, but most of these maps have not been updated in many years.
A highly developed land use cadastre is maintained annually throughout the country, but it has not yet
been computerized. This cadastre has 67 categories of urban, agricultural, water, and forest land use,
and about 23 categories of land users. This information and the topography mapping will provide a
useful staing point for the proposed land registraton system.

At present a record of land titles issued may be kept either at the village council or at
the rayon. A modern land titling and cadastral system is a critical element of the land reform process.
USAID is providing substantial support concerning urban land issues while several foreign donors
(Canada, France, Germany) support pilot projects in agricultural land registration. There are two options
being co.nsidered in developing the land registration system: a) a complex land information system which
also provides ownership information; b) developing firt a simple system based on existing Ukrainian
information for land titling, ownership registration, and for taxation purposes and leave the more complex
elements of the land registration system for a later stage. The development of a new system should be
accelenrted along the lImes of option (b) above. Foreign technical assistance should be continued in order
to facilitate this process.
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E. AGRICULTURAL EX SION SERVICES

The breakdown of the state order system and the transformation of the collective and state
fanns is increasing the need for information services and farm management advice. New private farmers
will have to learn the skldls associated with organizing and running market oriented fanns.

To assist the multitude of new farmers, there is an urgent need to introduce an efficient
agricultural extension service. Such a service, as known and understood in the West does not exist in
Ukraine. In a top down, command economy, a service approach bringing new information to farmers,
helping move infornation on best practices among farmers and helping fainers diagnose their operational
and economic problems was not necessary in the "agroindustrial complex" system. Production orders
were issued, inputs supplied, and sometime later output was procured.

Agricultural extension, as known and understood in the West, does not exist in Ukraine.
In a top down, command economy, a service approach to bringing new information to fanners, helping
move information on best practices between farmers and helping farmers diagnose their operational and
economic problems was not viewed as necessary. In the previous system, there was no need for such
a service. The large farm size allowed for on-fann expertise, or direct access to such expertise.
Furthermore, to be sure that the system functions according to planned objectives, the MOAF has some
7,000 plus employees at the rayon level and 2,000 or so at the oblast level. These officials are
reasonably weli qualified agricultura, livestock, and/or machinery specialists. Although it is a
supply-driven system of extension, it nevertheless can, when ordered, move information out and blanket
the farms of the country relatively rapidly-within a week or ten days.

There are institutional assets in place that can be usefully built on to develop an extension
service that could work effectively in a market-oriented farming system. First, there is a cadre of
relatively well trained professionals in a number of technical areas of importance to Ukainian agriculture.
These technicians tend to be froin farm areas and identify their own futures with that of agriculture.
Second, there is a tradition that places significant, although not total, financial responsibility on the
recipients for advisory services from universities and research institutes.

While an extension service may not be in place that would operate effectively under open
market conditions, there are assets in place that can be usefully built upon, i.e. especially the relatively
well trained professionals in a number of technical areas of importance to Ukrainiia agriculture.
However, information to farmers to a large degree continues to be seen as adjunct and supportive to the
state guided production system. With the move to privatization and a market economy, the current
system in place for managing agricultural infonlation is not workable nor financially sustainable. The
breakdown of the state ordering system and the independence of agricultural producers are giving rise
to new demands for agricultural information that did not exist a few years ago.

The basis for building a modem agricultural extension service exists. There are large
numbers of well trained, experienced agricultual specialists. In addition, there are the other formal and
informal information communication channels such as TV and radio, farmers clubs, associations, local
government institutions, and schools that play some of the traditional functions of extension. However,
Ukraine needs to avoid the creation of a large cadre of government exiension agents. The cadre of
extensionists should be small: first, a smaler service could be more responsive; second, the big X. tate and
cooperative farms, while transforming, will confinue to have technical personmel on their staffs; lastly,
the Govermment and the fanners are financiaUy able to sustain only a relatively small extension system.
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Information resources are as important as the classical resources of land, labor and
capital. Restructuring, government interventions in agriculture, and the privatization of agriculture, give
importance to the development and management of information resources for agriculture. Inforration
is needed by farmers on a wide range of topics including: new technology, such as new varieties, small
scale machinery; best practices developed by farmers themselves; market and price information; practical
on-farm principles, such as mLxing feed ratios; and fann management.

A major responsibility of Government is to promote and oversee the development of
agricultural information services - in both the public and private sectors. A grant program could be
implemented with agricultural universities to help. The exact parameters for an extension capacity in
Ukraine need to be formulated. Over the course of the next year, a task force should be formed to
develop a strategy.

An improved and reoriented extension service should be based on the following main
principles: (a) the delivery system for advise should be cost effective and competitive; (b) the service
should be demand driven by the potential customers; (c) in order to reach small scale farmers, extension
groups need to be established, and the extension service has to work with farmers' organizations and
cooperatives; (d) the role of the MOAF is to be reduced to a mininum; and, (e) Govenmnent's financial
contnrbution should be tailored to the needs of lower income producers.

Since the main focus and emphasis of the extension system would be on the private sector,
the role of MOAF would be minimnal, but it will be responsible for monitoring extension activities carried
out by associations of frmers' organiztions and cooperative federations, provide guidance on new
MOAF strategies related to extension, and provide vital link; with the agricultunrl research and education
establislment. MOAF would also be responsible for isting the state budgetary support for the
service.

Ukraine requires assistance in the following fields for the implementation of the proposed
extension service: (a) support for strengthening of MOAFs capacity to facilitate the implementation of
this service; and (b) assistance to famrmrs' associations and coopratives which are potential agencies for
the delivery of extension services.
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COMPEITfVE LINKAGES FOR PIVATIZED AGRICULTURE

Ukrainian farms were reasonably well supplied in the past with variable inputs, livestock
services, and machinery. The supply and procurement system was monopolistic and worked with the
relatively small number of large state and collective farms that dominated primary agricultural production.
This system placed no premium on timely delivery or purchase, neglected issues of input and output
quality, and on the whole, demonstrated very little flexibility in meeting farms' needs for a wider variety
of inputs and services. While Ukraine has made progress in privatizing land ownership and restruturing
large scale farms, the supply and procurement institutions have undergone relatively modest change. This
old input supply and product marketng system is fanctioning with great difficulty and is on the verge of
collapse. If the emerging private nature of primary agricultural production is to be matched by efficient,
productivity-increasing upstream and downstream sectors, then the Government must develop a coherent
program of privatimtion, demonopolization, and promotion of competition. These tasks, discsed in
this chapter, represent a more complex challenge than the issue posed by land reform.

A. AGROPROCESSING

Curent stats of the sector

The agroprocessing subsector consist of 7,600 agro-industrial plain (Box 5.1). Of these,
2,250 are primary processing plants, and the rest are secondary processing plants. The main products
of these plants are sugar, edible oils, meat, milk and dairy products, and canned and dried fruit and
vegetables. There are also of potato and flax processing operations. Secondary processing industries
include bread bakdng, pasta aldng, processing of vegetable oil and the beverage industry, including the
disfilling of alcohol and spirits, wine making, beer brewing, as well as soft drinls and minal water
bottling. Full capacities of food processing industry have not been utilized in recent years, and output
in most cases are constantly declining. Declines in livestock based processing have been substantial,
declning nearly 30% from 1992 to 1993 (Table 5.1).

Efficiency and technology

Most of the agroprocessing plants are old or inefficient and could not operate under
competive conditions. In some industries (like sugar), plants are too smail to compete internationally.
Invesme will eventually have to be made in most plants to lower production costs, improve product
quality, broaden product range and conform to environmental and sanitary standards. Some of these
investments will require that plants operate at a minimum efficient size considerably larger than the
present produc:ion level. Considerable changes in the structure of these industries will therefore be
needed in the coning years.
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Strudtureof UkrabiniaYood tndustry, 1992

Sector Number of Cpct

Sugar 192 . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~Daily output ofgranulated sugar - 50.696 (T intousandsrftos

Fat and oil 11 . ~~~~~~~~~~~Daily output of vegetable oil 8.157 (thousand of tons)
oil plants S . A~nnua outpu of margarine - 350.8 (thouands o tons)

* margaiePla. :8 .Anulotto laundry soap - 134.8 (thousand of. tons)
soap works S - ~~~~~~~~~~~~Arnnulutu of- toilet soap -45.5 (thousand of-tons)

plant. .28 .Anal output of confectioneries -1,090.6(huad-ftn)

wokhop atbkeis 511

~76 .-Annualoutput:of ethyl;alcohol -. " 64 (illioris-ofidealitrs
Strn drns... 2 nuloutput ofvdaand hardliquor -- 33.2 (mMiins of~

Amnual ouptof baker's yeast -115.7(thousandof tns

SuIt 1~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~44.Anua output of sat- 3.992 (millon of tons):-. 

Drewe~~~~~~y 96 . An~~~~~knual oupto er-165.4 (umiions f dekaliters)._

Soft: d-k 72Annual output of soft drinks - 1974 (millions of dekariters),

Fruitsadvg .t t915 Annuald o utpuL of futs and vegetables ~- 4,9miWllinsofcas
Wine 37 . Annual output of wine - 37.3 (milhio. of. ..ek....r.)

Plourandgroats . .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.......

grnt 19.. ...... . .- Annual output ofgasp 328.1 (thousnd of tons
Thod concenntes~~. .......-. Alnnua ouptofcncnrates - 17.4 (thousandsof tons).

29 - Outp~~~~~~~~utw of2uty etpr hf LI m)

Milk 452 .O~~~~~Anuatp otuzowoleikerfftw,8.l(os

. O'arpuc olbuner per shift -1,20.7 (tons) ....
Source:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~fOtu Aw:O os

U.n 5.1~~~~~~~~~~~~~AfnW o ocftrw''7
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Table 5.1: Major Producion of Food Industry, 1992-1993

Products Units 1992 1993 Percent Change

Meat and meat products thousand 1624 1181 -27.3
tons

Sausage 630 471 -25.2

Milk and milk products 3958 2715 -31A

Butter 300 310 3.5

Cheese - 112 101 -9.5

Vegetable Oil 786 706 -10-2

Margarine 249 173 -30.5

Fish i 404 261 -35.4

Canned products Malions 2882 2726 -5.4
of cans

Grnulated sugar from beets thosand 3534 3838 8.6
tons

Grmdalted sugar from imported cane 291 550 88.9

Confectonery products i 813 643 -20.9

Bread and bakery products i 6192 5257 -15.1

Source: Ministry of Statistics

Ownership and M_agement

Agro-industies are administered by the Ministry of Agriculture and Food (MOAF) and
the State Committee on Food Industry (SCRI). The MOAF, through the milk and meat "concems,"
controls all of the approximately 700 dairy and the 150 industrial meat processing plants. Through its
oblast and rayon officials, the MOAF also controls any processing on the state and collective farmn and
in the Inter-Farm plants which constitute almost half of the country's 1000 feed mills.

The Grain Department at the MOAF, created from the former State Committee for
Procurement of Grain and Distnbution of Bread Products, contrac a total of 330 integrated elevators,
100 of which are large feed and flour kombinats, as well as 400 bakeries. In addition to procuring &ain
for bread production (which may involve the import of certain grades), the organizations under this
department procure tie necessary protein in-edients and other additives for all feed mixes produced in
Ukraine. Most remaining processing operations, including the 192 beet sugar factories, 18 vegetable oil
mills, and one third of the country's approximately 1,000 caning plants, as well as most of the
secondary processing industries, are run thnrugh industry-specific "Associations" under the SCFI.

The Ministry of Trade operates the "Gastronom" chain of food stores and other outiets
that are the main distrbution channel for food products in urban areas. The village cooperative,
CoopSoyuz, a national independent organization under the jurisdiction of SCFI, operates some food stores
in the cities, but is mainly inv-olved in distributing merchandise in rural areas.
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Most of the large primary agroprocessing facilities in Ukraine are owned directly by the
State, through the Office of State Property. The exceptions are some city-owned dairy plants, and the
small processing plant owned by collective farms, either individually or as interfarm enterprises, and
the substantial nmber of processing plants (slaughterhouses, sausage makers, bakeries and small
canneries) owned by CoopSoyuz.

Plant managers, cxcept those working for state and collective farms or CoopSoyuz, report
directly to the respective 'Association' at the oblast or ryon level, and through them indirectly to the
MOAF or SCFI. Capital investment decisions are made by the state, and financing also comes from the
state. Labor is plentiful and its opportunity cost is low. The social effects of low wages are buffered
through nultiple schemes of payment-in-kind and paternalisc services. There is, therefore, no true labor
market.

The internal management structure of the typical Ukrainian agroprocessing enterprise is
a nmlti-layered pyrami-. The general manager has five to seven department heads or deputy directors,
who normally are in charge of raw material supply, production, product storage, and distnbution,
Weconomics," and the social sector. Each of these controls half a dozen professionals, engineers or
section managers, who deal with foremen or group leaders. The outlook of management is
production-biased. The path to a directorship usually starts with the job of production manager, caUed
'chief engineer'" The economist is responsible for finacial triasactions and for keeping track of the
fufillment of all plans. The deputy director of the social sector is in charge of personnel but, most
importantly, of all services fiunist.d to the enterprise community-housing, food, medical care, child
care, schools and, more recently, churches. Such a management structure would be inadequate in a
market economy; it is not concerned with the market demand, developing a product acceptable to the
consumer, improvement of the production efficiency, or reduction of cost

Raw inputs to, and processed outpus of, agroprocessing industries were traditionally
allocated through a system of state orders. Products were physically hauled, delivered, and stored by the
state distribution system. The state orders system is in the process of disintegration. Supply is hampered
by payment difficulties and the impact of inflation. On the whole, the procurement system is in a
disarray. The old methods are not working any more while the market system is not yet fully
functioning.

B. INPUT SUPPLY AND PRODUCTION SERVICES

Up until 1992, the supply and procurement of agricultunl inputs was almost fully
managed by state owned or ons. In 1991, 82% of the purchased inputs for crop production and
91% for livestock were procred by state organizations. Product specific supply and procurement
organizations operated nationwide as elements of the agroindustrial complex. Until 1991, these
organizations (e.g., Selkhoztehnika Agricultural Equipment Supply Organization) enjoyed monopolistic
positions. Both input supply and prouement have been administrative processes, rather than trade in
the tradition-l sense. The farm support system was designed almost entirely to serve state and collective
farms, which have also developed agro-service facilities for themselves. The monopoly of the state
supply and procurement network has been abolished, and altemative structures have been emerging;
quicky.
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At the present time, the distnbution of agricultural inputs in Ukaine is handled by both
the state supply system and private input distnrbutors. State enterprises supply mainly inputs produced
in Ukraine, including seeds, fuel products and lubricants, nitrogenous fertilizers, agricultural machinery,
and a limited number of agro-chemicals. The private input distributors supply some domestically
produced inputs, but focus on the distribution of imported fuel, seeds, agro-chemicals, and fertilizers.
The key link in the supply of inputs from foreign input producers is the distributors, who deliver market
inputs to farms. The distributor role is especially important to the supply of imported inputs since the
manufacturers and suppliers of these products are not usually equipped or willing to execute the complete
trade transaction required for payment in-kind contracts or barter with their customers. In other words,
most foreign producers of agricultural inputs are in the business of manufacuring and supplying product,
and not in the distribution business.

UKRAGROKHIM, UKRAGROTECHSERVICE, and other state enterprises operate
warehouses and distnbution centers throughout the country. Although official statistics were unavailable
concerning market share, input suppliers estimate that these companies are supplying approxiately 60 -
70% of all inputs in 1994. Given the fact that these companies usually supply the input market under
state contract, which obliges fams to sell their agricultural products to state procurement enterprises
under pricing and payment tenns which are not tied to world market prices, prices eventually received
by farms are heavily eroded by payment delays and inflation. In June 1994, farms were still owed over
12 trillion krb. (roughiy $300 million) for 1993 output. Thus, farms' purchasing power in the spring
planting season was severely eroded. Farms had agricultural outputs in stock, but the state syste's
ability to pay was insufficient and private purchasers' operations were limited by insufficient ability to
export. (Other constraints limiting private purchasing and export activities are discussed in detail below).
In addition, certain imported agricultural inputs were unavailable through state enterprise channels. As
a result, there exists a large potential market for private companies to compete in the input supply market.

UKRAGROBUSINESS (UAB) is the largest private input supply company operating
through representative offices throughout the country. It was originally formed as ajoint venture between
the Ministry of Agriculture, major foreign input suppliers, and certain other Ukrainian ownership
interests. In late 1992, participation of state enterprises ir. UAB was withdrawn after the Goverment
took possession of approximately US $80 million of input supplies, which had been stored at and became
the property of UKRAGROKHIM. After restructuring, the company continues to supply fuel, agro-
chemicals, and seeds in return for payment in cash, barter and forward contacting of new crop. Foreign
input producers estimate that UAB is supplying approximately 15% of all agricultural inputs in 1994.

There are also several other private regional companies currently in operation, which
supply a variety of agricultural inputs including seed, fertilizer, chemicals, machinery, petroleum
products, etc. Many have been set up as join ventures with participation of foreign firms. UAB and
these private companies deal both directly with farm enterprises and through farm associations. Althciugh
a reasonably sophisticated distribution system is already in place, including cash transactions, barter for
agricultural commodities, and forward contracting of new crop production, the market share of these
private suppliers is limited by the reluctance of foreign input distributors and other sources of credit to
provide pre-eport finai'ce. If such private input distnbutors were able to obtain reasonable pre-export
finance for imported inputs, which would require the availability of necessary export licenses for payment
in kind, a significant increase in Ukainian agriculural production could be achieved by the expansion
of private distributors' activity in the market.
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Barriers to Supply of Imported Agricultural Inputs

Ukraindan agricultural productivity is significantly hampered owing to the lack of adequate
supplies of imported agricultural inputs, many of which Ukraine does not produce in significant quantities
(phosphate and potassium fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides, fumgicides, pre-mix additives for feed milling,
and others). This shortage has been caused by a combination of factors, which include the following:

a) Foreign input producers are reluctant to provide inputs to state enterprises on credit because of
significant payment delays practiced by state enterprises and outstanding debts to them by the
Government.

b) Farms are unable to pay cash for inputs since much of their agricultural output is still purchased
by state enterprises which pay price 50-70% below world market levels and which delay fill
payment by several months after production is delivered. This situation is firther complicated
by the reluctance of foreign input producers to offer pre-export finance, since these producers
have suffered large losses selling inputs to input distnbutors on credit for payment of crops at
harvest. These losses were brought about by failures of assigmnent contracts and payment-in-
kind often resulting from actions on the part of the regional level government which can delay
and even prevent final execution of the contracts and payment to foreign suppliers.

c) Governmental imposed restrictions are also manifest in the imposition of export quotas and
licensing requirements on most agricultural products utilized for payment in kind (both direct
barter goods as well as new crop production) and abmpt changes in export tariff levels during
the duration of a contract which is based on the provision of inputs in retrn for exportable
agricultural commodities at harvest. Moreover, state enterprises often receive export quota orders
at the expense of private enterprises, even though the state enterprises cannot procre enough
agricultural output to use the full amount of the export quota, since farms do not trust state
enterprises to pay on time for agricultural products delivered.

d) Lack of sufficient support for the development of private input distributors is manifested largely
through government regulations which distinguish between different types of sellers and different
types of transactions. The following regulations can create significant difficulties for private input
distributors and marketing enterprises.

* Producers of agricultural output (usually defined as having produced more than 50% of
its value) are distiguished from internediaries which buy agricultural output. The latter
are subject to higher rates of tax on their profits. The former are also exempt from the
practice of surrendering 50% of foreign exchange earned from export ar the official
exchange rate. In practice, it is impossible to receive the exemption. Moreover,
agricultural producers engage in very little export of their own production since they lack
expertise in foreign trade operations.

* Joint venture companies (with at least 20% foreign participation) are allowed to export
that which they produce themselves if they can show that they produced over 50% of the
final value of the goods. For joint venture companies in input supply and output
marketing this is very difficult, since they are not usually engaged in production of the
agricultural goods they export. Technically, it is possible for a joint venture to provide
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farmn with machinery, chemicals, fertilizers, and other inputs (not for sale but as a joint
venture's input to production) and show that the joint venture supplied more than 50%
of the value of final agricultural production. In practice, this can be done only by large
joint venture input supply companies. Thus smaller, more specialized, ventres are at
a disadvantage. Lastly, the process of receiving a certificate that qualifies the joint
venture as the actual producer, is subject to approval by regional government authorities.

Receiving export licenses is contingent on the Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations
(MFER) verifing the exporting enterprises' contracts and validating the price of the
good as declared in the export contract. Normally, the MEER demands that
unreasonably high export prices be stipulated in export contracts since it fails to take
adequate account of product quality and tie high costs of doing business in Ukaine when
it compares prices in export contracts with world market prices. This makes the receipt
of export licenses problematic for small private export companies, which have relatively
high overhead costs.

* ?Private enterprises must pay the high conmercial rate for foreign currency but are subject
to the 50% surrender of foreign currency at official exchange rates when they exort
This induces many enterprises to exchange in barter trasactions and generates the high
costs involved in finding a foreign seller of inputs willing to take payment in goods. For
firms dealing in many different kinds of agricultural inputs purchased from a large
number of different foreign firms, the costs of aranging barter tansactions are very
high.

* IJUKRAGROKHJM is in control of distnbuting quotas for imports of agrochemicals,
though technically joint ventures can freely import agro-chemicals for their own use
without an import quota.

* Input and output storage and shipping capabilities appear to be sufficient to support
existing production levels, however for the most part these facilities are controlled by
state enterprises. This also applies to the railroad system. In the short term, there is not
much that can be done to alleviate such lack of competition. Development of private
input warehousing, grain storage, processing, and transportationsystems should be given
high priority in the medium term.

In conclusion, the various barriers to trade in agri ultural inputs can only be crcumvented
either via cash or barter of old crop. This has dramatically reduced the quantity of imported inputs
delivered to the Ukrainian fm and basically places the acquisition of imported inputs outside the reach
of the Ukrainian farmer who has no crop inventory or cash.

Machinery Services

Each oblast has a major repair station for machinery and equipment, and each rayon has
a smaller one. The rayon repair stations employ 300 people on avenage. The off-farm stations in the
26 oblasts and 480 rayons of Ukraine employ at least 1.5 million people, in addition to repair personnel
on the firms.
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Half the repairs (the easier ones) are done by the worlkshops of the collective and state
finn. The more complex repair and adjustment work is carried out by specialized workshops in the
districts. For very complex work, such as general overhauling of engines, repair of hydraulic systems,
and complex repairs of diesel pUmPS, there is a network of specialized workshops at the regional level.

The supply system was supposed to work from the bottom up. Collective and state fanrs
prepared lists of equipment required for the next year; the lists were collected and summarized through
rayon, oblast and republic administrations, and were finally consolidated at the national level by the state
supply agency (GOSSNAB - Gosudarstvennoe Snabzbenie), and submitted to the Ministry of Industry,
which was expected to match the demand with production and supply possibilities. Since the beginning
of 1992, only production of tractors, trucks, and fuel has been still regulated centrally; other equipment
could be sold without regulation.

Ukraine has 200 agricultural manufactuning finns, many of which are small. The major
ones are in Kharkov (tractors, engines), Kirovograd (all types of drilling machines), Odessa (plows and
other land preparation implements), Kherson (combines and irrigation equipment), and Ternopol and
Dniepropetrovsk (sugarbeet harvesters). Ukraine produces 27 % of its machinery requirements and 32 %
of its equipment, indicating a strong dependence on imports.

Most ferdlizer application is carried out by UKRAGROKHIM, a monopoly enterprise that
produces and distributc agricultural chemicals. UKRAGROKHIM is also involved in production and
distnrbution of pesticides, even though foreign suppliers have become active in recent years in marketing
their own products due to the low quality of the chemicals marketed by UKRAGROKHIM.

ivestock Services

Veterinary services are managed and supplied by the public sector. Approximately 20,000
veerinarians and 32,000 veterinary technicians work in over 500 veterinary stations, animal health
diagnostic laboratories, veterinary inspection stations, veterinary laboratories, and quarantine/boundary
control stations. State and collective farms employ their own veterinary staff, accounting for 30% of the
country's veterinarians and veterinary technicians.

Veterinay services face severe budgetary constraints. Until recently, 75 % of their
budgets were financed from fees and charges paid by livestock producers under contractual arrangements
wiith the large state and collective firms, and profits from the salc of pharmaceutical and other inputs.
Prophylactic vaccines are free, but the cost of applying them is paid for by the producer. Private fmers
pay the fill cost of veterinary services, including transport costs. Oblast and rayon administrations
contibuted the remaining 25%. Public funding has been substantially reduced in recent years, and so
has profit from the sale of veterinary supplies. There is dtus a shortfall of 40% to 50% in required
operating funds, which now barely cover salaries and wages.

Livestock breeding and articial insemination (Al) is the responsibility of the Livestock
Department of the Mnistry of Agriculture and Ukrainian Livestock Selection and Breeding Association,
UKRPLEMOBIBDINENIE, a self-financing legal entity under the Ministry of Agriculture and Food.
Each Oblast has three to five breeding farms for the different livestock species. There are 90 breed
selection/artificial insemination centers (64 of which own a total of over 4,000 breeding bulls), providing
frozen semen to a large number of Al points, attached to state and collective farms. Until recently, Al
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coverage accounted for 88% of cattle, 40% of pig, and 60% of sheep births. This relatively high
coverage has, reportedly, shnrnk quite substantially in the past two years. On average, it takes close to
four inseminations per cow pregnancy, which is iodicative of poor heat detection, nutritional and hygienic
deficiencies, sloppy on-f&rm insemination procedures, and probably poor sperm quality.

Genetic progress has not kept pace with that in the West due to less strict sire/mother
selection criteria, the absence of sincere progeny testing (particularly for milk performance), and
relatively limited importation of breeding stock, frozen semen, and embryos. Increased utilization of
imported semen and embryos would be a cost effective way to achieve rapid genetic progress. For
example, long-term agreements with foreign cattle breeding associations for the importation of low cost
semen could be reached and guaranteed. Ukraine could shut down many of its cattle breeding farms and
breed selection AI centers.

There is a severe shortage of veterinary supplies. This is mainly because of drastically
reduced iinports, but domestic production of such supplies is also down. Until 1990191, 18% of
veterinary supplies were manufactured in Ukraine, and 52% came from Russia and other FSU republics.
The remainn 30%, (equivalent to US $45 million), per year were imported, mainly through barter
arrangements. Eastem European countries and India were major suppliers, usually exporting drugs,
medications, chemicals, reagents, and laboratory equipment under barter arrangements. Since Eastem
European and Tndian producers generally no longer accept barter trade, Ukraine must pay hard currency
for veterinary supplies imported from either Eastem European or Western countries. Due to shortage
of hard currency and the high domestic prices of imported drugs (depressing demand), the value of
imported veternary supplies dropped well below US $10 miflion in 1992. In addition, imports from
Russia and other FSU republics have viruafy stopped due to lack of licenses and fumds. There is thus
a shorfll in veterinary pharmaceuticals of 80% to 90%.

The status of vaccine availability is difficult to assess. While representatives of
UKRVETSPROMNAB (the agency in charge of procurement and distnbution of veterinary products and
vaccines) indicated that provision of domestically produced vaccines was meeting 90% of requirements,
officials of the Ministry of Agrilculture's Veterinary Department estimated Ulraine's vaccine self
ufficiency at less than 40%, and UKRPTITSPROM poultry specialists claimed that effective poultry

vaccines (for Ghambara, for example) were in extremely short supply.

C. WHOLESALE AND RETAIL MARKETING

Marketing in the FSU was based on an administrative evaluation of consumers' needs by
the cental planners. The focus was on ensuring production and distrbution. Demand was of lesser
concem and there were often shortages and limited varieties offered. Marketing was considered by
Govemment as merely an issue of organization and logistics. Even though the objective of the present
Government is to proceed toward a market economy, marketing still operates as it had under the Soviet
systenL

Until 1992, marketing was the responsibility of the Ministry of Trade. Each district in
Ukraine was required to estimate consumption for the coming year for every product and for each store.
A specalzed office of the regional Trade Authority assembled all the data before assessing local needs.
The regional data were then assembled to provide a national overview. The Ministry of Trade then
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assigned production quotas to plants in each region to meet the estimated consumption needs of the
appropriate products.

In 1992 the Govermment restructured its control of marketing. The Ministry of Trade
is no longer involved in internal marketing. Instead, the responsibility for state-owned stores was shifted
to the district governnents, along with a specialized office that controls small urban stores and another
specialized office (UNIVERSAL) that is in charge of supermarkets. However, the intenal trade situation
has not improved significantly mainly due to lack of inastructure at every level of the distribution chain,
including transport, storage, processing, wholesale and reil network.

Food is marketed through state shops, consumer coopemtive stores, and koLkhoz
(farmer's) markets. The approximately 30% of agricultural production produced privately in urban
gardens and plots of collective and state farm members is either consumed by them or sold in local
farmers' markets. Factory shops and private shops have started to appear as well. In the urban centers,
state stores are the primary market, whereas in the rural areas distnbution is channeled through the
consumer cooperative stores.

The entire
network consists of
approximately 52,000, Comparison of Sales Area per 10,000 inhaiats
mostly small, stores, (there Thn sq. mers
are also 200 supermarkets), ', -
covering an area of 5.2
million mZ and employn g: -

230,000 people. There are -

1,000 m of foodstuff sales s
area per 10,000 inhabitants. r ~ .
By comparison, Gmany .t4 : 

(before reunification) had
10,000 m of sales area per 2 : -;
10,000 inhabitants and 0 
France's 7,700 e per Ulkrine Gefmany wrFrne

10,000 inhabitants.
France, which has the
about the same population, Figure5
has 539,000 people
employed in the food retailing sector (Figure 5.1).

The management of a large number of stores by Govermnent, even with decentraliation,
has proven to be exceedingly cumbersome and resulted in enormous amount of food losses. Prices are
set by the state and local store managers have no authority to deviate from the price guidelines. If
products are not sold they are evenualmly retred and destroyed. Investment allocation, transportation,
and other necessary expenditures are made without regard to price signals, and are therefore not
consistent with market conditions.
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D. DEVELOPING A COMPETITIVE SUPPORT AND PROCESSING SYSTEM

The development of more efficient, competitive services, better attuned to the needs of
private farming, and a narket-oriented processing and retailing system in food and agriculture will require
a strategy involving organizational, institutional, legal, and regulatory changes. State-owned enterprises
must first be made to feel independent of the Ministries, which, up to the present, have appointed the
enterprises' managers and intervened in their important business decisions. The first step is for the
Ministries to stop centralizing an excessive share of enterprise profits, a practice which has made
enterprises dependent on the Ministries for investment fumds. In tandem wit this, the practice of cost-
based pricing with Government-sanctioned fixed profit margins must be eliminated. These and other
measures desenrbed below will accomplish the commercialization of state-owned fims.

The other changes which will catalyze the development of a market systemn in the
agricultumal and food sector involve the demonopolization and privatization of the large state enterprises
and trade monopolies that now dominate processing, input supply, and wholesale trade. To develop the
institutional rules to which enterprises will be subject, a supporting legal and regulatory framework
encompassing anti-monopoly regulations, competition policies, property law, and contract enforcement
must also be established by the Govermnt. In addition to setting up the new legal framework, the
Government's main responsibility will be the provision of essential supporting services, notably price and
market information, technical assistance and training services, and financial services to assist in
establishing new businesses. The Government will also be charged with setting food inspection and
sanitary standards.

Demonopolizaion - Commercalization

Commercialtion of state processing and trade organitions is an essential first step
toward a competitive market and privafization. This requires immediately increasing the autonomy of
the state-owned enterprises by separating the company management functions from state interference
through creation of corporate entities (e.g. joint stock companies) and by changing procedures for the
selection of boards of directors and enterprise managers under corporate legislatio. The Government
can also improve enterprise performance by revising labor legislation to improve flexibility in the
employment of staff and compensation, and by providing management training for enterprse diretrs
and managers.

Providing more autonomy for operation of state enterprises means ending Government's
practice of siphoning offprofits from successful firms and underwriting unprofitable units within the same
conglomerate (or set of firms under a given Ministry's purview). This would make it easier to identify
and liquidate non-viable enterprises. It would also promote profitable firms' interest in separating
emselves off from the other vertically or hozontly integrated unts in their conglomerate. In turn,

these profitable firms will pursue expansion of profitable lines of activity and establish new connections
to suppliers and customers via the market. Fostering greater attention to profit among state enterprises
can also be pursued by creating hard budget constraints and access to finance on comercial terms only.
It has to be noted, however, that allowing distribution between profitable and unprofitable firms can serve
as a basis for liquidation when prices are liberalized and there are not any sutbstantial distortions.
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In order to accurately measure profitability, mnodem systems of accounting and auditing
need to be adopted. Public enterprises not yet privatized nor subject to immediate privatization should
be made to apply one of these new systems as soon as possible. Private enterprises should also be
obliged to confbrm to the new system because their tax liability should be determined on the basis of
standard accounting practices governing all enterprises. The application of key accounting concepts and
asset revaluation procedures will increase firms' awareness of the magnitude of their assets' depreciation
in current prices, reduce taxes on profits, and guarantee that all taxpayers are treated identically. It will
also facilitate a market oriented production system and product development which will increase net
profits at the firms' disposal and bolster their reliance on the market, further imposing the hard budget
constraint.

In Ukraine, the Corporation Law as introduced by the Presidential Decree (June 1993)
and later amended in March 1994 provides a sufficient legal framework for accelerating privatization of
the state enterprises. However, the experience of the last eight months shows that implementation of the
process is slow compared with the very ambitious agenda of the Privatization Program for 1994. Only
206 companies have been corporatized from Septeniber 1993, with about 350 more enterprises in the
process of corporatization. The SPF is preparing companies for the next wave but its existing capacity
does not allow it to handle a sufficient mmmber of enterprises in a single privaization cycle. The
Government is aware of bottlenecks and has tried to streamline the process.

In tandem with enterprise commercialization, actions to demonopolize the input supply,
markefing, processing, and retailing sectors must be taken to address the bulk of the system (the grain,
meat, and dairy product sectors) which continues to be heavily monopolized. Large "agrokombinats" and
all other monopsonies should be broken down into smaller concens to promote competition. These
break-ps should be done along both production and regional lines, with the end result being local
enterprises functioning as individual profit centers capable of, and allowed to, operate independendy.

There are essentially three approaches to demonopolization: (a) actively pursuing foreign
competition through open trade; (b) breaking up existing large-scale monopoly units; and (c) reguating
the large-scale monopoly units through legislation and financing. Breaking up large-scale units that enjoy
monopoly power has proven to be a very significant problem, even in Westem nations. Though under
present conditions in Ukraine, this method seems to offer the fastest solution, one should not be overly
optimistic about the short-term capacity of govermment to 'break up" large monopolistic processing and
trading firms. The altenative is to force this break up through the establishment of competition. This
could be done through attractivejoint ventring laws to encourage Westem investors. Opening of border
trade and establishing hard budget constraints for large finns would limut the monopoly power of large
enterprises.

As a case in point, the reduction of concentrated mrketing power in input supply should
be accentuated by the commercialization of state owned supply networks, i.e., their removal from
Ministry of Agriculture and Food control and their establishment as independent enterprises operated by
managers accountable to a board of directors. Their day-to-day activities, including importation and
pricing should be removed from ministerial interference. These national enterprses should also be
broken up into rayon-level businesses operating independently and reliant on their own financial results
for working capital. In the overall scope of the country's privatizaton program, these rayon-level
enterpnses could be eventually transferred from state ownership into private hands. As a first step,
ecisting supply organizations could be demonopolized by having each regional unit operate as an
idependent busiess without any territorial constraints on sales. New cooperatives emerging from the
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reorganization of the kolhoz/sovkhoz sector can also become specialized input suppliers. Over the
longer tenn, private firms, including some foreign ones, will become more involved if appropriate
measures are taken to liberalize domestic and foreign trade.

Privatization

The entire agribusiness subsector, and particularly those parts most important to fanners,
such as product marketing and processing, transport, services, and input supply, should be privatized.
Though there are many ways in which privatization in processing, distribution, and input supply could
be effected, certain objectives should govern privatization. First and foremost is the improvement of
enterprise efficiency by creating an active market and avoiding situations where any one fim or
institution has a majority of the market. In doing so, the process must be implemented as rapidly as
possible since present inefficiencies result in higher prices to consumers and low prices at the farm level,
and/or state subsidies from the budget via direct or indirect chanmels. In addition, there is the goal of
equity, which as a public good, wilt increase support for the overall reform process.

The privatization process should be sufficiently simple so as to be readily understood by
the general public. Such an approach will facilitate public support. Shares in purchased enterprises
should be tradeable on the open market, which will provide new owners with transparent ownership
rights. Foreign buyers should be allowed to participate in the privatization as early as possible since they
represent the largest source of investable funds.

Central to the transormation of the Ukrainian economy will be the rapid transfer to the
private sector of assets presently owned by the State. Progress in privatization in Ukraine has so far been
pabifully slow. Small scale privatuation, which had been declared in priority in 1992 and 1993, has not
gathered momentum, despite efforts to jump start the process in a mmber of cites with support from
donors. There are more than 100,000 small state enterprises in Ukraine. The 1992 target was to
complete the privatization of all small enterprises wihmin two years. But probably less than 500 have so
far been transferred to private hands. In 1991 there were are around 10,000 medium and large state
enterprises in Ukraine. The 1992 target was to privatize 80-90% of industry on an ad hoc case-by-case
basis in the absence of a mass privatization program (MPP). Probably less than 1,000 medium sized
enterprises have been privatized to date, mostly by transfer to the workers' collectives. Recently,
however, there have been signs that Government is ready to start implementing a MPP and support from
the international donors has been promised.

Promotion of smaller scale private enterprises should be encouraged to generate
competition with large state enterprises. Very efficient small scale processing faciHties are available to
enable the establishment of such small companies, such as small milk and cheese plants with 10 tons of
milk required per batch (From Latvia), jam and preserve manuifcturing, flour milling, or specialty meat
processing. Organiztions representing small-scale farmers should be encouraged to become proficient
in providing the leadership for such investments by small farmers' cooperatives.

The pivation of agroprocessing and supply and procurement organzation should be
done within the framework of overall privatization strategy. Small scale privatization needs to cover
smaller units in processing and retailing, while large-scale units should be covered by the mass
priaization program. Complicated procedures to provide preferences for producers of raw matials
in privatizing agroprocessing should be avoided.
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Enterprises should be relieved of their social functions. Social security, such as medical
coverage, insurance, pensions, etc., should be assumed at the community or national level, and not as
an adjunct to an employment contract, except for the nonnal employer's financial contribution. Similarly,
housing should not be a consequence of an employment contract. Houses, therefore, should be separated
from the enterprise' assets portfolio and be distributed in full ownership to their occupants either free or
on very favorable terms. This would increase worker support of privatization of their enterprises. A
housing distribution program would also help create a housing market and develop labor mobility in
Ukraine.

Criteria for appraising investnent proposals should be developed to ensure that public
sector enterprises targeted for privatization do not continue to claim public resources unless they
demonstrate their ability to use them efficiently. Access to financial resources either private or public,
other than self financing, should be submitted to strict a priori controls by the financial intermediary
institutions. Privatization in processing should be part of overall privatization strategy implemented in
industry.

There are many ways to approach the complex issue of privatization, however, the
principles that should govern privatization are:

* the process should improve enterprise management. Dispersion of ownership should be
sufficien to create an active capital market and avoid economic concentration;

* the process should be as rapid as possible. The present inefficiencies of the agro-industry
subsector threaten consunmers with food shortages and high prices, while imposing low
prices at the farm level. Moreover, the government bears the blame for their
inefficiency, and eventually has to cover their losses; and

* the privatization process should be equitable. If shares are transferred without payment
(in part or in totality), they should be given equally to all citizens. If they are sold,
buyers should pay market prices for them.

In many cases, enterprises will need to be restrucured prior to privatization. Enterprises
should be categorized according to significant marketing potential, technical problems and
economic/financial issues. Enterprises with good market potential and without serious technical or
economic/financial problems are good candidates for immediate privatization. Enterprises without market
potential should become candidates for liquidation. Enterprises with good market potential but severe
economic/financial problems should be restuured, because in their present condition it is unlikely that
anyone would wish to assume ownership. Restructuring could involve Government assuming or writing
off debt, converting the debt to equity, or arranging a debtlequity swap with potential buyers. In some
cases the restructuring may involve partial liquidation of the enterprise involving separation of
remunerative from non remunerative divisions and delineating their debt as well prior to privatization.

E. THE ROLE OF FOREIGN INVESTMENT

Ukraine has adopted a rather liberal legislation on foreign investment and joint ventures
providing substantial tax preferences as well. The impact of these laws has not been sizable as far as
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food and agriculture are considered. There are only a handful of joint ventures in the sector, mainly in
the area of least control by the government, such as beverages, etc. Apart from the progressive law, the
conducive framework for foreign investment in the mainstream of Ukraine food and agriculture does not
seem to exist: (a) overall policy and the economic environment is still not encouraging enough; (b)
grain, meat and livestock sectors remain under direct and indirect government control; (c) procedures for
foreign participation in the privatization of processing and distribution are not elaborated and present
practices do not favor foreign buyers; ard (d) domestic markets are not attractive enough.

Experience in other Central and East European countries indicates that foreign
participation in privatzation of food processing and distribution could substantially speed up the creation
of a competitive sector. However, foreign investors in general require majority ownership or at least a
decisive role in the management of operations and much more freedom in marketing and acrency
transactons than those which Ukraine can offer at present. Efforts should be made to remove these
obstacles, because the quick rehabilitation of processing and marketing cannot be envisaged without
massive participation of the foreign private sector.

F. EXANDING AREKT FACILITIES AND SERVICES

A private-based commercial system is the most suitable way for supplying agricultural
inputs and machinery services. A network of farm supply shops should be created soon by privatizng

the eisting network and by promoting the establishment of new firms- For the short term, the existing
structure and the new type of cooperatives can be the major institutions of supply. Over the long run,
pnvate firms, including some foreign ones, are likely to be involved if domestic and foreign trade are
liberalized.

Development of a nationwide commercial supply network will require several years. The
Government should assist in the emergence of wholesale marketing and distribution and to encourage
reailing and processing firms to develop their own purchasing activities. It should create competing
buyers by subividing state owned trade and processing monopolies. The development of a private rtail
and wholesale and input supply tading system of agcultural products reqirs:

* a privatizaon program, including; (a) the immediate privatization of retail food outlets,
(b) steps to authorize and encourage private sector entry at the wholesale level, and (c)
the design of the programs and timetables to privatize or restructure and divest larger
enterpnses operating at the wholesale and product assembly levels;

* the establishment of a compatible legal and regulatory framework, to encompass; (a)
anti-monopoly reguaions, (b) compettion policies, and (c) corporate law, property law,
and contract enforcement; and

* the provision of essential supporting services, notably; (a) price and market infonnation,
(b) technical assistance and taining services, (c) financial services to assist with
establishing new businesses and meeting priority investment requirements, and (d) food
inspetion and phytosanitary standards.
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Market Strcture

In retailing, wholesaling, and product assembly, some actions can be initiated without
waiting for formal announcement of the guidelines. Existing state and municipally owned food shops
could be leased or sold to the present managers and workers. No restrictions should be placed on the
resale of facilities and equipment to interested third parties. Credit might be made available to provide
private food retailers with initial working capital and some fiuds for improvement of facilities.

A key factor that needs to be addressed is the role of food retail and wholesale
distribution. Clearly in Western Europe, organizing small retailers and stinulating wholesalers has
resulted in the logistical advantages of buying in bulk and cost effective transport to cooperativelprivate
warehouses, thus resulting in lower cost and fresher foods. This mechanism, called "logistical alliancestm ,
pulls more fresh and processed foods from contract farmers who have to achieve a certain quality
standard, and very often produce crop or livestock varieties chosen by the buyer, in order for their goods
to be purchased. In some cases, the entire package of inputs, including seeds, pesticides, herbicide, and
fertilizer are determined by the contract.

It appears the Govermment is planning the privatizaion of retail distribution and
warehouses. In other developing countries, private and small retail stores alone are not improvement
enough to facilitate marketing efficiency. Often the fragmented and inefficient structures in both state-
owned and independent food shops represent an almost insurmountable and high cost marketing problem
for most primary and secondary food producers and processors. Whether it is a monopolized
Government or state distnrbution system, or a fragmented system, the results vis-a-vis food prices are the
same. To privatize the exiting physical distribution facilities and retail units without assistance to the
distnrbution subsector is to do the country as disservice.

A practical solution, used with fragmented food distributors in Westem Europe, is to
establish volume-based private sector chains of food distribution This can also take the form of a
consumer co-op chain where both consumers and producers band together. Another example is the type
of large chain stores found in the US, which because of their volume purchasing and distribution, can
sell food at prices 10% to 20% below that of independent food shops.

Most of the state-owned food outlets are small. A large percentage of them could be
remodeled, modernized, and operated with a credit sstem that was tailored to these smaller operations.
Ideally, they should be privatized in groups large enough to maintain their own distribution centers,
enabling them to purchase fresh and processed foods in volume, operate under one chain name, reduce
food prices, and nmaimize the profit return on capital investment. These groups would compete with
each other, and through economies of scale, reduce food prices to consumers, provide volume-based
marketing outlets for primary agricultual producers and processors, and maximize their return on capital.

Efficient wholesale marketing also will require construction of a network of easily
accessible points of delivery; improving the grading of agricultural products; defining efficient
standardizd marketing rules (with setdement procedures in case of dispute, agreement of inspections,
etc.) between professionals (traders, cooperatives, processing industries); facilitating access to forward
and future wtading; improving access to international market information (long term agreement with
intemational companies would provide access to international market information and to electronic trading
of agricultual commodities); and training executives in agricultual and food marketing.
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Legal Framework - Market Information

At a later stage, the new market structure should include improved physical facilities such
as auction halls, city markets, regional cooperative pacling and grading facilities, and transportation
equipment. Market information services for farmers should also be available, i.e., radio and television
programs and farm newspapers. The more developed domestic agricultural market will require a
conmodity exchange. (The first commodity exchanges are already operatng in Ukraine.) More efficient
and coordinated intemational marketing for Ukminian agriculture should be supported by
commercial-based export marketng organizations.

One of the inportant vehicles to foster trade and stimulate production in a market
economny is the commodity exchange. The commodity exchange is a market where producers (sellers)
and consumers (buyers) meet: it plays a vital role in price formation. However, such markets need rules
and regulations and supervision. This includes clearing procedures to ensure contract enforcement
(delivery and payment), and the regulations which deal with the potentWial risk market manipulation.
Assistance should be given to professionals in the marketing chains to set these rules and access in terms
of infrstr and equipment.

Efficient wholesale marketing requires constuction of a network of easily accessible
points of delivery; improving the grading of agncultural product; defining efficient standardized
marketing rules (with settlement procedures in case of dispute, agreement of inpecions, etc.) between
professionals (traders, cooperatives, processing industries); facilitating access to forward and fumure
wading; improving access to international market information Oong term agreement with companies like
Reuters to give access to intemational market information and to electronic trading of agricultural
commodities); and training of executives in agricultural and food marketing issues.

Imnrovements in the legislation (and its enforcement) related to quality standards are
greatly needed in the food sector. Ukrainian specifications are isfficient for export: both the standards
and the inspection procedures need to be enhanced.

Accurate infonnation is essential to efficient operation of markets. The publc sector can
play an important role in collecting and disseminating data that descnbe the fundamental factors
influenlcing markets (e.g., areas, yield, imports, exports, etc.) and key market indicators (i.e. prices,
volumes and quantities). Timely and accurate information is also necessary for policy formulation.
Although some rudimentary market information is available, the quality and reliability of information for
business and policy decisions is inadequate. A price reportng and market information system must
include accurate product descriptions (to allow standardization of quotes and comparisons), price
quotation conventions and data dissemination. An investment in a market information program may result
in substantial improvements at little cost, both in tenrs of government decision-maing and from the
dissemination of information to the private sector.

Market information is particularly important for exports. In the past, export sectors were
centrally selected and markets were assured through the CMEA system. Today, export markets must be
developed by individual firms, often facing an uncertain and, in some areas, restrictive trade policy
enviromnent. The organization of an export development service could meet the needs of trading
enterprises by: (a) collating information on the markets for most major commodity and processed product
sectors; (b) assembling export market intelligence that allows traders to assess opporamities on the basis
of market data and relevant trade regulatoxy information (import restrictions, phytsany and veterinary
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requirents); and (c) providing specific export trade assistance chat helps develop the capability of
individuals and organizations concemed with export marketing.

G. IMPROVING FINANCIAL SERVICES

The fitre development of financial intermediation in Ukraine depends on stabilization
of the economy and reform of the frnmcial system. The capital and reserve position of the banks is weak
and they will have to be restructured before they can play a major role. The banks have to be converted
into autonomous institutions, operating on a profit making basis, which will involve competing for
deposits and makng loans based on an assessment of client risk Under no circumstances should the
fmancial systenm be used as a convenient mechanism for rescuing insolvent enterprises, public or private,
in agriculture or elsewhere.

The Emerging Structure of Fiacia Instutions

The Ukrinian banking system has four basic components:

* the National Bank of Ukraine, which carries out most of the usual central baing
functions, but also channels a substial amount of fimds to the Ukraine Agricultural
Bank for on lending to the agricultural sector;

* the Savings Bank of Ukraine, which has more than 600 branches and more than 14,000
smaller scale affiliates spread dtroughout the country, and has traditionally specialized in
the mobilization of deposits, but has recently begun to grant loams. It has by far the best
infrastructe of any existing istitution to provide fiancial services to rurl areas,
includig credit for individual pnvate farmers and deposit services for the entire rural
tion;

e the specialized state-owned banks, including the Ukraine Agricultual Bank (now called
Bank of Ukraine) with 600 branches, were converted to commercial banks and have
begun to take deposits; and

* the 100 commercial banks, which are joint stock companies, mostly owned by groups of
state owned enterprises, provide credit and certain other servic.s to their ownrs, and
have only E:mited interest in deposit mobilization.

The Bank of Ukraine (BU) is one of the three specialized lending banks that emerged in
Ukrine after the reforms of the banking system in the Soviet Union. It iitially had the largest loan
portfolio of the three banks, but masive write-offs of its loans dming 1990 drastically reduced its size.
During the process of reform, the characteristcs of the bank were redefined. It was changd to a joint
stock commercial bank and was allowed to take deposits and make loans for a wider array of activities
to a broader range of clients. Nonetheless, the BU, as weli as the two other specialized lending banks,
remais essentially a govremment-controlled speclized lender with a loan portfolio heavily conoentrated
in govenment enterprises.
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The BU is the main source of credit to the agricultural sector, including state-owned
processing and storage facilities and input suppliers, as well as state and collective farms. Although it
is no longer the largest specialized lending bank in Ukraine in terms of loans outstanding or total assets,
it is larger than either of the other two specialized lending banks in terms of infrastructure, with more
than 600 branches and more than 20,000 employees. Only the Savings Bank of Ukraine, with 15,000
branches and 52,000 employees, has more physical capacity to provide financial services in rural areas,
including agricultural credit.

As a supplier of credit, the BU does not use normal banking criteria by selecting cliens
likely to repay. It has tended, instead, to lend to state owned enterprises to cover their losses. Many
of its loans were later written down or totally written off. Funds for fiuther lending was provided by the
Central Bank. This has made it a fiscal rather than a financial institution. The current policy of the BU
is to support developmental priorities and not to engage in fiurther write offs, but it will probably be
forced to continue to provide support to loss maldng state owned enterprises.

Even though the BU is being more aggressive in attracting deposits in order to become
a true financial intermediary, its deposit rates are far below the rate of inflation and thus will not protect
the real value of depositors' assets. Interest rates on loans are also far below the rate of inflation, so that,
even if loans are fully repaid, funds will be inadequate to maintain lending in real terms. In addition,
interest rates on priority loans (i.e., long-term loans to tenants and for housing and all loans to farmers)
are significantly below those on short-term loans to entrepreneurs, indicating that interest rate policy is
governed by concepts of subsidized and directed credit rather than by the costs and risks of serving
different groups of borrowers.

Two other government institutions are involved in agricultural finance. The Goverment
Insurance Institution is currently providing credit insurance. Although providing such insurance appears
to be a profitable activity under Ukraine's current inflationary conditions, it is unlikely to be so in the
longer run. The Ministry of Agriculture and Food also has variety of plans and programs that involve
directed and subsidized credit for the agricultural sector.

Among the existing financial institutions, the Savings Bank currently has the best
infrastructure to provide financial services in rural areas, including credit for individual private farmers
and deposit services. However, to develop its potential, it will need a major program of training and
technical assistance based on the acceptance of key reforms involving interest rates, client selection and
loan recovery, along with modem management techniques based on incentives and decentralized
assignment of responsibilities.

The BU is currently the main supplier of funds to the agricultural sector, but more as a
fiscal agent than as a financial intermediary. If market oriented reforms proceed slowly for state
enterprises in the agricultural sector and it is deemed essential to continue to support loss-maldng
enterprises in the short run, the BU could be the most appropriate institution to provide the necessary
transfers, but in this case it should cease to be a financial intermediary and become explicitly a fiscal
agency.

The commercial banks encompass a wide range and rapidly growing number of
instiutions, many of which provide little in the way of traditional lending and deposit services and many
of which are probably insolvent. They could potentially play an important role in providing banlkng
services to agriculture, but the first priority is to introduce generally accepted accounting prnciples,
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external audits and a comprehensive system of prudential regulation and supervision by competent
goverment agencies to ascertain which banks are solvent and not engaging in excessive risk taking (e.g.,
insider lending). For commercial banks that are found to be viable, a program of training and technical
assistance similar to those recommended above could be offered. Those commercial banks that do not
qualify should not be allowed to continue to operate as financial internmediaries.

The emergence of new grassroots financial institutions such as post office banks, credit
unions, and possibly credit cooperatives should be encouraged by providing the legal, regulatory, and
supervisory underpinnings, as well as technical assistance. Farms should also be supported by technical
assistance enabling them to prepare credible restructuring, project and financial plans, and loan
applications.

It will take several years until a competitive rural financial system will become
operational. Its efficient operation will also depend on substantial stabilization of the monetary system.
Because the restructuring of agricultural, agro-processing, and marketing enterprises cannot be deferred
until such a system becomes operational, temporary targeted public sector dependent financing systems
may have to be used at least to initiate the restructuring process.

Market-based Financing of Agriculhn

Ukraine is not unique in prov5ling subsidized credit to agriculture. In most countries,
including developed market economies, specialized public institutions and programs provide and subsidize
credit to agriculture and rural areas. in large part, this is due to fanners' political clout, but economnic
reasons also justify these programs. For example, the need to compensate for distortions in the
inteational price of agricultural commodities due to trade restrictions and subsidies, the need to assure
access to credit to remote areas, or as a means of achieving food security.

What makes Government intervention stand out in Ukraine is: (a) the extent of the
directed credit programs (almost all credit to agriculture and many related activities is provided through
these progams); and, (b) the degree of explicit or implicit subsidization that converts these credits to
implicit grants (in addition to the extremely low interest rates, both borrowers and lenders expect that
most loans will eventually be forgiven). In all developed countries and in most developing countries,
government programs play only a marginal role in the overall financing of agriculture, and the grant
comnponent in these programs represents only a fraction of the present value of credits.

As a result of overall macroeconomic instability, several factors complicate any attempt
to reduce Govremment activities in financing agriculture:

* The creditwordtiness of most of the frmers is questionable. Agricultural land cannot yet
be used as collateral to secure loans. The only exception is somre 1 million ha already
allocated to individuals. Many farms cannot borrow or demonstrate profitability under
commercial terms.

c Financing centra;ized state procurement and marketing of agricultural products needs to
be done through directed credit programs, because the agencies in charge are too big
relative to the banking system.
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* There is a lack of rural banking infrastructure. In most rural areas there is no banking
presence, except for Scherbank which until recently was not involved in lending. Also,
most farms do œot have the "skills" needed to seek commercial loam.

* Continued uncertainty in agricultural policies, in particular prices and re'itrictions on
trade, complicate the creditworthiness evaluation of fanns.

* Fanners view credits to farms as goverment transfers, since they were often forgiven.
These expectations will be difficult to change for private farmers, and almost impossible
to change for state and collective fimns.

In the short run, directed credit programs may have to continue to serve as the basis for
financing agriculture, at least until fanis are able to borrow against their property. Furthermore, it is
likely that most state and collective fanns (given their debt service record as well as their uncertain future
and the low profitability of the livestock sector) could not be financed by profit-oriented commercial
banks for a relatively long time.

However, several important changes should be made to the present programs. Directed
credits should be restricted to agriculture and to smnall scale processing activities that take place within
fiarms or in adjacent fann communities. Enterprises dealing with agricultural inputs, such as fertilizers,
like other enterprises in the agro-industrial complex, should receive financing from commercial banks.
Directed credits to agriculture should be reduced gradually over time, as commercial banis and capital
markets take over an increasing part of the financing of agriculture.

Credits should have clear-cut terms, even if they are concessional, and authorities should
enforce those terms as a means of instfilling financial discipline. Preferably, the NBB should raise interest
rates on loans to agriculture to the levels prevailing in the rest of the economy. Subsidies would be more
effective and cheaper if they are conveyed directly linked to the objectives that the Govermment wants
to subsidize.

The Government should encourage etalishment of a banking system that provides a full
range of banking services, including deposit mobilization, trust and investnent business, capital market
operations, and provision of legal status and enforcement of informal financial contracts. The newly
emerging rural bankdng institutions need to be complemented with a competitive insurance system
providing risk protection for agricultural enterprises including private farmers.

The Ukrainian agricultural finance system deserves special attention because many of its
potential clients live in hard to reach areas and are engaged in activities where prices can be volatile.
While the nature of these potential clients can make them relatively costly and risky to serve, this does
not justify maintaining directed and subsidized credit programs which have proven to be costly and
ineffective elsewhere. The Ukrainian Government should not neglect apportunities to encourage
development of the knds of financial institutions and markets, including informl financial arrangements,
that have worked well in other countries. Credit unions or other forms of cooperaives, small-scale rnual
banks, or informal arrngements involving private sector trade credit may be effective in reaching a
broader array of clients. Whether the development of new semi-formal institutions or informal
arrangements occur spontaneously or with the encouragement of the Ukraiian Government, restrictions
on their operations should be limited to the minimum necessary to protect depositors and other creditors
from excessive rsk taking and fraud.
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MEASURES TO DIPROVE FARM PRODUCTION AND EFICIENCY

The successful transition to a new agriculture system requires not only changes in the
present policy enviromnent and inventive framework, but also support in the form of policy mensures
to increase the efficiency of production, and by investments in physical capital. Production technologies
and management of crop and livestock production have to adjust to the new conditions of private
agriculture and the market system. This chapter discusses recommendations for improving the efficiency
of farm production as well as for the modemization of agricultural education and research.

A. IMPROVEMENTS IN CROP PRODUCTlON

Techologies

The level of agricultural technology in Ukraine is generally below that in industrialized
nations. Many Ukainian agricultural scientists are world-renowned, but the gap between research
findings and their application is large, like in most other countries. There is an increasing Govenment
awareness of the need to modernize the farm sector and to acquire and assimilate the new techmologies,
especially in livestock breeding and grain production. However, it is not well understood that effective
diffusion and adoption of new technology will require basic changes in the structure of the farn economy,
as well as in the habits and sldlls of Ukrainian fanners.

Pertilizer Use. Average fertilizer application in Ukrine is higher than that of the former
Soviet Union, but considerably lower than in Westem Europe. In pure nutrients per hectare of arable
land, it averaged about 148 kg/ha in 1986-90, compared with an average of 100 kg in the former Soviet
Union and 229 kg in Western Europe. Fertilizer application declined however from 1989 to 1992 by
about 50%. Overall fertilizer supply was 43.7 % of the 1986-90 level, while phosphorus supply was only
27.8% compared to the same time period. Ukraiian official estimates of the optimum application is 180
kg per hectare.' The main deficiency is in the application of nitrogen and phosphorous (about 9% and
40% respectively). The ratio of nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium (N/P/K) is also unsatisfactory;
1.0/0.6/0.6, compared to an estimated optimum2 ratio of 1.0/1.0/0.6. Phosphorous is the limiting factor
to yield improvement, since lack of phosphorous, among other factors, reduces the effectiveness of other
mntrients.

Production of nitrogen fertilizer in Ukraine is sufficient to meet domestic demand.
However, all phosphorous and potassium fertilizers are imported. About 10 to 15% of fertilizer
shiments are lost due to the poor physical and chemical qualities of mineral fertilizer-excess moisure,
dusting, caking, and acidity-and the lack of proper packaging materials, transport containers, and loading
equipment.

I The eslimated required fertilizer application is based on die objecdve of achieving a predetermined yield, it does not
take int accoumt the need to maximize profits.

2 The optimum is in a sense predicated on Western countnies production function and technology. The 'opimwm- may
vary if the world price reladonship of tbe three main ingredients of the fetilizer will change.
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One of the
official explanations for the r, J N

deficiency in fertilizer use is a
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retail system which can provide
fertilizer on demand. FigIre 6.1

According to
agraicltual scientists in the former Soviet Union, a better phosphorous balance in the soils could increase
grain yields by 20-30%. Averting losses incurred in shipment could allow an increase of grain yields
by about 3 to 5%,3 or approximately 1.5 to 2.5 million tons per annum. Providing an optimal balance
of phosphorous and other nutrients could raise grain production by 10 to 15 million tons.4

Irrigation and Drainage. About 2.6 million ha, or 6.9% of the arable land, is under
irrigation. In addition, land amelioration covers 3.2 million ha, 8.5 % of the arable land, of which about
2.2 million ha is under drainage. Most of the irrigated land is in the Donets-Dnieper (37%) and southern
regions (49%), while most of land amelioration and drainage is in the southwest region (94%). Although
precipitation in the Donets-Dnixper is between 450 and 550 mm per year, the period between the spring
and the fa6 is relatively dry and supplementary irrigation is used, mainly for fodder and summer crops.
Precipitation in the southwest region ranges between 550 and 1200 mm, and is more evenly spread over
the year, so irrigation is not needed. In most of the south, precipitation ranges between 300 and 400 nrn
per year and the sumer is dry. Irrigation is, therefore, essential for summer crops and horticulture.
About 84% of the irrigated land is used for production of grain (34%) and feed crops (50%). Only 16%
is used forproduction of industr crops (6%) and vegetables and fruits (10%). Since irrigation requires
pumping, costs would rise substantially if fuel were priced at the intemational levels. This could result

3 About 16% of the defict between the estimated required and acal averagc provisions.

4 EItetns of benefit [he deficiency of about 1.3 milion tons of phosphorous. even at a price of US S130 per ton (which
is the 1991 cost for triple superphosphate). is about US $170 million. The wheat price in 1991 was about US $140 per ton (fob
Canadian). ortolal value of 10 to I5 million tons wil amowutto aboutUS S1 to US $2 billion. Hence, providing he optimal
baanec of phosphoros would yield an estimad benefit between US $12 and US $1.8 billion.
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in a strong shift in cropping
pattens. Table 6.1: lndikatn ofFarm Fn aduonktio

Mechanization. 198i9 1991 1992
Agriculture in Ukraine was more unis ha uns ha uit ha
medhanized than the rest of the (0o0) /unit ('000) /unit ('000) /unit
former Soviet Union, but Avaable 500.1 71 4973 71 511.5 63
considerably less than in Tracts
Westem Europe. In 1992, there
were511,500tractorsinUkraine Harvest 111.6 125 10S.2 125 103.4 125
compared to 2.6 million in the ines
entire former Soviet Union. Bet 18.6 91 19.8 83 20.1 77
This means one tractor per 63 ha H g
of arable land in Ukraine, Comb
compared to about one per 84 ha com 13.8 125 15.3 83 15.3 59
in the former Soviet Union. In Haveaing
addition, there were 103,400 cs
combine harvesters, or one per Potao 9.3 50 9.6 38 9.2 36
125 ha of grin crops, compared Harvsting
to one per 160 ha in the FSU. cs
The average ratio in the EU is Sm= M3s of Agrcue an Food
one tactor per 18 ha of arable
Lnd, and oce cereal combine for 71 ha of grains. (See Table 6.1)

The quantity, mix, and quality of mechanical equiptent is not entirely satisfactory. While
the supply of most machinery and equipment remained reIatively stable over the past six years, the
number of combine harvesters declined by about 5%. The age of the tractor fleet and other machinery
is unknown, and there is probably significant variation in their effectiveness and suitability. There is a
substntal shortage of medium and small culting tractors (between 30 and 100 HP), maize harvesng
combines, potato harvesting combines, and silage harvesting combines. Field visits revealed that ther
is also shortage of gra drying eqipment Absence or insufficient use of grain dying equipment has
a detrimental impact on the quality of animal feed and the economics of livestock production in general.

Quantity of farm machinery is not a major consuaint on agricultual producdon, except
in specific cases, such as the number of - dryers or certain combines. The problems are more
qualitative, e.g. efficiency of the combines is low, resulting in higher losses than comparable combines
in the West, and spare parts are often not available, causing a significant amount of machinery and
equipment to be idle at critical periods of production.

Ener& Utilization. Energy use in Ukraine has decreased in recent years. In 1993, 26
million tons of fuel was used for all agricultmral production, including livestock, compared with 34.2
million tons in 1980-86. Ukrinian agriculture is stll more energy intensive than agriculture in
developed countries. In 1990 206 kg of fuel was used to produce I ton of grain units, compared with
61 kg in France, 70 kg in England, and 81 kg in Germany.'

s Ukrainian lsct for Agrictal Economics (estimates).
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Pest and Weed Control. As much as 25% of production in the FSU may have been lost
due to pests and weeds. Ukraine probably fares no better, since its pesticide and herbicide applications
and quality as well as production systems have been about the same as in the FSU. In 1991, about 80%
of the arable areas of Ukraine were treated with an average of 2.7 kglha of pesticides, compared with
1.7 kglla of active ingredients in the FSU, 7 to S kglha in the US, and 6.6 kgiha in EU countries.

A quark r of the pesticides are produced in Ukraine, while about 50% are imported from
other FSU republics, and the rest comes from other countries. The cost of imported pesticides was about
US $350 miRion in 1992. Herbicides are considered to be the most critical in terms of scarcity and about
35% of the requirements must be imported from outside of the FSU. This compares to the need to
import about 12% of the fungicides and about 11% of the insecticides.

Seeds. Ukraine produces about 6 million tons of seed per annum, which more than meets
all domestic needs in productive terms. The winter crop uses about 3.5 million tons of seed and the
spring planting about 2.2 milion tons. The majority of seed used by state and collective farms is
produced in their own seed multiplication fields fn:m seeds initially obtained from seed farms. Plant
breeding is the responsibility of the MOAF, but the actal research is caffied out by the Institute of
Agriculture Research. The heavy seeding rate results from use of equipment tat cannot seed at
prescibed, rates and low germination rates. Farmers compensate by over seeding to ensure adequate
standards.

impoving Land Use I Comparative Advantage

Soil productivity in Ukaine has been damaged because of stereotypical problems of land
use, crop rotation, fertlization, cultivation, irrigation, and soil draiage. The eonm l sustainabiity
of Ukrainian agriculture requires mantenance and improvement of the fertility of agricultumal land.
Reforestation programs should be considered for land that is deemed unsuitable for cultivation or
livestock operations. Farmers who are employed on marginal land and in marginal livestock operations
should be assisted through taining in land preservation practices suitable for local conditions.

Cropping patterns will undoubtedly change considerably as market forces affect
the agriculture sector, and farming concems itself widt optimizing returns rather than inceasig
production. Attention will then have to be given by farmers to soil and climatic conditions, price
relationships, marketing possibilities, labor and machinery availability, and other production and
economic factors. Both researchers and farmers will need to focus on the development and application
of appropriate low input, and sustinable agricultral practices. One practice with considerable promise
for wider application in Ukaine is no-tillage or minium-tillage technology. Changing the composition
of fertilizers and providing more active phosphorus would generate substantial additional yields.

At present Ukraine does not seem to have a measurable comparative advantage
in crop production relative to Western European countries, or even to Central and Eastern Europe (Table
6.2). Production expenses per hectare are lower, pardy because of prevailing exchange rates, while
yields are substantially lower. At the same time the crop production enjoys comparative advantage inside
FSU and in relation to North America, higher or comparable yields are reached with similar input use
and expenses. In the medium and longer term, however, Ukaaine is likely to develop comparative
advantage if yields of its main cmps increase to comparable levels or exceed those in Central-Eastem
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Europe and in the industialized
countries. The ecological and Table 6.2: Comparison of Averge Crop Yields (Wos/ba), 1986-1993
technical conditions defiitely
exist. especially in grain and oil couutly Wheat Potatoes Sumflower Sugarbects
seed production, for this yield Seds
increase. Ukrai 3.0 12.5 1.6 27.0

Russia 1.8 10.2 1.3 23.3

Improvement in Farm Canada 1.8 24.8 1.4 37.8

1 ent him mcxUSA 2.4 32.2 1 2 4337

There is potential Arigana 1.9 23.6 IA -

for efficiency improvement in Poland 3.8 18.9 - 35.4
labor an mahnery utilization,bboraW achner udinton, Romania 3A4 10.7 1-5 17.6
management, and by decreasing
large losses during planting, France 6.3 32.3 2.3 64.5
harvesting, and storage. Gcrmay 6.6 36.1 - 53.9

Labor. About -urc FAO Agnculte Yearbook, Gcmkomst and Bank Interal Repcms
20% of the overall
working population, including technical staff working on fam, is engaged in agriculture.
This translates into a high labor component per farm high employment of administative
staff. Farms also employ groups of craftmen, such as bricldayers and electricians, who
work solely on farm-related schemes. They account for up to 25% of the agricultural
labor force. These services add an unnecessary burden to farm expendires and could
be performed more cheaply by outside conacors in a market system. Establishing these
service as indepedet units at the village Ievel would provide employment for villagers
and would contbute to the privadzaon effort

* Management. Currendy, management is stll inhibited by lack of commercially- oriented
policy planning and by a certain "subsidy mentality" that relies on the state to make up
losses. There is also a social component that forces the manger to provide employment
for rural people. The lack of market orientation in production can be solved through
greater speciaIization in a limited number of production branches and by the closure of
unproductive units. The problem of low work morale can be alleviated through
performance-oriented remuneration.

* Production and Processing Losses Govemment officials readily admit that losses in
production and processing of agricultural products are very high. It is estimated that
losses of agricultual products vary between 25 and 35 %, and arise because of inadequate
handling during harvestng, feeding, and processing. Losses are also caused by outdated,
broken, and low quality machinery. It is estimated that with better seeding equipment,
seed requirements could be reduced. Further losses occur in harvesting and storage.
Processing machinery in the dairies and bread factories is generally well over ten years
old and is in need of replacement, if for no other reason than to reduce the rapidly rising
costly demand for spare parts. Another source of losses is low quality feed rations,
which result in higher feed input per unit of output. Because of low quality grain and
concentrate input and difficulties in maintaining consistent rations, excessive amounts of
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fodder have to be fed to produce livestock products. An additional source of waste is the
feeding of meal rather thn pellets, which causes losses in handling.

* Apmlication of Chemicals. Usage of potassium almost everywhere is excessive, while
only about 70% of nitrogen fertilizer needs are supplied. There is a deficiency in use of
phosphoric ferdlizers. Only about one third of pesticides requirements are applied.
Beyond inadequate ratios, the process of application of chemicals is often technologically
poor.

* Over-utilization of Machinery. Ukrainian agriculture uses 239 tractors and trucks per
100 ha of agriculitual are, the same level as in die former German Democratic Republic
(GDR). This intensity is one of the highest in the world for this type of farming systm.
It is not justified by work requirements, particularly if one considers that nearly 60% of
the agriculural area is under grass and fodder crops and that the fertilizer supply
enteprses do a comiderable amount of filizer and manure spreading for the state and
collective farms The number of grain combines per 100 ha of agrcultual land is one
of the highest in the world. The overcapacity of machinery was encourged by low
pries for fuel. In addition to past low fuel prices, the large amount of machinery per
farm is explained by the low quality of machinery. It is sometimes necessary to keep one
tractor for spare parts to keep another one going. At the same time, machinery scaled
to the needs of smaller farming units is hardly available.

Thes inefficiencies are not insumountable. Most fams should be able to increase their
productivity through: (a) better plant and animal breeding material; (b) better use of less, but higher
quality, machinery; and (c) better agricultural techniques, includig machiery able to reduce losses in
production, storage, and procesing. After abolishing administrative planning, most farms should be in
a position to adjust their production programs accordiag to climatic and soil situations in the framework
of a market-oriented pmduction policy, without necesarily intensiyng agricultual production through
bigher inputs.

B. ADJUSTMENT IN THE LIVESTOCK SECTOR

Effidency of Lavestock Production

Livestock production has geneally been inefficient, beig concentrated in lawgc uits and
depding bealy on feed rather utilizing grasslands, although producton practices for poultry, most
pigs, and dairying are simiar to those in Westem countries. Production performance is much below
Western standards: fertility rates are 33% lower, meat and nilk prodtion per animal unit is less than
50% (Table 6.3).

Animal mortality rates are at least twice those for Western countries, and have increased
rapidly during the past years due to shortages of medications and vaccines. Mortality rates are
particularly high for young stockt with piglet mortality rates on many farms above 33%. Cow
replaement rates (up to 30% to 40% in some instames) and culling rates in layers (up to 50% to 70%)
are high by any standard. Major indicators of livestock productivity show a substa 20-25% decline
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in recent years (Tible 6A), thus increasing the gap with advanced counties.

Table 63: Letock Performnce Compared t thadt of Selected EU Countries

Category Unit UkJie EU Countries Ukrain
as % of EU Countries

Commodity per Year Kg 2.200 4.800 (UK) 47

Calves wedlcowrycar % 66 90 (UK) 73
Lambs wamedlewear % 75 115 (UF) 65
Pigles weanedfsowlyear I 11 20 (WJ) 55
Eggsayer % 195 268 (UK) 73
Lean at share of pigS

(110 kg. livewigt) % 40 54 (UK) 74

Feeding Efficiey'

cat fatening Feed Unit 12.0 6.0 (Gamany) 200
pig flauing '0 3.5 (Gemany) 229
Broiler fattening 5.0 2.5 (Gemany) 200
Cow milk production 1.5 0.8 (Germany) 175

Sourcer Minisry of Agriclture and Food.
Social Sector only.

d Oat units hum nanufactured feed required per kg. of animal product in addition to dise from rougbs; one oat
unit = 600 grams of stat:h

Feed conversion ratios, the most iWort bio-economic parameters in livestock
production, are less th half those in Western counties. To some exten tis reflects low levels of
protein in feed Inroduction of soybeans and other oilseed crops could result in major improvements in
the productivity of the livestock
sector. Consumption of feed
grains and manufactured Table 6.4: Dedine of Productity in the Liveock Secr
feedstuffs exceed optmal levels 1990 im 9s3o c
by a third to ahalf. Poor quality
feeds particularly affect broiler Avenge annual yied of milk
and pork production. On many pe cow Cm al farm 2863 2212 23
fim, birds of 70 to 75 days caories), kg.
only weigh one kg and contain In lage scale farms 2941 2098 29

large amouns of intestinal fat, Average weightsa ainspeday
while pigs require 13 to 15
months to reach 110 kg slaughter - cac 421 w 29
weights, and often have lean pigs 229 174 24

meat carcass content of no more A wr of on cate
than 38% to40%. head,sold todesaste,lrg. 393 353 10

Shortages and Sam for a pig kg 127 its 9
poor quality of feedstuffs are the Eggs from 1 layer per antni 214 174 19
most important techical reasons m lnVe scale anus)

for low livtock productivity, so5urce: Ministry oF Agriculture and Food
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In the past few years, due to shortages of feed grains and mnufactured feed, increasing amounts of
relatively low density energy content feedstuffs have been fed to monogastric animals (poultry and pigs).
There is a severe and increasing deficit in protein feed, on the order of 4 to 5 million tons of soybean
equivalent per year, as well as in energy feedstuffs Feeding of low quality hay, haulage, stovers and
silage is widespread, and shortages of roughage are common, especially during the long winter and sprig
feeding periods. Manufactured feed no longer contains a significant share of protein meals and feed
additives, such as micro-minerals, vitamins, antibiotics, and coccidiostat. The resulting suboptimal
mntritional values are causing feed consumption to be up to 50% higher than average standards in western
livestock producing countries.

Low feeding efficiency has a negative effect on profitability. Under prevailing conditions
of poor quality pig rations, for example, one kg of soybean meal equivalent could replace at least 2 kg
of energy feed grains. This would increase fertility rates and daily weight gains, while simultaneously
lowering mortality rates and disease incidence. Moreover, fatening periods for pigs and broilers could
be shortened by 33% on average if optimal feed formulas were applied. Under current conditions of
deficient feed supply, it would make economic sense to: (a) increase production and importafion of
protein meals and feed additives; (b) expand cultivation of high protein content grain and forage crops;
and (c) reduce the number of lvestock in order to optimiz the use of limited protein and feed additive
resourcesO

Shortages, largely due to a decline in import avaiabilities, and poor qulity of domestic
veterinary supplies, also contnbute to low productivity in the livestock subsector. The most urgendy
needed veteriny supplies are drugs for treatment of intemal and exernal parasites, wide specm
antibiotics, coccidiostat, and reagents, chemicals and equipment for domestic production of effective
medicines, drugs and vaccines. Increased availability of the veterinary supplies would contribute to
reduction in the mortality rate and improvement in producivity by 20% per anm.

Low productivity of the livestock subsector is also a result of the low genetic potential
of the herd and the lack of modern equipment for livestock production. Although efforts have been made
to implement sire selection programs, genetic progress has been slow. There is a lack of up-to-date
milking, milk cooling, and handlitg equipment as well as forage harvesters and forage handlig and
storage equipmentffacilities. Improvement in the genetic structure of the livestock and availabilities of
up-to-date livestock equipment would greatly enhance the productivity.

The successful transition to a new agricultural system requires not only policy actions,
but also should be supported by measures to increase the efficiency of production and by investments in
physical capital. Irrigaton facilities, management, and crop and livestock production have to adjust to
the new conditions of private agriculture and the market system, especially in the form of mprovements
in production efficiency and management practices.

6 Including about 4 to 45 mIllion ha of forage maize. 4 million ha of perennial forage crops (of which about2 mion
ha alfalfa, and2 milGion ha of alfalfa and other perennl foragc legumes and their miures with gr ). 25 milion ha annual
fobgap crops 600.000 to 700,000 ha of fodder beet. 50,000 to 60.OO ha of each fodder melons and sugarbeet for ivestok
fbedig. and 80,000 to 100,000 ha of a variety of odier dfflrent fid crops for silage. such as smflower.
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Improvements in the Livestock Subsector

Profitability of livestock operations, particularly intensive poultry, pork, dairy, and beef
fattening operAions, is low. FHigh investment and operational subsidy levels and prce distortions have
led to production systems which: (a) overused feed grains/manufactured feed, while neglecting cheaper
feed resources, such as pastures/meadows, forage field crops, and agro-industrial byproducts; (b) wasted
energy and other inputs; and (c) encouraged concentration of large numbers of animals, often causing
severe managerial, animal health, and environmental problems, as well as high internal and external
transport osts, and difficulties in applying efficient feeding, milking, and manure/slurry removal
techniques. These production systems, combined with the current low productivity levels cannot be
sustained under the emerging relative price structure.

Changes in the stucture of consumer and producer prices and, consequently of
consumption and production costs, will require a major adjustment of the livestock sector. Production
costs will be much higher under fiee market conditions, and domestic consumption considerable lower.
Export prospects outside the FSU are not bright and other republics of the FSU, have similar problems.
The size of the sector should be allowed (a assisted) to adjust downward. Efforts should concentrate
on measures to improve the efficiency of the livestock subsector, but attempts to maintain or restore the
size of the sector through subsidization should be ruled out. Efficiency enhancing actions might include:

3 Subdivision of dairy farms into smaller, self-contained, and genuminely privatized units,
with the land, machinery, equipment, and storage facilities required to produce the
rougbage they need themselves, as well as, most of the feed grins required for balaning
good quality basic forage rations.

X Improvement of beef production requires: (a) increasing the feeding of good quality
roughage, namely forage maize and its silage, as is common in Western Europe; (b)
reaching higher slaughter weights of both young bulls and cull cowslheifers; (c)
expanding single calving systems for heifers; (d) inseminating 15 to 25% of dairy cows
with semen from specialized beef breeds; (e) expanding the dual-purpose Simmenthal
breed populaton which, in the past two decades, has proven worldwide its superior meat;
and () inreasing specalization in beef production, with breeding operations and raising
of young stock on natral pasures and rangeland with little or no supplementary feeding,
and finished in feedlots during a short 3 to 4 months fattening period.

* Closure orpriatization of unprofitable collective and state pig farmslcomplexes. Vertical
integration of pig production with feed mills and processing plants, providing private
farners with feed, piglets, and veterinaryltechnical assistance to marketinglprocessimg
their finished pigs should be encouraged.

* With depressed world market prices for wool, sheep production should become more
oriented to meat- and milk-type sheep. Switching can be done relatively quicldy by
importing rams. However, good feeding and management in the sheep producing farms
is a prerequisite to contnuation of production.

* Poultry production has already to a great extent been switched to the private sector;
however, furtier privatization will be required to change the mode of broiler production
to a deep litter system as is conventionally done in most of the producing countries.
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Ukraine's comparative advantage in livestock production in relation to other FSU
republics is based on higher crop yields and cheaper feed availability. With the relatively low conversion
ratios vis-a-vis the rest of the world and lack of
remuncrative prices and underdeveloped
processing, the livestock sector of Ukraine has no Table s.5: comparfsof uofUtack Pformnace,
comparative advantage over the West (Table 196649
6.5). However, due to its immense potential for Country Milk Pig feed Broiler fted
high yielding field forage crop production Ydid convmion consion
(namely forage maize) and from the large per Cow
amounts of agro-industial byproducts available, Ukraine 20 1:6.0 1:4-5
Ukraine has ample potential to produce
comparatively low cost livestock feed for Russia 2000 1:5.5 1:4.2
livestock production. This can be the basis for Canda 5908 1:3.8 1 23

developing a compartive advantage outside the
FSU republics. In addition, as mentioned before, USA 6494 1:3.0 1:2.1
Ukraine has, and will have for some time, Argentina 2319 1:4.0 1:3.0
rlatively low cost libor. Improvement of the Potand 3217 1:4.7 1:3.5
conversion ratio m livestock feading can also be
xpecd with the removal of trade restrictions Romania 2081 1:5A 1:4.5

which will allow purchase of the right FrACe 2950 1:3.5 1±4
concentraion mix, improvement of the genetic
material of livestock, and adoption of better -SY 4B02 lfl 1:21
managoemet and feeding practices, all of which S FAO A Y Ocwkoinskar and
are essential forbWding a comparative advantage BO& Dasimi Reorts
in livestock production.

C. INCREASING ACCESS TO AGRICULTURAL INPUTS AND PRODUCTIVE SERVICES

The main problem of the input supply is that nput providers have monopolies. They
have had no incentive to satisf the needs of the farms, so the have often provided an inappropriate mix
of low quality inputs. With Ukraine moving toward a market economy, the input supply system will have
to become more competitive.

Machinery and Equipment Problems of agricultual machinery are chronic, from the
wrong mix of machinery, low quality comnponents, to scarcity of spare parts and rising fuel prices.
Depreciation regulations for tractors stipulate a lfetim of 12-15 years, but many of them last only 6
years, and require fruent repair. The situation for the gramin combines and agricultural trucks is similar,
with very high scrapping rates.

Soviet agricultural menization almost totally disregarded design and production of
smaller scale mchis and equipment, despite the fact that some 25-30% of all agricultural production
came from small private plots. Moreover, some of the design parameters, particularly in seeding,
spraying, and harvesting machines, allowed for imprecse worlk The movement toward world prices and-
the establishment of financial responsibility for farms and other enterprises should have a major impact
on the agricultural nuchinery industry in Ukaine. If they are to survive, manufacturers will have to
meet the specifcations of end users for quality and applicabili.
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Animal Feed. The combinadon of alteratives provided by markets and decisions based
upon potential profitability will result in significant improvement in feeding efficiency. The use of high
protein feeds, vitanins, minerals, antibiotics, and other phannaceutical will increase significantly. Use
of these inputs will reflect their profitability. Higher feeding efficiency wili cause lower livestock
production costs by significantly reducing the amount of feed required per unit of output.

Seeds. Seed production is organized in typical Eastern Europe fashion involving research
insfitutes in genetic work, breeders' (super-super-elite) and foundation (super-elite) seed production.
Specialized seed multiplication faina produce further generations and do the first cleaning. Final
processing and pacing is done by one or two seed processing stations in each oblast.

The seed production and supply infrastructure appears to be disintegatdng. If this occurs,
there may be serious disruptions in distribution of high quality seed and in crop production. Significant
difficulties exist in production of high quality maize, sugarbeet, and sunflower seeds. While hybridization
of the fist two is to almost 100%, only 40% of sunflower seed is available in hybrid form. The quality
of domestically produced seed is inferior to imported hybrids of all the twree crops.

Ukraine does not have an overall seed policy or seed law. I the absence of protction
of breeders rights, foreign plant breeding and seed companies will be unwilling to bring their best germ
plasm or to invest in the domestic seed industry. Thus it is imperative that an appropriate overall seed
policy be established and implemented to guide the development of the seed industry in both its public
and private compones.

Asrochemicals. Agrochemicals are limited in availability and low in quality. Because
of Ukraine's dependence on imports and the shortage of foreign exchange, there has been a substantial
drop in the use of agrochemicals and ferdlizer since 1991. A small quantity of agrochemicals is imported
on a barter basis from Western suppliers but most of the supply still comes from domestic production and
imports from the FSU. This consists of rather primive mixures and availabilities have been falling.
The continued use of chemicals fom domestic sources and imports from the FSU will require regulations
that will guarantee environmentally safer products.

There is a need to improve efficiency and product quality in the domestic archemical
industry. Inpection of pesticide production and plants and the distbution networkjointly with foreign
experts could help to improve curremnt practices and identify inefficient or unsafe plans and distribution
facilities. The state monopoly on distnbution needs to be replaced with an efficient and competitive
system, but mactuin and distribution systems must be regulated to insure that necessary safety and
health stndards are met.

D. INVESTMENT PRIORIES IN TEE FOOD AND AGRICULTURE SECTOR

The completion of the agricultual reform program, first of all the land refonn, state and
collective farm and enterprise restuctuing, and privatizadon are importa preconditions for the
improvement of the efficiency of primary production, processing, and distribution offood and agricltural
products. Appropriate policies are needed to support invesmn to inroduce new technologies and
methods of production. Changes are required in the stmuure of production and the regional production
paters. The improvements in production techniques and methods should be refleded through improved
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crop and livestock yields at a constant level of input use or alternatively receiving same yields at lower
input use level. The naural endowments of the food and agriculture provide potentials for Ukraine to
competively produce food and agricultural products, mainly grain and oil seed products, above and
beyond domestic needs. In the medium term Ukraine sbould try to exploit these potentials. However,
comptiive and profitable export of agricultural products require substantial i ments in product
quality as weli as in international marketing.

Based on the review of urrent situation and the major tasks of transition, the investment
priorities can be listed as follows:

* development of the physical facilities for a worldng market for agricultral products and
inputs for agriculture;

* recapitalization of agriculture according the emerging new farming structure;

* reconstruction and major modernization of support servces (industies such as seed
indur, machinery maintnce);

* reconstruction and major modernization of agroprocessing;

* introduction of environment friendly technologies;

* development of education, research, and development potentials; and

* strengthening the public institutional infrastructure for land registration.

Market Facilities. At this time, the need to create a competitive market structure for food
and agriculture in Ukraine should receive high priority. The development of a new market stucture
should include improved facilities such as auction halls, city markets, regonal cooperative or private
packing and storage facilities, and tansportation equipmenL Market information services for farmers
should also be made available, such as radio and television programs and farm newspapers. All of this
requres investment at a relatively early point in the reform.

Rehabilitation and Recanitalization of Agricultural Production. Ukamine has experienced
a declne both in production and demand for food. Investmnent, especially in machinery, is needed to
stabilize production and save hard currency during the critical first period of transition. No doubt as a
result of the process of farm restruchtring and land privatzation, a large nmber of farm equipment and
buildings will become unsuitable for the new system, or will requir substantial reconstuction. At this
moment it is very difficlt to estimate the magnitude of new investment requiremens created by the land
reform throughout of the region. However, in the near future this process will create demand for a wide
range of farming equipment and construction material.

Reconstcton of Food Processing ndusty. Food processing is the bottleneck in the
food sector. The relative backwardness of the procesing of foods is an extrmely senous handicap for
the agricutural sector. Not only can the level of processing be seen in exported products, but to a large
extet it also determines their price, and indeed whether they can be sold at all. It cannot be
ovmphasized that the demanding inteional markets can only be satisfied with food processing at
a nmch more developed level than at present. The development of food processing in a way that is clearly
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linked to export strategy is an indispensable condition for competitiveness and the improvement of export
efficiency. Naturally, more demanding processing is also becoming increasingly imiportant for Ukrainian
consumers too.

Need for Environmentally Friendly Technologies. The increased assertion ofenvironment
protection requirements means, above all, that:

* greater scope must be given to materials- and energy-sparing technologies;

* protection of the soil and the safeguarding of its quality must become a fundamental
criterion for agricultural production;

* ithe emphasis must be placed on environment-friendly procedures. The principal goal is
the prevention of enviromnental pollution and the reduction of procedures and harmfil
by-products damaging to the environient. The renewed spread of environment-friendly
packaging materials made from 'natural' materials is also desirable;

* the proportion of waste-free or recyclable technologies should be increased;

* technologies preserving the original property of the basic material and foods made with
these technologies must be given greater emphasis; and

* the reduction and elimination of the use of chemicals is becoming an increasingly
importa consideration.

Invesanent in Human Resources. Agricultural universities, research institues, and the
yet to be created firm advisorylextension services, i.e., the agricultural infonnation knowledge system,
will be of strategic importance. Preparing the next generation of agricultural professionals is vital. As
the full effect of economic reforms plays out, it will be important to be able to identifr, adapt, and/or
develop technical innovations to increase factor productivt and underpin coiveness. Therefore,
investment in human capital should be a high priority.

Land Registration CaPacity. The consolidation ofprivate land parcels into viable, efficient
farms with access to credit for investnent and working capital, will depend on the existence of a market
for the leasing and sale of land and the ability to use land as collateral. Establishing a fully functioning
land regiation system is crucial to the development of these land right transactions and such a system
needs to be pursued as a key component of the public investment program.

The private sector should play a decisive role in fimre investment in agricultural as
privatizion proceeds. The Government role is to provide an enabling environment, including an
inctive framework that caes the right motivation for private investment in primary agriculture as weil
as in agricultural processing and distnbution. Public investment needs to be directed at improving human
and physical infastrucure, and to be linked to the implemenation of a program of firther refonns which
set clear priorities.
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E. MODERNZING HIGHER EDUCATION AND RESEARCH

System of Agricltural Education

Ukraine has a well developed system of agricultural education and training. Its core is
a network of 20 agricultural institutes and universities (Box 6.1). All of the institutions offer regular
programs and the opporunity to
study through correspondence.
As of October 1993, the total
enrollment was 84,000 students. IWar-lg icltwalU Unhdhand their Faculties, (1993)
The 121 agriculu-ral colleges '.e-Aniulawml U:isity Od-AAriculural Institute
enroll an additional 110,000
stdents. On a lower level are .Vetable an FruitPlant Prca Agronomy
the 73 techical and vocational
schools, which have 280,000 
students. n Veina Medicine

.~~~oooia Enginerin Accun A. nalysis -
The traditional qSbn h:: Mcanizadon - -

curricula for higher education
were designed to meet the needs .. C l..
of lirge farms. Scienc courses .... - - .E nge .r. i.n
and related agricultural Wihle s i Ke; Aii Initute
tehology courses provide more .. .. ; -.
or less up to date knowledge, but z . z g Engineering
management and business :. .. ..... ... .. .....
education and training in e rvii Ei,eer--g

ricultu economics are weak. .' C ifi

In 1993 new educationl plans sc Xducat--n
were prepared at the institutions Zhitonv Aur [nst":u'
of agricutural higher education
in order to adjut crricula and
teaching p is to the newvii.;:f
conditions. Special attion was -Z; Eagmeen
given to strengthening .. Mec..a..nizi.o......

management and business . . ---------
disciplines. The Institute of Box 61
Intemational Agrobusiness was
created.

University professors are less involved in research thn in the westem countries, because
research is mosdy conducted outside the universities. The lack of conication with te rest of the
world and the lack of mobility of university professors and young scientst has negatively aff;ected the
quality of higher education. Although teaching is the primary responsibility of fculty, 20-30% of faculty
time is spent on research, generaly of the applied nature. Although the importance of integrating
teaching and research is recognized, because of the budgetary problems of the agricultural universities,
very little money is available for applied research. Attempts were made to link research with education
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by integrating some of the universities and research institutions. Postponement of maintenance and repair
of buildings and equipment is increasingly evident. An even more serious problem is the difficulty of
retaining the best faculty members. Decapitalization of the human resources to these institutions cannot
be easily or quickly reversed and is perhaps the most serious problem facing the agricultural universities.

Agricultural Research

Agricultural research in Ukraine is similar to that in the other republics of the former
USSR. Research is organized in independent institutions, while the main role of universities and colleges
is teaching and education. The bulk of research is carried on by the network of the Ukrainian Academy
of AgriculturaI Sciences (UAAS) (Table 6.6). Of the 236 agricultural research institutes and stations,
177 belong to the Academy network. They account for 7,025 of the 17,426 scientists and 20,591 of the
total staff of 50,299. The rest of the institutes operate under the aegis of the MOAF. The level of basic
research meets intemational standards in most areas, although recent budget cuts and inflation have
already had a negative impact upon the system. The least developed sector in research is the social
sciences: agricultural economics and farm management research are parochial and far from the
mainstream. Research in agricultural marketing, policy analysis, etc. are virtually nonexistent.

Table 6.6: The Agricultural Science System i Ukrae, (1993)

Ministies Doctors Candiates
and Scientific of of

Agencies insdtions Workes S;ience Science

Acadcny of Agriculiurmi Science 177 7,025 283 3.229

Minisby of Agricultu and
Food (inchlding Higher
Educationalstitu) 41 7=220 356 3.373

State Food ldustry IS 2.87 12 237

Minlistzy of Forstxy 2 570 12 30

Slat Water Mangmnt 1 95 - 30

TOTAL 236 17,426 663 6,983

Soumc: Ukminian Academy of Agricultual Sciences.

Research priorities are established by the State Committee for Science and Technology,
responsible to the Cabinet of Ministers. Currently there are two umbrella "programs" covering
agricultural research in Ukraine for 1991 to 1995: 'Priority Direction of Fundamental Research,"
covering basic research; and "Food Industry - 95," with a more applied focus. Each project area is
coordinated by a leader from one of the research institutes or agriculural universities. Seven
"coordination and methodology commissions" oversee the areas in which research projects are awarded.
Each commission reviews responses to specific requests for research proposals and awards grants. This
appears to be a competitive grants program. However, the grants process may not be worldng as
intended because the "commissions" also play a role in the anmnal budgeting process and they attempt
to ensure that annual budget requests from the various research institutes are consistent with the two
major program areas.
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There is little outside evaluation of research progress and performance. As reported at
the Genetic Selection Center in Odessa, end the Kherson Irrigation Institute, in the first instance
supervisors and professional colleagues of the researcher, usually from within the same institution, review
work accomplished. No program or institute reported having been reviewed by peer scientists from
outside the system. Nor was is there a process by which the ultimate clients, i.e. the fanners or
agnibusincss persons evaluated the utility and relevancy of agricultural research.

The critical minimum of resources needed for meaningful research is now not available.
The current budget crisis has led to a situation where little more than salaries, (severely depreciated in
real terms) of scientists can be covered. International contacts, other than by mail, have virtualy ceased.
Repair and maintenance of equipment and buildings are put off. Buildings such as the large pltotron
in Odessa are rapidly deteriorating. Perhaps the most serious problem for the UAAS instiutes is that
sciendsts are forced to look for other ways to earn their living; some were reported to be actively looking
for internatonal employment opportmities. Unfortunately, those that do tend to be the best.

Ukraine's agricultural education and research system is in trouble. If agriculture is going
to be responsive to the country's needs it must be current with developments in the international world
of science and technology: the system is now out of touch, indeed isolated. Ukrainian scientists are also
out of touch with the evolving needs of domestic farmers. They need more contact to ensure the
relevance of their work, and to develop a constituency that will ensure long-term financial sustainabiIity
for the system. A premium needs to be placed on the system's ability to be creative, promote excellence,
encourage entrepneurship, and foster agility in the use of science resources.

The agriculural universities and the research institutes under the Ukrainim Agricutural
Academy of Sciences (UAAS) are undergoing an unprecedented period of budgetary stress that threatens
their core activities. Their most important asset, the human capital embodied in scientists and faculty
could be lost if the situation is not corrected soon. In recent years there have been a significant increase
in the area of contacts with outside mainly Western Universities. About 50 inter-university exchange and
cooperation agreements were signed, more faculty and even students were dcamatically offered travel than
anytime in the Soviet period. Their new connections, however, are still relatively modest compared to
the needs and the size of the country.

The Govermment is aware of the difficulty of the situation and accepted a Program for
Development of Agriculturl Education for the period up to 2000 in October, 1993. This program
enviages substantive changes in teac-hing methods and substance as well as the provision of modem
technology such as comnputers and improved libraries. As an addition to this program, a two-phased
approach to the needs of the agricultural university and research institutions is required. As a quick
respone, to forestall irreversible damage to the institutions, as well as initiate r,ome of the more
immediate modernizing requirements, the first phase would aim at immediate repair and maintenance of
insumentation, and ending the professional isolation of the universities and research institutes from their
intemational peers. Resources need to be augmented to support collaborative reserch, attendance at
intemational professional meetings, provide access to, and modernization of, infornation systems,
develop new course offerings, and update curricula

A second phase would focus on the institutional and policy reforms necessary to
modernize the research system. Given the importance of realizing the inherent synergy between research
and higher education, a strategic issue that should be confronted is how the agricultural universities and
research institutions can be integrated. Associated with this issue is the need to rationalize the allocation
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and utilization of resou available for research and in the agricultural university system. The
respective roles of public and private research should be defined to encourage the most cost effetive use
of limited resources. Uldmately this process has to lead to some hard decisions with respect to the
reallocation of research resurces, including large scale downsizig, privatization, and the aUlocation of
time by faculty for research, teaching and/or extension.

Agricultal economics, farm management, and markeing should receive priority both
in higher educaton and research. There is an urgent need for trang positions for teachers as well as
ncreased access to shorter and longer study tours and training. Books and periodicals in these subjects

are also needed. Ukrine agriculural economics and other agricultural related social services such as
rual sociology have to be reintegrated with the mainream of international science. Marketg research,
studies on new product development to meet new market opportunities, and trade policy options for
Ukrie under the new conditions should be supported Lewise research and study on the social
impacts of the ongoing reforms in agricuture.

Another major issue for the resarch sysum is how to develop enhanced linkages with
clients to ensure relevance of the research agendas and long-term financial support Since agricultural
research produces strong ret to the agricultural community, it should be responsible for a proportion
of the cost of agricultual research, particularly the more applied wort

Universities and research institutes should be encouraged to establish performance crteri
and evaluate scientists and faculty to ensure promotion based on the quality and relevanry of their worL
Recruiment criteria will need to be reviewed and updated to ensure a heterogeneity of taining and
research methods of faculty and prevent "inbreeding."
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EXTERNAL ASSISTANCE

Ukrine has embarked on an hisoric and courageous effort to transform its economy from
a centray planned to a maket-oriented system- This reform will, under tde best of L . be
a long process accompaied invariably by economc, socl, and political difficulties. To ensure that this
transition process is efficient and effective, and to miniize the transition problemis, external assistanc
will be essential. In the agriculture and food procsn industries the assistance most needed in the short
and medium term would include:

a critical inputs for agricultural production to avoid a decline in domestic food supplies;

* technical assistance to help to formulate and implement a consistent transition program
in food and agriculture;

* tecdhical assistance and capital inveent for the development of institutions and support
facilitdes needed for market based food and agricultue; and

* capital investmen for the development of competve production, processing, and
marketing.

A. CRTCAL INTM FOR AGRICULTURE PRODUCTION

The supply of farm inputs is decling because of the lack of foreign exchange,
druptions in the domestic supply network, and the absence of a well-developed distribon system for
servig smailer and more mnmerous irms. Shortages of pesticides. herbicides, fertlzers, veterinary
medicism, concenta feed, feed additves, and spare pats for agricultural and transport equipmen are
criticaL Emergency -measures may be needed to supplement supplies for several planting ss.

Thedonorageces should therefore begin to provide qick-disburing financial assistance
to Ukraine for imports of critical agricultural inputs needed for economically viable production systems.
In paralle, assistance should be provided to establish efficient a for timely delivery of inputs,
whether through relice on market mechanisms or, more likely, through a mix of mket mechanisms
and administrtv means.

B. TECHNCAL ASSISTANCE AND INSTITUTION BULDING

Many difficut policy, technical, and institutional issues are emerging during the transition
from a command to a market economy, and skills generally not available witin the country are needed
to deal with them effectively. Techical assistace and trammg covering broad areas of food and
agrculr sectorpolicy are neded to fl this transidon. The tpics identfiedbelow are indicadve
only for techical assstance needs in agriculture of Ukraine. Il many of these areas a number of
multatal institutions, foreign governments, and private organiions are already involved, but their
support so far meets only a small faon of the need. Also, the coordination of technical assistnce
activities, to ensure their relevance, usefulness, and cost effectiveness is a high priority.
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Policy Development

For the transition period and beyond there is a need for constant monitoring and
evaluation of price, income, investment, and trade policies and producer and consumer subsidization
conistent with the program of stabilization of the economy and the goal of economic resnuauring.
Technical assistance and training are critical in these areas. Foreign experts will have to play an
important role in the strengthening of agriculatral policy analysis capability in the country, as well as in
reorganizing public administration in agriculture. Intmational and bilateral organizations should also
be prepared to provide expertise on economic policy issues generally, and support the upgrading of
formal training programs in economics and agricltural economics.

Land Reform Implementation

Although Ukraine has a detailed mapping base, it has not taken any but the most basic
steps toward establisbing a modem cadastre and comprehensive land information system needed for land
regision and titling of idividual land holdings, land market development, and for exercising an active
land and enviromnental policy. Technical assistance in developing a comprehensive land information
system would facilitate not only the land reform, but also the development of land taxation and rural
credit systems based on land as collateral.

Wile the land reform law provides a frmework for the land tenure reform, the
development of new production management units in agriculture and the restructuring of their production
systems is impaired by the lack of knowledge and experience of the involved agricultural population
Support for an information system to apprise farmers of their options for owning land, and a service to
advise them on enterprise management, would ubsutanty democratize, accelerate, and probable
raonalize the enterprise rucuwring. Tedbical assistance is needed in establishing Western type
agricultural cooperatives, especily agricultral service and inputloutput marketing cooperatives.

Enterprise Pivaon

Assistance may also be needed to help design social safety nets for rural residents as state
and collective farms are restructured. Such services need to be stressed as labor is released during the
restutrig of state enterprises and unemployment increases.

The World Bank, the Eurpean Bank for Reconstruction and Development, and the
European Union are already providing extensive technical assistance to the state property organization
in Uklaine in the design and implementadon of corporatzation and privatization programs. Agricultural
processing and marketig enterprises are in partiularly urgent need of plans for restructuring,
demonopolization, and privauzation. Assessmens should be carried out to identify optons for
restructuring or closing inefficient food industry plants with outdated technology. Assessments should
examie management in the dairy and meat subsectors and procrement, technology, and product
marketing options in other subsectors.

Managers of large food enterprises and retail outlets need taining mi marketing,
accouning, and finance. Foreign specialists should assist in the establishment of new, privately operated
wholesale terminals in selected urban areas. Pilot projects could be initiated to teach business skills and,
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for each major commodity group, to develop and demonstrate commercally oriented interaction at the
retail-wholesale interfae and at the fiam product assmbly level.

Input Supply Technology

Input production facilities need to be assessed with an eye to their long-tem viability
under market conditions. Associated investment strategies need to be developed as well. Technical
assistance is needed for mauf ng enterprises at the production and distribution levels and for input
dealerships, to establish product standards, quality control, and a network for providing service and
support to end-users. Input dealers also need raiing in business management and technology transfer.
The development of farm service dealerships or emerging service cooperatives would greatly assist in this
effort

Assisanc is needed in defining the proper roles of government and the private sector m
the development, multiplication, distrbution, and marketing of seedL Areas requiing attention include
protcting property development (defining the rights of foreign firms engaged in seed researh),
production, marketing, and upgrading national seed quality. As part of farm restrucuing, a large
number of veterinarians now employed by state and collective farms are likely to move into private
practice. Guidance, based on foreign experience in privatizing veterinary services, would be helpfid.

The viabZilty of various types of livestock and crop production and production
technlogies needs to be evaluated on a regional basis according to market prnciples. Priority areas for
technical assistane are farm management, appropriate technology for smaller, more competitive
production systems, and product quality considerations.

Reearch, Education, Extension

The agricultural resea:ch system needs to be reviewed and adjusted to the country's needs.
It would also benefit from exchange with foreign scientists and from assnce in financng equipment
and supplies, and subscriptions to foreign scientific publications. Agriculura research and education
syms need to be intgrated into a comprehensive system of research, education, and eesion that is
oriented to commercial agriculture and more attuned to tWe optimal use of natral resources. The
growmg importance of private farms creates special needs for developing new information systems
(technical, market, policy), information channels, and research and extension progrms for appropriate
production tehologies. Retraining of tecnical specialists at the local level will be necessary.

Rur Finnc

Subsn retrainig in modern bankig practices is one of the highest priority needs,
partcularly in the rural banking system. Programs sbouId encompass seminars for policy makers and
senior managers on prionty issues in rural finance, retraiing of instuctors in bank trag ititutons,
on-the-job training, revision of university cumcula, and temporary contractng of foreign institutions as
appropriate. Training is needed in virtually all aspec of financial sector reform: central bank
supervision, bank resructuing, legal aspects of banking, accouning, and central and commercial bank
management Technical assistance in the design of an efficient nrual credit system is essential.
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C. NEW INVEsTMENT

The guiding principle for all new investments should be whether they are likely to be
efficiently used, and whether deployment is economically efficient. Ideally, then, investments would be
directed tward projects that facilitate restructuing enterprises which adjust their production systems to
real factor and product market conditions.

The intemational community has used several means to stimulate investment and
technology transfr in the food and agricltunal sector in nsforming sociaList economies. Most direct
financial assistance comes through loan from multilateral and bilateral assistae programs for investment
project development-secured by overeign guarante; euity and loan participation at the enterprise level
in the private sector (by the Inernatol Fmance Corporation of the World Bank Group, for example);
and technical assistance grants and credits, which are time-tested methods for introducing advanced
technologies.

Several innovatve techniques are also being used to encourage direct private investment,
and some of these could be extended quiddy to promote pnvatzaion rehabilittion, and development in
the UkraI food and agricultua sector. These include financing private enterprise development fumds
that enable local and joit-ventre investors to acqure foreign equipment and mateial; underwriting
credit guaantee funds and venture capital funds, which have proved fairly successful in the asportatio
sectow and extending investment guarantees-through insurance and other means-to individual foreign
irvestors and their financiers.

D. THE PRINCIPLES OF A BANK ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

The Banks assistance program in general aims at helping to realize the full potential of
agiculure. In the short term (within the ne:xt 3 to 4 years) the program would focus on facilitating the
transformation of agriculture by assisting in stabiliing domesic food supply, designing and implementing
a market oriented policy fiamework for agricultural prcing, markeing and trade, building of support
services for the transformation of agricultre, and development of reforming agricultural production,
marketing, and procesg enterprises.

To assist in stabilizing the domestic food supply, the Bank would consider providing
fiancial resources for importing critically needed recmrent inputs and crucial agricultural equipment in
order to allevite the shortages in chemicals, food additives, and spare parts which are responsible for
much of the curent output decline. This input supply program would be combined with the
implemention of an agreed agricultural price, marketing, and trade reform agenda.

To strengthen the capacity of agricultural institutions and services for supporting the
agricultual reform process, the Bank would consider providing resources for establishing and operating
an agicultural facility to assist the goverme in the analysis of current policy issues and in the
fommlation of policy recomendations, rhabiitting the national seed industry, rehabilitation of the
national agriculal research system, establishmet and operation of an agricltmual privadzation and farm
business advisory system to faciliate the privatzaton of farm managf nent and the restructuring of
agricltural enterprises and modernization of the cadastre and land information system.
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To fciitat the production development of sutably restructuring agricultural enerrises
dhe Bank would consider the promvsion of resources for economically viable on-fam investments
especially for export oriented production such as grains and oilseeds. The feasibility of such support
would to a large extent depend on a stable monetary system and a consistent pricing policy for
agriculural inputs and outs.
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TABLE I - Uknd:c A len md Taritoil System, as d Jmay 1, I992

Disticts Towns
Adminrve_ and Urban Vlae
Territril Unis Rqebica nd Se_L-s' Seuenms

Rjun Un Totl Regn Dirtict

RepubLic of die CQima 14 3 14 10 4 55 961

Obbs:
VMinitsa 7 3 17 4 13 30 1466

Volyn 15 - 11 4 7 21 1048

Dn _prpvst 22 is 19 13 6 54 1449

Donetk 18 21 50 25 25 134 1126

Zikomir 23 2 9 4 5 46 1635

Tnsarpadban 13 - 10 2 8 28 562

Zaporoaky 18 6 14 5 9 23 929

Iv uw-Frankovsk 14 - 14 4 10 25 759

Kiev 25 - 24 9 15 31 1207

rowvagrd 21 2 12 4 8 26 1019

Lua 13 4 37 14 23 109 797

LVoV 20 5 41 7 34 36 1856

Nlolayev 19 4 9 5 4 20 919

Odessa 26 8 17 5 12 33 1139

Pokin 25 5 is 5 10 21 1862

Rovno 1S - 10 3 7 17 1003

S-qy 18 2 IS 6 9 20 1498

Temopol 17 - 16 1 1S 19 1001

KEaskv 26 9 17 6 11 61 1737

heason 18 3 9 3 6 30 675

Kbnaelnimky 20 - 13 4 9 24 1416

Chass 20 2 16 4 12 17 820

Cbanovitsky 11 3 10 1 9 9 398

Chenigov 22 2 15 3 12 32 is18

Cifies under Federal
Jurisdio:
Giew - 14 1 1 - I -

Sevasopol - 4 2 1 1 1 28

TOol 485 120 437 153 284 923 28.828

Soa Ukra:min Minisry of Econmic
Urban set_emens - 1360
Disct cenas in owns - 284
Toal number of s_eSzme - 30.190
Ditict centers in urbn seueme_ - 201
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TABIE I - Ukrane Structure of Goveunmet Agricultural 1994

Co y Exaeut Orgnizatio Regional Adminiion

Rte&inal District

Miisty of Agrckult and 650 employee State Ag r management District agricultal
Food inectrates. researh units of the Crimea and management units 457.

instibion. production and regional administrons: Staffi 15 per unit.
scentific associaions. 25. Average staff 81 per Agmindusal associaions:
emerprise: 150. UniL 28.

Stat Comrittee for Food 200 employees Research Regional and iner-egional
Industry mttuuos. compnies. units: 79.

unions: 28

Sots Commitee for Water 190 employees. Advanced Water managment board
Management trainig inttt, of the Crnea and regional

engiering cener. other: land reclamati boards:
4. 28. Average Stff: 28 per

board. Constrcwion and
operation associations: 7.

Ministry of Forestry 108 employees. Producdon Regional forestry
assocations and the Ql: association: 22.
50. Regional boards: 3.

Sat Commite for Land 70 employees. Regional boards: 24. Land resource departments:
Resources StaEi 20 471. StafE 3perunit

Administrion boards: 2.

Source: Misty of Economics

TABLE 3 - Ukrahie St e of the M intry of Agiuture and Food, 1994

Total Employees: 650

Prhicipl Deprments

- Wmisy Admniuaion - Legal Department

- Economy - Agrictre in Chemobyl Zone

- Refinms and Markt Rlain - Baby Food and Fornula

- Food Resourcs Including State Inspection of - Development and Forecast of Merial Resources
Prm ent and Product Qality Supplies and Marketing

- Crop Producon - Individual Farms and Subsidiary Plots

- Fodder Production - State Cereal nspection

- Livestock Podun - Stat Inspecton of Agrictural Technology ad
Machinery

- Veterimay Serces - Worker Safty

- Tchnical Policy - Ceral Production

- Capital Co ion - Mixed iood Pmductin

- Science and Reserch - Mk Production

- Financial and Price Regulation - Meat Producton

- Real Socl Dvelpment - Auditing

- EXt-emrn Economic Rions - Accounting

Sowrce: MiNnisy of Agriculue and Food
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TABLE 4 - Ukaine: Oblast Level Management of Agriculture and Food,
Administation Suvices'

Services Number of Staff

Economy, Market Reladons, Forecasting Degovenunentizadon and Privatization 5-6

Agriculure and Environmental Proection 6-7

Livestock Production and Breeding Sut Inspecdon Board 6-7

Feed and Concentrate Producdon 2-3

Meat and Dairy Industry 34

Tecdmical Policy. Scienti ic and Technical Progress Implementation and Labor 4-5
Protection

Investment and Capital Construcdon 4-5

Social Services and Provision of Specialiss 5-7

Conage Indusay and Private Farming 3-4

Legl Affairs 2-3

Fmance and Price Formation 4-5

Accoumting 2-3

Audit 2-3

Foreign Economic Relations 1-2

Organization and Payment of Labor and Forecsting Consumption 4-5

Special Works I

Administrative Support 16-18

Source: Minisry of Agriclu and Food

TABLE 5 - Ukr2i: Rayon Level Mnement of Agriculture and Food,
Adninistrative Seryic

Service Number of Staff

Admioistanuon 2

Agronomy 1-2

Livestock 1-2

Mechanization I

Economic and Corol Services 1-2

Fiances. Accounting and Auditing 1-2

Labor Organization. Paynent and Consumption Forecasting I

Capil Construction Services and Investment 1

L Affairs

Personnel Management I

Source: Ministry of Agriculture and Food

I Fsic VAM J.j LIII!. adS bOthIby.dflymun qpAhydwprtdmL 1uem Wdsy.rb sawpp_rlbdya mdppb-ahm

.- Saw I. pur.- k a-bt
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TABLE 6 - Ukraine: LAnd Use as of January, 1, 1993
(thousands of hecae)

Tota Including
Total Area Rural

Land Amble
Land Meadows Pastures

Tota Area 6D,356 41.930 33.363 7,473'

Agriculturl Eunerprises and Fanms, of 44,830 38,599 31,174 6,361-
which:

Colkctive Agrildura Enterpriss 29,239 24,B4D 20,797 1,263 2,475

Stae Agrultural Enterpries 10,144 8,574 6,939 285 1,040

Agricultrl Coops 75 68 56 3 8

Agricultua Joint Socck Conpanies 186 160 134 a 15

Privately Used Land of wvhkh: 5,186 4,957 3,248 i,264'

Peasant Farms 360 350 316 33-

State Land Reservs (icluding the land of 10,778 2,593 1,891 208 477
forest enterprises)

Od_er Uses 4.748 738 298 97 330

Source: Mrinisay or Agriculture and Food
Inudes meadows and pastres

TABLE 7 - Ukaine: Soil Status of Agricultural Land of SWae, Collective and
Private Farms as of January 1, 1992

Zones

National Total Steppe (%) Forest-teppe (%) Woodlands (E)
('000 ha)

Total Surveyed Land Area 38,705.4 47.08 34.76 18.16

Eroded 12,829.4 6200 32.10 5.89

Deflation 19,756.1 76.47 14.52 9.01

Saline 1,771.2 54.25 35.82 9.92

Alkaline 2.7795 75.63 22.99 38.53

Acid 11,770.5 14.97 54.09 30.93

Orercondidioned 2,170.9 27.93 30.02 42.05

Boggy 1,975.3 6.23 27.27 66.50

Stony 466.5 65.14 11.81 22.96

SoOrcE: Ministy of Eoonomics



TABLE 8 - Ukraine: Gross Agricultural Produdlan, 1986-1993
Clhousands of tous)

Of Which: H erbage for Hay
Total ___ot Frulu
Grain Winiter IWinter Malize Foag ElsilO Annual Pereflual and
Crops Wheat Rye SugarbeeLs Sunflower Flax Potatoes Vegetables Cartps Maize Grass Grass Berries Grapes

1986 41506 18377 1000 soil 37970 2463 97 21410 7731 26484 84860 1064 5347 3322 738

1987 48061 19615 1374 8308 42962 2580 143 18863 8111 28654 100717 1334 6134 2105 g00

1988 45369 21685 1055 8638 42112 2648 91 13510 7292 27392 91594 1237 6662 2225 662

1989 51212 27371 1298 7026 51917 2748 t11 19308 7443 32580 98989 1021 6123 2500 789

1990 51009 30348 1259 4737 44246 2571 108 16732 6666 27270 98372 1104 5511 2902 836

Avefage tor 47431 23479 1197 7344 43845 2602 110 17965 7449 28476 94906 1152 5955 2611 765
1986-2990

1991 38674 21134 981 4747 36168 2311 106 14550 5932 22129 88463 1036 6021 1537 673

1992 38537 19473 1156 2851 28783 2127 105 20277 5310 18196 63042 844 5574 2122 657

1993 45623 21770 1180 3786 33717 2075 73 21009 6055 20050 77881 751 5287 2798 666

Average for 40945 20792 1206 3795 32889 2171 95 18612 5766 20358 76462 884 5627 2152 665
1991 1993

Saurce: Minitry of Statistics

t:



TABLE 9 - Ukraine: Cropped Area of Agricultural Crops, 1986-1993
(Mhousands of ha)

Of Whkh: _ -.
Tolal O(hc:~Root Fruits
Grain Wneline L' Forage Esmile Anniual Fbrenial and Grape
crops Wheat Rye Sugarbey | Sunflower Flax Poatoes VegeL&blcs Crops Maize Grass Gmras BerFles GM-wing

1986 16,194 5.710 571 2.783 1,647 1502 198 1,51S 516 794 3,727 328 1,514 713 121

198't 15,560 5,341 622 2A24 1,665 1,543 204 1,500 516 771 4,389 369 1,587 708 124

1988 15,897 6,428 586 2,324 1,653 1,577 190 1,469 504 723 3,727 338 1,627 701 139

1989 15,256 6,945 539 5,85t 1,637 1,621 191 1,468 483 699 4,306 293 1,560 693 143

1990 14,522 7,549 517 1.223 1,605 1,626 169 1,433 447 683 4,730 309 1,415 60 143

Average for 155486 6,395 567 2,121 1,641 1,574 190 1,477 493 734 4,196 321 1,543 699 134
1986-1993 ;

1991 14,571 6,977 417 1,459 1,549 1,585 156 1,533 464 662 4,335 308 1,511 669 141

1992 13,K16 6,294 498 1,137 1,631 1,630 155 1,705 482 626 4,liV 257 1,512 659 140

1993 14,221 5,726 493 1,331 1,629 1,629 127 1,534 464 591 4,291 232 1,506 648 139

Average for 14,203 6,332 493 1,309 1,603 1,615 146 1,591 470 626 4,448 266 1.510 659 140
1991-1993

Soucce: Ministry of Staistsuis

K



TADLE 10 - UkraIne: Aveae YIdd of Aprlcunlu Crop, 19S61993 
(Ceniner per ba)

To l or WUhkh: IRoo F Ius
dlrain Winter IWinier IMaize Forage Enmil. Annual Perenis and GrapeCrops Whea Rye Sugarbeets Sunflower Flax Potats Vegetables Crops Maize Grass Grass Berres Growing

1986 26 32 17 29 230 16 5 141 ISO 333 228 32 3S 47 61
1987 31 37 22 34 259 17 7 126 157 372 229 37 39 30 64
191S 29 34 '98 37 255 17 5 92 145 379 246 37 41 32 41
1989 34 39 24 38 317 17 6 132 154 466 230 35 39 38 Sd
1990 35 40 24 39 276 16 6 117 149 399 206 26 39 43 Ss
Average for 31 36 21 35 267 17 6 122 1I1 390 223 33 39 38 371986.1990 S
1991 27 30 20 33 234 Is 7 95 128 345 204 34 40 23 48
M992 28 31 23 25 194 13 7 119 110 291 134 33 37 32 47
1993 32 38 24 28 222 13 6 137 130 339 184 32 33 43 48
Average for 29 33 22 29 217 14 7 117 123 325 174 33 37 33 48199 19Y3

Source: Mnlstry of SLt3icks
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TABLE 11 - Ukraine: Change in Cropping Structure, 1985-1993 (%)

Indexes 1985 1959 1990 1991 1992 1993 1993:1989
(%)

Totl arable 100 100 100 100 10 100

Fallow 4.9 42 4.2 43 4.2 4.3 102.4

Total sowing area: 95.1 95.8 95.8 95.7 95.8 95.7 99.9
induding -

a) Grain crops: 46.8 44.7 43.1 43.9 41.4 45.5 101.8
winter crops 22.0 23.0 25.5 24.3 22.1 22.4 97A4
winter wheat 19.4 20.3 22.4 21.0 18.8 1i3 90.2
sprig barley 8.4 8.3 6.5 7.6 8.4 11.0 132.5
corn 7-5 5A4 3.6 4A 3.5 43 79.6
pulse crops 4.7 4.4 42 4.1 3.8 4.0 90.9

b) lIdustrial cmps: 10.7 11.2 11.1 10.8 10.3 lO S 93.8
sugarbeets 4.8 4.8 4.7 4A 4.4 4.9 102.1
sunflowers 4.3 4.7 4-8 4.8 4.6 5.2 110.6

c) Potes and Vegetables: 6.4 6.3 6.1 6.5 7.1 6.4 101.6
potes 4.5 43 4.2 4.6 5.1 4.9 114.0
vegtables 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.4 1.S 1.5 107.1

d) Fodder crops: 31.2 33.6 33.5 34.5 37.0 33.3 99.1
perennial grass 11.5 11.2 10.7 11.1 11.2 12.1 108.0

Source: Ministry or Economics
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TABLE 12 - Ukraine: Use of Organic Ferti s in Colective and State Farns, 1982-1992

National
Total Steppe Forest-Steppe Woodlands

1982
Tonsper I ha 8.6 6.8 9.3 11.6
% offixed noun 82.0 76.0 85.0 83.0

1983
Tons per I ha 8.9 7.4 9.4 11.6
% offixed norm 85.0 82.0 86.0 83.0

1984
Tons per 1 ha 8.7 6.9 9.4 11.9
% of fixed norn 83.0 77.0 86.0 85.0

1985
Tonsper I ha 8.6 6.5 95 12.1
% of fixed norm 82.0 72.0 86.0 86.0

1986
Tons per 1 ha 9.1 7.1 10.1 12.9
S offixed norn 87.0 79.0 92.0 92.0

1987
Tons per 1 ha 8.5 6.2 9.6 13:2
S of fied norm 81.0 69.0 87.0 94.0

1988
Tonsper I ha 85 5.9 95 13.7
S of fixed norn 81.0 66.0 86.0 98.0

1989
Tonsper 1 ha 8.7 6.3 95 13-7
% of fixed wno 83.0 70.0 86.0 98B0

1990
Tons per I ha 8.1 5.7 9.0 12.9
S of fixed norm 77.0 63.0 82.0 9l.0

1991
Tons per I ha 7.2 4.9 8.1 11.9
% of fixed norm 69.0 54.0 74.0 85.0

1992
Tons per I ha 8.7 6.7 9.9 11.9
% offixed norm 83.0 74.0 90.0 85.0

Souxte: Ministy of Eccuomics
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TABLE 13 - Ukraine: Use of Mineral Fertilizers in Collective and State Fanms, 1982-1991

National
Total Steppe Forest-Steppe Woodlands

1982
Tons per I ha 116.0 85.0 134.0 163.0
% of fixed norm 68.0 54.0 69.0 101.0

1983
Tons per I ha 124.0 92.0 142.0 171.0
% of fxed norm 73.0 59.0 73.0 106.0

1984
Tons per 1 ha 135.0 101.0 164.0 180.0
% of fixed norm 79.0 64.0 85.0 111.0

1985
Tons per I ha 140.0 106.0 166.0 190.0
% of fixed norm 82.0 68.0 86.0 117.0

1986
Tons per I ha 151.0 117.0 171.01 195.0
% of fixed norm 88.0 75.0 88.0 12010

1987
Tons per I ha 152.0 122.0 170.0 196.0
X of fixed norm 89.0 78.0 88.0 121.0

1988
Tons per I ha 150.0 117.0 169.0 202.0
S of fixed norm 88.0 75.0 87.0 125.0

1989
Tons per I ha 150.0 117.0 169.0 202.0
S of fixed norm 88.0 75.0 87.0 125.0

1990
Tons per I ha 141.0 100.0 164.0 204.0
S of fixed norm 83.0 64.0 85.0 126.0

1991
Tons per I ha 141.0 100.0 164.0 204.0
S of fixed norm 83.0 64.0 85.0 126.0

Source: Ministry of Economics
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TABLE 14 - Ukae: Provision of Plmt J !otetion in Collective and State Farms,
l98Z-1992

(In thousands of tons)

Years Needs Deivered % of Needs

1982 307 166 54

1983 350 176 50

1984 363 189 52

1985 339 195 58

1986 326 199 61

1987 298 17t 57

198B 267 139 52

1989 169 117 69

1990 156 97 62

1991 133 77 57

1992 142 86 61

sur- Minsy of Agicuue and Food



TABLZ 15- Ukraine: Aplculu. Mwhines in Ulrim. 19319

1983 1984 1915 1986 1987 1988 199 1990 1991 1992

Tracon (thousnds) 486.5 494.8 50212 516.4 501.6 501.4 501A 492.6 495.1 497.3

LAnd per trctor (ha) 66.0 65.0 64.0 62.0 64,0 64.0 65.0 64.0 63.0 62.0

Grain Harvestars (thousands) 98.2 103.6 107.8 111.6 112.2 113.5 112.4 1053 106.9 104.4

LAnd per hrvtester (ha) 149.0 141.0 136.0 131.0 130.0 134.0 136.0 134.0 132.0 127.0

Daily output per haivester ha) * 7.1 6.9 6,5 6.7 S.7 5.5 - - -

Beel Diggers (thouunds) 22.8 21.3 20.5 19,0 18.7 18.2 18.4 18.9 19.2 19.2

Land per dUger (ha) 76.0 79.0 81.0 94.0 97.0 99.0 97.0 86.0 83.0 75.0

Daily output per digger (ha) * 3.9 3.6 3.7 3.9 3.7 3,7 - - - -

Cam Harvesters (thousands) 20.5 18.2 16.5 14.9 14.2 13.4 13.4 14 0 14.4 15t1

Land per harvesttr (ha) 85S0 94.0 103,0 118.0 114.0 1Q000 95.0 88.0 101.0 112.0

Daily output per harvester (ba) * 4.3 4.4 4.5 5.1 4.9 4.5 - -

Potalo Diggers (thousands) 10.4 10.2 9.9 9.4 9,6 9,6 9.8 9.7 9.7 9.?

Land per digger (ha) 30.0 30.0 31.0 34.0 33.0 3l.0 46.0 41.0 36.0 34.0

Daily outputpor digger (ha)" 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.5 - - - -

Silo and Podder Harvesters (thousands) 42.8 43.6 45,2 47.4 49.4 49.9 31.4 52.7 50.9 50.5

land per harvester (ha) 122.0 137.0 132.0 130.0 143.0 142.0 156.0 154.0 156.0 152.0

Daily output per harvester (ha) 5.1 ' 5.1 4.9 5.0 5.2 4;7 - - - -

Source: Minty of Economks
* No date for 1949-1992 In the Minilsy of SlIstI of Ukraine

rQ
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TABLE 16 - Ukraine: Availabilit of Certain es of Agricltural M l,
as or Jamin 1, l99

Type Make Demand Available Avaibbilty

Tracrs -General Puwpose T-150K 61,460 55,564 90
T-150 67248 36,360 54
T-130 1.600 14,00 94

Trctors - Universal Cultivation T-70B 6,460 2,917 45
T-70C 33,113 30,M 92
MT3-80.82 92,800 61,624 66
MT3-100 23,300 283 1
T-40 (all modifications) 41,848 40,773 97
T-30, T-25 39.80D 21.670 54

Seff-pmpelled Chassis T-16 (all modifications) 38,40D 21,138 55

Corn Harvesters KSKY-6
KKP-3 23.400 I5,100 64

Nro Diiggers KIK-3
KLX-2 11.400 9,700 85

Silo Harvesters KSK-100. E-281. KLK-2.4
K.SS-2.6 Woodlands
KRPLa2 M o139,00 50,500 36

Source: WMnistry of Economics



TABLE 17 - Ukraine: Number of Livestock and Major Uvestock Producdon

Units 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 I192 1993 1994'

No, or Animals
(an I January)

Cattle oa which: thousands 26,63H.0 26,724.5 25,968.7 25,620.8 25,194.8 24,623.4 23,727.6 22,456.8 17,417.0

Cows 8,851.4 8,712.0 8,604.9 8,S67,4 8,327.6 8,378.2 8,262.6 8,057.2 5,379.4

Pigs 20,087.8 20,138.3 19,313.0 19,471.4 19,946.7 19,426.9 17,838.7 16,174.9 9,160.9

Sheep/Lamb 8,879.3 9,004.3 8,895.5 8,794.6 8,545.4 7,896.2 7,259.1 6,596.5 4,937.6

Poultry 252,564.7 251,365.7 24,737.2 254,501.5 255,119,5 246,104.2 243,120.A 214,582.3 83,656,5

Production:

Total meat thousand 4,117.7 4,242.2 4,394.8 4,430.4 4,357.8 4,029.1 3,400.9 2,918.5 2,555.8
(carcass weight) tons
of whkh

Beef & Veal 1,879.3 1,982.0 3,019.1 2,011.4 1,985.4 1,877.6 1,655.6 N/A N/A

PoFk 1,463.9 1,468,8 1,576,3 1,594.8 1,176.3 1,421.1 1,179.8 NIA N/A

Sheep meat 24.1 27.5 28.0 27.6 28.9 23.4 35.0 N/A NtA

Poultry meat 333.6 347.4 361.7 361.2 354.0 297.3 216.0 N/A NIA

Total Milk thousand 23,554.0 23,625,5 24,228.6 24,377.0 24,508.3 22,408,6 19,113.7 18,148.2 11,S34,5
tons

Eggs mln. 17,297.1 17,425,1 17,672,3 17,393.0 16,286.7 15,187.8 13,496.0 11,765.8 6,061.2
pIeces

Sourme: Ministry af Agriculture and Food
as of lanuary 1, 1994

.;, , .~~~



TABLE 18 - Ukraine: Average AnLnal Productivitly In State and Collective Farus by Agro-Ecological Zones, 1982-1992

1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 198B 1989 1990 1991 1992

Milk per Cow (kg)

National Average 2,238 2,468 2,538 2,607 2,730 2,756 2,918 2,913 2,941 2,669 2,215

Sleppe 2,242 2,486 2,538 2,577 2,703 2,648 2,837 2,837 2,825 2,610 2,202

Porest-Steppe 2,266 2,S24 2,634 2,733 2,861 2,932 3.093 3,093 3,096 2,771 2,301

Woodlands 2,286 2,488 2,567 2,654 2,782 2,840 2,941 2,941 2,914 2,640 2,218

Wool per Sheep (kg)

Nalional Average 3.0 3.2 3.2 3.1 3.2 3.1 3,3 3.3 3.4 3.2 3.0

Steppe 3.3 3,5 3,6 3.4 3.6 3.4 3.7 3.8 3.8 3.5 3.3

Forest-Steppe 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.7 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.7 2.7 2.6 2.5

Woodlands 2.3 2.4 2.4 2,4 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.4 2.4 2.3 2.1

Eggs per lien

National Average 196 203 205 207 216 218 221 220 214 203 194

Source Ministry of Agricnlture and Food

: . ..~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I.



TABLE 19 - Ukraine: Uvestock Production Perfonnance of Sodal Sector Farms

Category Unit 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993

Fertility Rates /year: No./year

Calves bom per 100 cows 82 85 86 86 89 86 88 88 88 86 82 79

Piglets bom per 100 pgs 1,250 1,270 1,250 1,262 1,352 1,330 1,438 1,457 1,422 1,26 1,137 1,111

Lambs born per 100 Ewe 80 89 91 86 92 92 95 94 93 86 78 74

Pillies born per 100 Horses 25 31 30 30 31 30 31 31 32 31 NIA NtA

MNatllty Rates: %/year

Catlte 2.0 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.5 1.8 1.5 1.5 1.6 2.0 2.5 2.5

Pigs 5.0 4.5 4.5 4.3 3.9 4.2 3.8 3.8 4.3 5.9 7.6 9.2

Sheop & Goals 6.2 5.2 5.2 5.4 4.3 4.6 4.0 4.2 4.2 5.2 6.6 7.3

Horses 2,8 2.4 2.7 2.9 2.7 2,9 2.5 2.4 2.6 2.6 NIA N/A

Daiy Weight Gain: Grams

Catle Fatening 342 377 366 364 382 380 412 421 421 365 290 NMA

Pig Faueneing 176 180 181 186 196 201 221 234 229 198 183 NtA

Llvewelght at Staughter: kg

Caule 334 345 358 364 362 354 372 375 393 387 380 N(A

Pigs 99 100 103 104 108 109 122 122 127 124 115 NA

Sheep & Goats 34 34 34 34 35 35 36 3S 36 35 34 NIA

Milk per Cow kgfyear 2,238 2,468 2,538 2,607 2,730 2,756 2,870 2,918 2,941 2,668 2,175 2,098

Wool per Sheep kluycar 3.0 3.2 3.2 3.1 3.2 3.1 3.3 3.3 3.4 3.2 3.0 NIA

Eggs per layer 196 203 205 207 216 218 221 220 214 203 190 174

Source: Ministry oF Agrkulture and Food
Adult moilailty only

.,~~~~~~~



TABLE 20 - Ukraine: Numnber of Private Farns as of April 11, 1994

Land Area (h) 1 Avg. LAnd a per farm on Januaty I, 1994
Regions Qlunly Agricultural Incl. Agricultural (m. Flowed Quanity Agriultral

Area Plowed Aru Area Qw) ,res Am(ha)

Total Ukraine 29,666 620,548 561,927 21 19 27739 558,175

Republic of Crimea 1,19 14,529 10,730 13 9 1094 14.12Z

Vinnis. 773 16,064 l4,999 21 19 691 13,614

Volyn 333 8,332 7,439 IS 13 531 7,522

Dnipropetrovk 1,907 50,946 48,571 27 25 1803 47.673

Donetak 1,828 39,086 34,575 21 19 1851 39,189

Zhitomir 257 4,756 4,223 19 16 245 4,705

Transcarpatldan 751 4,317 3.166 6 5 670 3,466

Zaporl,hJye 1,295 39,821 37,894 31 29 1250 37,974

Ivano-Franklivsk 680 4,987 4,044 7 6 648 4,596

Kiev Oblast 744 16,903 15,503 23 21 644 14,770

Kkovograd 1,337 46,403 43,897 35 33 1204 40,904

Lugansk 1,128 41,1S9 33,764 36 30 1062 36,603

Lviv 1,108 11,132 10,094 10 9 1023 10,251

Mkolaiv * 4,492 73,544 65,519 16 IS 4505 68,977

Odesa 3,464 47,177 43,938 14 13 3038 36,480

P0ilava ,1082 22,555 21,20t 21 20 1019 20,404

Rivno 260 3,940 3,367 15 13 248 3,663

Sumy 85 . 21,980 20,569 26 24 747 11,996

Tenmapil 731 10,333 10,167 14 14 717 9,942

Khirkiv 921 29,286 26,58 32 29 8 27,285

Kberson 2,373 76,373 67,451 32 28 2047 63,37S

Khm(endksy 473 10,053 9,457 21 20 398 8,636

Cheasay 406 9,008 7,882 22 19 3S6 7,875

Chernisy 553 2,873 2,438 3 4 532 2,718

Cho:Minis 536 14,991 13,754 28 26 527 14,435
Source: Mbtis*by of 3WisIica



TAILE 2t - bu lne: Indi o.' Pm W dubxdda Ftla of Lud at EKd of Yer

lndkuu Unis at
Muturement 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

Nunber oa Personal thousnds 8968.0 8.964.0 8,956.0 8,979.0 8,967.0 9,116.0 9,160.0 9,201.0 9,747.0 9,815.0
Subsidiawy Plots

Land Are thousands of ha 2,473.0 2,468.0 2,462.0 2,450,0 2,452.0 2,479.0 2,501.0 2,599.0 2,892.0 2,930.0
Averge Plot 0.28 0.28 0,28 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.28 0.30 0.30

LIvestock:
Catt!l thousands 3,972.0 3,902.0 3,841.0 3,682.0 3,600.0 3,617.0 3,630-0 3,540.0 3,587.0 3,585.0
Cows . 2,434.0 2,388.0 2,302.0 2,220.0 2,191.0 2,190.0 2,173.0 2,187.0 2,275.0 2,190.0
Pigs 4,966.0 4,5S9.0 4,559.0 .',250.0 4,475.0 4,777.0 4,958.0 S,356.0 5,276.0 5,400.0
Sheep & Goats * 794.0 833,0 833.0 926.0 994.0 1,74.0 1.115.0 1,253.0 1.412.0 1,480.0
Pnuliy millions 108.0 108.0 107.0 107,0 110.0 112.0 113.0 113.0 115.0 116.0
Rabbits thousands 9,967.0 10,065.0 9,827.0 10,232.0 10,664.0 7,259.0 . 6,260.0 6,521.0 5,952.0 6,700.0

ProducIion:
Cattle and Poultry diusandsof tons 1,735.0 1,735.0 1,823.0 1,831.0 1,816.0 1,816.0 1,792.0 1,736.0 1,784.0 1,810.0
(live welglil) S,798.0 5,970.0 5,930.0 5,817.0 5,830.0 5,880.0 5,S10.0 5,875.0 5,931.0 6,000,0
Milk * 6,143.0 6,143.0 6,135.0 6,109.0 5,871.0 6,142.0 6,281.0 6,161.0 5,948.0 6,100.0
Eggs Millions 14,669.0 13,681,0 13,5W1.0 13,491.0 12,240.0 9,235.0 12,726.0 11,939.0 11.322.0 10,300.0
Pouaoes thousands 1,724.0 1,895.0 1,868.0 1,818.0 1,979.0 1,931.0 1,148.0 1,794.0 2,300.0 2,100.0
VoeldabIcs 1,864,0 1,8120.0 2,021.0 1,736.0 1,173.0 1,218.0 1,490.0 1,555.0 1,097.0 1,250.0
PNii ,nd Erris ' 13,425.0 13,171,0 13,391.0 13,093.0 12,221.0 12,168.0 13,113.0 13,010.0 12,868.0 13,100.0

Gross Odipul
Plant Cultivltion millions or rmbIes ,270.0 5,123.0 S,237.0 5,068.0 4,465.0, 4,054.0 4,873.0 4,767.0 4,722.0 4,750.0
Calt Breeding ' 8,155.0 8,041.0 8,154.0 8,025.0 7,756.0 8,114.0 8,240,0 8,313.0 11,46.0 8,350.0

Share of Peasonal Plot
Gross Output In Total percentge 28.6 27.9 28.4 27.4 24.9 25.1 27.4 27.0 30.0 35.0
Agricultural Cross GWPUI

Sate: Ministry of Agriculture and raod

I



TABLE 22 - Ukrainie: Faod Industry Production Page 1 of 2

Category 1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 Z9

Cranulated Sugar 5302.0 6247.0 6660.0 7579.0 6131.0 7014.0 6791.0 4786.0 3647.0(thousands of tons)
fmm Sugar Beets 3977.0 4366.0 4485.0 5339.0 4646.0 5177.0 5388.0 3844.0 3527.0

Meat; including by.products 2074.0 2357.0 2519.0 2615.0 2731.0 2793.0 2763.0 2488.0 2050.0
of I category
(thousands or tons)

Beef and Veal 1112.0 1268.0 1384.0 1455.0 1473.0 1507.0 1494.0 1351.0 1214.0Multon 12.0 13.9 16.6 18.6 19.7 21.4 23.6 16.8 16.3Park 548.0 600.0 616.0 626.0 677.0 709.0 724.0 642.0 434.0
Poultry 229.0 293.0 309.0 317.0 364.0 372.0 355.0 292.0 249.0Other kinds of meat and by-

products of I category 172.1 182.1 193.4 198.4 197.3 183.6 166.4 186.2 136.7
Sausage (thousands of tons) 685.5 768.1 795.3 823.8 842.1 864.5 900.1 851.5 757.9
Meal as halt-finishied product 205.9 248.4 263.6 273.1 285.4 293.0 193.8 261.4 131.9

(thousands of tons)

Fish and Seafnad 934.3 1083.0 1156.0 1098.0 1166.0 1139.0 1061.0 904.5 547.0
(thousands oa ions)

Bunter (thousands of tons) 335.5 390.2 406.8 421.2 440.4 440.8 444.1 376.4 302.9
Whole Milk Products 4888.0 5687.0 6008.0 6129.0 6293.0 6381.0 6432.0 5709.0 4112.0
(thousands of tons)

Cheese, brynza (thousands of tons) 127.8 169.7 176.3 178.2 182.8 184.0 183.5 161.5 112.7
Oil (thousands of tons) 941.3 846.3 875.7 970.9 1046.7 1077.7 1070.4 1004.0 857.5
Margarine Products 263.9 275.6 294.8 318.2 308.1 318A 288.5 266.5 249.2
Canned Products (millions) 3488.0 3978.0 4738.0 4833.0 4808.0 4891.0 4836.0 4239.0 3760.0Meat and Vegetables 179.6 210.3 Z41.0 244.6 2#.S 247.1 245.8 231.2 242.9Fish and Searood 239.5 291.8 268.0 274.5 310.6 321.8 351.8 319.8 196.6Vegeables 1296.0 1053.0 1009.0 1287.0 1324.0 1230.0 11IU.0 1090.0 1019.0Tomates without Juice 457.8 474.8 662.8 . 618.0 517.6 475.8 349.6 326.5 276.9
Canned Fruit wiLhout Juice 340.6 671.8 707.5 669.8 748.4 916.9 1033.4 964.1 904.2Jam, Pteserves 143.1 182.5 186.5 181.0 191.3 251.4 307.7 282.9 240.3
Canned Milk 334.7 345.'9 369.2 351.2 407.3 418.4 415.3 350.2 245.5
Natural Juice 629.2 809.9 1337.4 12105.6 1140.1 1139.3 1070.7 834.0 716.1

Source: Ministry of S3ta1tics 



TABLE 22 - Ukraine: Food Industry Produdion Page 2 of 2

Categary 1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

Fruit luica 443.3 541.2 858.8 141.0 808.0 807.3 826.1 516.9 550.8

Dried Fruit (Lhousands of tons) 2.3 5.6 5.7 5.2 4.9 6.0 6.4 3.1 3.4
Frozen Vegetables (thousands of tons) 1.2 1.8 2.1 1.6 1.3 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.1
Grain (thousands of Ions) 7485.0 8157.0 7820.0 7784.0 7534.0 7614.0 7671.0 7383.0 6625.0
Grosts (thousands of tons) 773.4 872.5 911.9 983.3 958.8 982.6 962.4 944.4 803.8
Bread and Brad Products 7375.0 7348.0 7362.0 6834.0 6580.0 6611.0 6701.0 6685.0 6441.0

(thousands of tons)

Confectionery (Ihousands of tons) 802.4 923.8 950.6 991.6 1033.4 1074.6 111.2 1040.0 842,9
Made of Sugar 510.1 576.9 595.1 614.0 636.6 656.8 675.4 641.3 506.9

Noodles (thousands of tons) 318.6 329.8 332.4 343.5 352.5 360.1 360.4 364.8 350.3
Soft Drinks (millions of dekaliters) 90.6 97.2 124.4 125.3 143.7 149.7 150.7 114.4 58.7

KrICss 14.8 19.0 26.8 22.1 26.9 24.2 21.9 17.9 10.6
Mineral Waler (millions dekaliters) 32.7 41.3 46.8 49.4 53,M 56.8 54.5 45.9 30.4
Salil (extraclion) (thousands of tons) 5968.0 8018.0 7926.0 8020.0 8186.0 8338.0 8309.0 8394.0 7409.0

Source: Ministry of Slatislics



TABLE 23 - Ukraine: Consumption of Basic Foodstuffs per capita
and their Share In Family Income

(in kilograni, unles otherwise specified)

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993

Meat and Meat Produces 66.9 68.9 68.6 68,2 63.5 53.A 46.3

Milk and Milk Products 357.2 366.9 366.9 373.3 345,5 284.5 275.0

Eggs (each) 284.0 286.0 2s0.0 272.0 256.0 127.0 193.0

Bread 141.0 137.6 137.7 141.0 142.3 142.5 146.0

Polatoes 130.6 121.7 127.5 131.0 115.5 132.9 138.0

Vegetables apd Gourd Crops 126.6 124.6 107.5 102.5 102.5 88.9 94.0

Fruits, Berrks, Grapes 48.0 47.0 46.0 47.0 36.5 38.0 44.0

Fish and Fish Products 18.9 18.5 18.1 17.5 12.2 7.3 NA

Sugar 52.5 49.7 46.7 50.0 50.0 45.4 39.0

Vegetable Oil 11.2 11.2 11.9 11.6 11.2 10.6 8.0

Bapenses hrt Foodstuffs in Family 35.9 34.2 33.1 32.8 39.2 5S.0' NA

Budget (percent)

Source: Ministry of Economiks
* Estimiro



TABLE 24 - Ukraine: Marketing Channels for Major Agricultural Products of the Sociaisst Sector, Colective and State Farms
(flows In thousand tons unless otherwse spedfled)

19M0 - Amounts and Percentages or 19 - Amounts and Pementages 1992 (January - June) - Amounts and Percentages of
Product Socialist Sector Output SoWd Through- Socialist Sector Output Sold Through: Socialist Sector Output Sold Through:

Su te % I Coop % Private % State I % COOp % I Private % StateI COOP % I =Prt %

Grains 14,383 S0 2,472 14 1,189 7 11,081 62 4,126 23 2,651 15

Oilseeds 2,167 99 2 1 7 0 1,812 91 63 3 111 6

Potatoes 765 47 718 44 159 10 409 37 529 47 182 16 6 14 13 34 20 51

Vegetabls 2,669 63 1,216 29 339 8 2,011 62 807 25 436 13 120 70 27 16 2S 15

Sugarbeet 43,284 100 0 0 0 0 34,295 100 0 0 4 0

Cattle 2,629 94 137 5 41 1 2,405 88 175 6 165 6 1,047 88 74 6 65 5

Pigs 956 91 71 7 18 2 785 54 90 10 59 6 271 82 34 10 25 8

Poultry 435 94 18 4 12 3 363 86 27 6 32 B 139 52 t0 6 20 12

Oter Livestock 21 41 24 47 6 12 19 51 14 38 4 11 4 24 8 47 5 29

Total Meat 4,041 93 250 6 77 2 3,572 86 306 7 260 6 1,461 86 127 7 115 7
(live weight)

Milk & Milk 17,846 99 158 1 19 0 15,321 99 186 1 45 0 5,997 99 68 1 21 0
Products

Eggs (millions) 7,616 88 944 11 110 1 6.801 82 678 8 866 10 2,669 83 212 7 353 11

Source: Ministry of Finance
State - Purchase by state procurement arganization
Coop - Putchase by consumer cooperatives and public catering organizations
Privnte - Sale on market through private stores, barter, and forelgn trade

. , .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~M



Annex 143

TABLE 25 - Ukraine: Procurement Price for Sales to the State of Different Kinds of
Produce,1989-1992

(rubles per ton)

1992 1993

[989 1990 1991 | st I s SePLt OCL
quartr Ihalf 

Wheat 168 276 422 10.851 545,110

Rye 201 301 469 10.815 602,490

Buckwheat 642 923 1.351 22,900 NA

Rice 567 662 995 21.200 NA

Sunflowers 484 465 862 20.000 1.718,800

aLize 459 420 728 8,900 471.600

Sugar Bees 48 SO 98 2,484 162X400

Potatoes 167 240 1.099 13.489 472.700

Cabbage 97 159 780 7,796 NA

Onions 424 401 1.201 15.704 NA

wool 8,160 8.678 37,830 799,440 NA

Catde 2,706 2,968 4,988 21,787 21,900 54.853 5,678.400

pis 2,294 2,671 4,665 23,840 26,970 67,552 NA

Pboutry 2,216 2,391 3.836 20,337 22,956 57,498 NA

Milk 426 426 657 4.396 4,560 8,568 982.800

Eggs 54 93 189 1,092 1.121 2.373 332.700

Source: Miyistiy of Agriculum and Food



TABLE 26 - Ukraine: Wholesale Prices of Certain Kinds of Agrictntural Inputs In Slate Trade
and on Commodily Exchaiges, 1989-1992

1992 (months)

0 1 2 3 4 31 6 | iair 7 8 9 12 Commodily Exchanges
19B9 1990 1991 3

Tractors 5,9S 8.28 10.80 399.20 399.20 460.00 455.0 410.0 500.0

Trucks 9.70 12.40 14.90 452.10 452.10 452.10 452.10 451.10 520.00 819.5 707.2 637.5

HIstvSSIeOs 19.10 21.50 28.50 1000.00 1000.00 1000.00 1000.00 1000.00 1150.00

Deat llarveslets 16.20 17.00 20.20 350.80 330,80 350.80 350.80 356.80 400.00

Silae Harvesters 15.40 16.50 20.70 339.40 319.40 319.40 319.40 319.40 370.00

Plows 0.31 0.45 0.56 5.65 5.65 5.63 5.63 5.65 6.50

Seeders 1.03 1.75 2.20 20.40 20.40 20.40 20.40 20.40 23.50

Milking 3,41 4.27 64.00 64.00 64.00 64.00 64,00 75.00
Machines 2.34

Conveyers 0.98 1.23 1.40 60,00 60.00 80.00 80.0 80.0

Tnclk Fuel 0.20 0.20 0.20 2.39 3.12 7.02 10.90 9.50 10.60 7.27 11.10 20.00

Dlksel Oil 0.068 0.15 0.15 2.20 2.64 6.62 10.20 8.77 9.80 6.71 11.00 18.00

Roled Ferrous 0.13 0.13 0.21 10.50 14.00 12.30 15.20 16.60 8.00 2Z.00
Metal (tons)

Timber 0.039 0.039 0.059 3.00 3,00 5.00 1.00 6.00

Maintenance 2.34 2.34 9.05 9.10 21.00 55.10 42.80 50.00

Mineral 0.084 0.086 0.10 2.00 '2.30 3.75 4.30
Fertilzers

Plant Proection 2.35 2.30 3.71 13.80 87.50 218.90 250.00
Mean

Chemical 0.003 0,004 0.033 0.044 0.13 0.13 0.13 0,13 0.13 0.11 0.13 0.13 0.15
ReclamatIon
Means

Source: Ministry of Agriculture



TABLE 27 - Ukraine: Production Costs In Agricultural Enterprises, 1982-1992
(Millaln of Rubles)

1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1958 1989 1990 1991 1992 *Total Production Costs 25,013 26,665 28,007 29,473 31,041 31,790 32.357 34,115 36,514 54,608 888.445Plant Cultivation 9,542 10,228 10,883 11,297 12,274 11,839 11,824 12,703 13,335 18,890% of Total 30.2% 38.4% 38.9% 38.3% 39.5% 37.7% 36.5% 37.2% 36.6% 34.6Animal Husbandry 11,989 12,826 12,685 14,556 14,955 14,822 15,452 15.947 17,042 26,087% of Total 47.9% 48.1% 45,3% 49.4% 48.2% 46.6% 47.8% 46.8% 46.6% 47.8%
Other Activities 3,482 3,611 4,439 3,620 3,812 5,129 5,081 5,465 6,137 9,631% of Toul 13.9% 13.5% 15,8% 12.3% 12.3% 16.1% 15.7% 16.0% 16,18% 17.6%Coss of Marketed Ouiput" 17,547 21,851 23,241 24,907 26,792 27,526 28,449 30,324 32,425 47,428 723,6S2Plant Cultivation 4,585 5,075 5,675 5,624 5,945 6,292 6,137 6,657 6,862 9,908% of Total 26.16% 23.2% 24.4% 22.6% 22.2% 22.9% 21.6% 21.9% 21.2% 20.9%Animnl Ilusbandry 11,502 12,933 13,657 15,073 16,469 16,624 17,378 18,180 19,231 26,347% of Total 65.6% 59.2% 58.8% 60.5% 61.5% 60.6% 61.1% 60.0% 59.3% 55.5OtherActlvities 1,460 3,843 3,909 4,210 4,378 4,550 4,934 5,487 6.332 11,173% of Total 8.3% 17.6% 16.8% 16.9% 16.3% 16.5% 17.3% 18.1 % 19.5% 23.6

Source: Minisiry of Economics

* Forecast
** Excludes financlal cost and depreciation
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Table 28 - ULkraine: Retail Price Indices for Foodstuffs in State and
Cooperative Trade, 1990-1993

December December January 1992 7December December
1990 1991 1992 1993

Consumer Price Index 100 261 920 9,745 974,470

Food Prkie Lndex 100 230 899 8,545 794,841

Bread Products 100 239 871 4,389 287,942

Meat Products 100 182 782 8.817 824.945

Mik Products 100 170 531 8,843 561.003

Potatoes 100 309 752 4,231 199.219

Vegetabks 100 178 434 1.439 124,522

Buter I[O 188 603 5.775 350,053

Vegetable Ol 100 155 557 2.887 319,376

Eggs LO0 210 1.171 10,955 1.120.867

Sour NMiny orsmiskis and Word Dk cioos asin d:a hum IMF ad Miiry of Agrwhr and Food
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TABLE 29- Ultraeu Average Prices for Basic Foodstuffs, Jauary 4, 1994
(Ulkr. KBV per kxI)

I ~~~~~~~~~Prices
State and Cooperaive Trade | Collecive-mnm Market

Grain Products

Mile Wheat 5.190

Rye Bread 2,219

Wheat Bread 3,447

Rice 18,292

Meat Products

Beef & Veal 34,203 46.616

Pork 42,122 63.232

HRes 43.30 91.6D7 (per piece)

Ducks 30.696 102.509 (r piece)

Fat 45.176 51,395

Milk Products

Milk 3,422 5,812

Cottage Chee 13,851 23.621

Sow Crem 19,462 39,079

Butter 69,566 71,252

Eggs (per 10) 28,610 29.925

Sugr 8,037

Vegetable Oil 27,810 29.201

Potatoes 1,370 2,296

Vegetbles and Fris

Cabbage 1.534 2,479

Salt Tomatoes 2,366 10,805

Salt Cucumbers 3,438 13,896

Carro 1,399 2,554

Beets 1.127 2,360

Onions 3,789 5,789

Apples 3,336 6,091

Dry Fuits 11.826 12,404
Source: Minisby of Statstics
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TABLE 30 - Ukraine: Principal Costs of ndivdual Kinds of Bread in July, I992
in KieV
(per ton)

lOOOg
Cost Items 5OOg Loaf 750g Whie BDread Ukrainian

Hearth Bread

Raw Materials 10,632.81 8.442.44 6.70737

Fuel and Power 247.57 71.47 17.04

Wages 326.24 329.91 248.68

Deductions for Social Isurance 120.75 11429 88.31

Maintenance costs 61856 128.08 12352

Shop costs 200.01 144.03 22S5.68

General Podction Exenses 748.95 749.49 127.38

Prine Production Costs 12.S94.99 9.979.71 7.707.98

Non-producton cons 128.95 78056 518.86

Full Pfime Cost 13,023.94 10,760.27 8,226.84

Profit Madrup 1.976.06 1X2f4.73 1,006.64

Profit Madrup Rate 15.2% 1117% 12.2%

Wholesale Price 15.000.00 12.015.00 9,233.48

VAT 4,200.00 2,643.30 2,031.37

VAT Rate 28% 22% 22%

Sub-total: 19j200.00 14,658.30 11,264.85

Trade Premium 4,800.00 2,198.75 1,689.73
(Marketing Margin)

Trade Premnin Rate 25% 15% 15%
(Marketing Margin Rate)

Unsubsidized Totd 24,000.0 16,857.05 12,954.58

Retail Price per ton 24,000.00 8,000.00 5,000.00

Retil Price per piece 12.00 6.00 5.00

Subsidy per ta - 8,857.05 7,954.58

Soure: Ministry of Economics



TABLE 31- Ukraine:. Area of Forest Stock, 19821992
(in thousands of ha)

Iears Tosl by Managing Organiadons
Yeats Total I I I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Oilir MinistriesYe9rs Mlnneskhoal Ukrleaprom I Mlniskmprot and Agelnies

Total area Forested Tol area Forted Total aru Foreted Total aru Foresed ToUt area Formed
198Z o90 8457 5793 4853 1240 1127 2311.2 2105 571.8 372
1983 9969 8$88 5924 4997 1238 1121 2391.7 2072 415.3 394
1984 9969 3588 5924 4997 123 1125 2392.0 2072 415,0 394
1985 9969 8538 5924 4997 1238 1125 2397.0 2072 410.0 394
1986 9969 8538 5914 4997 1238 1125 2397.0 2072 410.0 394
1987 9969 85.8 5924 4997 1238 1125 2397.0 2072 410.0 394
1988 9942 3620 5939 509 1236 1122 2391.7 2160 375.3 309
1989 9942 8620 5939 5029 1236 1122 2397.0 2160 370.0 309
1990 9942 8620 5939 5029 1229 1126 2441.9 2260 325.1 305
1991 9942 8620 5939 S029 1229 1126 2375,8 2160 391.2 305
1992 9942 8620 5939 5019 1229 1126 2375.8 2160 391.2 305

Source: Ministry of Economis

1. Ministry of Fomey
2. Ukraktian Foresuy bnusy Compny
3. Mhliny of Agrlcultur
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TABLE 32 - Ukraine: Production Indexes of Forest Associations, 19821992

Indexes 1982. 19U3 1984 1985 1990 1991 1992

Felling Stock 6,249.0 6,271.6 6,283.0 6,247.0 6,123.0 5,673.0 5,704.0
(thousands of M'):

Mlnleskhoz 4,00t.0 4,109.0 4,023.0 3,978.0 3,878.0 3,594.0 3,427.0
Ukrlesprom 1,929.0 1,921.6 1,929.0 1,949.0 1,877.0 1,674.0 1,788.0
Minselkhozprod 319.0 331.0 326,0 320.0 370.0 407.0 498.0

Forest Planing 53.61 57.26 59.50 60.25 57,54 48.06 43.55
(thousands of ha)

Minlcskhoz 48.72 47.16 48.62 49.80 57.49 37.60 33.70
Ukriespram 4.98 5.20 5,18 5.4S 5.05 6.06 5.65
Minselkhozprod S.00 4.90 4.70 5.00 5.00 4.40 4.20

Value of Hitarvest 140,746 138,696 141,123 141,878 148,440 327,045 4,575,763
(thousands of rublea)

Minleskhoz 125,045 122,624 125,202 125,988 134,412 306,810 4,477,254
Ukilesprom 15,701 16,072 15,921 15,890 14,028 20,235 98,509

Prophylactlc Fellings 634.1 634,3 609.8 599.5 508.5 426.3 430.0
(thousands of ha)

Minleskhoa 339.3 540,2 515,9 506.3 434.2 365,5 370.0
Ukrlesprom 94.9 94.1 93.8 93.2 74.3 60.8 60.0

Value of Prophylactlc 8,811.7 8,857.4 9,872.0 8,730.1 7,775.2 6,394.1 6,300.0
liaresat
(thousands of M) 6,698.6 6,791.8 6,747.7 6,726.2 64070.4 5,071.3 5,000.0

Mlnleikhot 2,113,1 2,065.6 2,024.3 2,003.9 1,704.8 1,322.8 1,300.0
Ukrlesprorn

Forest Protection Measumes
around Pest Conttol 203.8 194.3 202.2 203.6 228.8 211.3
(thousands of ha)
Mlnieskhoz 184.8 180.9 118.8 189.4 199.7 196.8
Ukrlespron 19.0 13.4 13.4 14.2 23.1 14.5 -

Air Pest Control 50.7 90.7 122.2 94.1 64.5 20.3
(thousnds of ha)
Mlnleskhoz 50.7 83,3 1187, 94,1 63,8 20,3
Ukrlesprom* 7.4 3.5 - 0.7 -

Forest Fire Control *- 3,400 3,400 4,000 4,100 4,100
(thousands of ha)

Minleskhoz *- - 3,400 3,400 4,000 4,100 4,100
Ukrlesprom .. .. .. m. .. ..

Source: Ministry of Economics
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